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THE BEST IN AMATEUR RADIO - SAVE MONEY AND CALL US NOW FOR OUR UNBEATABLE EXCLUSIVE PACKAGE DEALS)
ICOM IC-761
ICOM IC-751A
COU IC -735
ICOM e-725
ICOM R7000

100N, 1.630M Han bend TX, GCRX, 12
mems, Internal ATU & PSU, DM mime.
105ds dynanc range
C-761
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I0, 1.s3omet Han bind TX. GCRX, 32
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free
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Magnificent is te crdy word fa 100KHz2Cogadiretz congruous coverage. 1000
memories, mulalunceon CRT disday aid
spectrum sad. send SAE fa alad reed
rail lis super nee '
carnal(' recede.
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SCANNER SPECIAL! EXCLUSIVE TO RAYCOM - COBRA SR925!
16 channel proganmalde sear, he COBRA scene covers 29•54MHz fa 1
Orn & An
Amateur bands, 118-136MHz Airband, 136-148MHz for 2rri Amateur band, 162-1741Alizfor
Land Wide Ftadoand 406-512MHz fa 70an Amateur band and UHF T band. With 16 memory
channeis.2opeed search. Ngh sensitivity (0.3µV) and 1wand audio Iris scans is ideal for
beginner and enthusiast id
RAYCOM SPECIAL PACKAGE! includes the blowing:
COBRA SR925 scanner nciudng mans adapter f179.99
FREE • RAYCOM scanner anterna wort £14.95 coming
609014r1z, 108-136MHz, 136•174A4Ftz aid 380-529AH:
FREE • antenna added 10 metres of war and Pl259
so:fiefs worth £15 - aready-toga special at ordy

plus f10.00 post/pacicinnsurarice

f10 03,foserpackine

£179.99

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS LIMITED, INTERNATIONAL HOUSE, 963 WOLVERHAMPTON RD, OLDBURY, WEST MIDLANDS 859 4RJ. TEL 021544-6767, Fax 021-544-7124, Telex 33k4K1 I
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RAYCOM

RAYCOM gives you more BUYING POWER
ALL IASJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED. BC,
ACCESS. DINERS. INSTANT CREDIT UP TO
£1000 ( SUBJECT TO STATUS) WITH
RAYCOM CREDIT CARD (APR 29.5%). FREE
CREDIT ON CERTAIN ITEMS AT MAP CALL
NOW FOR MORE DETAILS.
ORDERING INFORMATION
WE STOCK ICOM, YAESU. BEARCAT, MFJ,
BUTTERNUT. CUSHCRAFT. AEA, TONNA,
NAVICO, TEN-TEC AND WELZ AMONG
MANY OTHERS CALL FOR FULL LIST.

TEL

021-544-6767

PHONE BEFORE 4Ptil FOFI NEXT DAY
DELIVERY BY COURIER (Cl 5.00) • OR 2PM
FOR DELIVERY BY POST (C1000 P&P).
PLEASE ALLOW TIME FOR CHEOUES TO
CLEAR MANY OTHER [TUG IN STOCK.
PLEASE CALL FOR MORE INFO AND FOR
EXTRA SPECIAL DEALS!
INFOLINE 0836771500 5-9pm (weekdays)
OPENING HOURS 9530 MON TO SAT,
LATE NIGHT FRIDAY 'TIL 7PM 73 DE RAY
G4KZ31, JM G8IMP AND JULIAN.
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The latest news, comments and
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System
Steven and John Goodier review
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14 The World of Data
Don Field G3XTT looks at what
traditional RTTY has to offer
17 Project Book
Martin Williams considers the
best ways to stack aerials
18 Second-hand
Hugh Allison G3XSE with some
advice on selling your
equipment
20 The Quagi
Maurice Webb GlAMR with a
project to build an inexpensive
antenna
23 Morse Report
Tony Smith G4FAI with his
bimonthly look at the world of
dots and dashes

Cover:
The Trio TS-440S HF
Transceiver

24 DX Diary
Don Field G3XTT with this
month's DX news
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38 The Kenwood RC- 10 Remote
Controller
A user review by Steven and
John Goodier

13 The Final Courtesy
40
Trevor Morgan GW4OXB takes a
detailed look at QSL cards and
41
the information they should
contain

News Trade Sales by:
SM Distribution,
6Leigham Court Road,
Streatham, London.
SW16 2PG
Tel: 01-677 8111
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dvertisements we cannot accept

34 On the Beam
Glen Ross G8MWR with news
and comment on collinear
aerials, repeaters and satellites

Coming Next Month
A Trapped Dipole for the DX
Bands
David Taylor G4EBT constructs
atrapped dipole antenna

44 50MHz
Ken Ellis G5KW with the latest
developments on 6m
45 Fluke 87 Meter
Samuel Dick reviews this handheld multimeter

SERVICES
31 Subscription Order Form
46 Free Classified Ads
50 Advertisers' Index
50 Advertising Rates and
Information
PUBLISHER'S ANNOUNCEMENT

28 Understanding Frequency
Synthesisers
Ian Poole G3YWX explains how
they work

You may have noticed that Amateur Radio's cover price
has increased. This has been made necessary because of
continually increasing paper and production costs.
As we are publishing avery specialised magazine,
appealing to adedicated band of readers, we are subject to
higher unit production costs than other magazines of more
general appeal.
Our research indicates that the magazine content is what
you have asked for, so in order to continue publishing
Amateur Radio for you, we need to charge an economic
price.
Ihope you continue to enjoy the magazine.

32 Short Wave Listener
Trevor Morgan GW4OXB with
the latest short wave news

Best wishes

Peter Williams — Publisher
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13(214
BC214(
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8(2141
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0.15
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13(239
BC25I A
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71(252A
0.25
BC758
8(258A
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13(284
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0(300
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BC 307E1
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BC337
0.09
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0.13
BC 317A
BC461
0.35
13(4713
0.20
BC527
0.70
0.10
BC547
0.10
BC 548
0.10
8(5496
0.14
8(550
0.08
13(557
BC558
0.10
B(639/10 0.30
BCY336
1930

Semiconductors
A075
AC 26
AC127
6(128
AC 28K
AC141
71(141K
AC142K
6(176
A(176K
A(187
AC I
87K
60138
(188K
60,17
AD 142
AD] 49
ASIA]
68162
61106
AF114
6F] IS
AFII6
AF117
67118
61121
AF 1
24
AF 125
61126
Al]??
AFI39
61150
AF 78
61239
ASO??
651.77

030
OAS
0.20
0.32
0.21
R.34
1.45
0.22
0.31
0.25
0.21
0.25
0.37
1.15
2.50
1.50
0.50
0.50
030
230
1.95
2.50
2.50
3.50
0.60
0.65
065
0.45
0.65
0.40
0.60
1.95
0.42
0.85
1.50

AUI06
67 102
130076
B00713
BC 130
8(1080
BC109
BC 1090
8(1146
13(115
BC 1166
B017
BC119
BC 125
BC 140
rem
B(142
BC143
BC1478
8048A
0049
BC 1S3
8C157
8059
BC 6]
BC 1708
BC]?]
BC 1728
BC 1730
BC174
BC 177
8(178
8(182
BC I
821.8
BC 1
83
BC] 83]

6.95
2.95
011
0.11
0.10
0.12
0.10
0.12

eon

035
0.50
0.19
0.24
0.25
0.31
0.25
0.21
0.24
0.12
0.09
0.09
0.30
0.12
0.09
0.55
0.15
0.09
0.10
0.10
0.09
0.15
0.15
0.10
0.10
0.10

o.o,

P. M COMPONENTS LTD

LSO
230
230
230
595
2.50
2.80
230
2.95
1.95
2.50
330
2.95
3.50
2.95
2.95
3.95
3.95
2.95
2.50
2.15
3.95
3.50
3.30

6617145M
6747150
607151
06521
CA 13520
(A3086
CA3123f
CA313EM
(63140S
(631401
E116016
861137W
881156W
881306
HA1322
8613396
HA1366W
HA1406
HAI 551
LA 1201
161230
17%3201
LA4101

3.15
2.95
230
1.50
1.75
0.46
1.95
2.50
2.50
1.15
230
1.95
130
130
1.95
2.95
2.75
1.95
2.9s

VIDEO SPARES / MEADS
Please phone with your
recorder model no for our
quotation
3HSSV for Fergusory IV( 2730
3115SUIN for National
Panasonic/Philips
2930
385538 for Notional Ponasonlc
NV7777330
3930
3HSSN/4HSS for Nationol
Panasonic
21.50
38558 for Hitachi
35.00
3HSSU3N for National
Panasonic
35.80
3H SSP for Sharp
3500
3HSS6NA for National
Panasonic Industrial
75.00
3HSSU2N for Notional
Panasonic
39.50
311555F for Fisher/Fidelity 35.00
3115SR for Amstrad/Saisho,'
Triumph
35.80
P5305 for Sonj,SL(5 67 etc
35.00
PS3BT for Toshiba
3930
154025 for Sony 51(20/30 etc
3930
PS5B3S for Sony 51(8/C9 etc
4130
65.00
Philips V2000
VIDEO BELT KITS
Mai VS9300/9500/9803
2.75
Amstrad 7003/Saisho/
1.50
Triumph
2.75
Ferguson 3V16
Ferguson 3V22/1V(
803360/3640
2.95
Ferguson 3V23/1V(
HR7703
130
Ferguson 3V29/1V(
2.75
807200
Ferguson 3V31/IV(
2.75
H07650
JVC HR3330/3600
2.75
Hitachi VI] 1/33
2.75
INDUSTRIAL AND
SPECIAL QUALITY
CATHODE RAY TUBES
Asmall sehei.rioiiIruin
our stock of 10,000

0.95
1.95
0.95
095

LA4102
464140
LA40311
164400
1.64420
LA4422
1A4430
164461
1E7120
LC7130
LC7131
1C7137
161323K
I.M324N
LM380N
1M380N8
1613831
1.7639077
LM I
011
7451551
M5I 5131
M5I521 L
M83705
M83712

1.50
2.95
1.95
3.50
340
1.50
230
3.95
3.25
330
530
ISO
4.95
0.45
150
2.95
2.95
330
3.15
2.95
2.30
130
1.50
2.00

Hitachi VT5000
Hitachi VT8000
Notional Panasonic
NV300/333/340
Notional Panasonic
NV200071
National Panasonic
NV???
Notional Panasonic
NV300013
Notional Panasonic
NV7000
National Panasonic
NV8600/8610/0620
Sanyo SaC 5000
Sanyo 01(5336
Sanyo VTC 5500
Sanyo VT C9303
Sanyo VT(9300P
Sharp 6300
Sharp 7300
Sharp 8300
Sharp 9300
Sony C6
Sony C7
Sony 19
Sony 5130008
Sony S18000/8080
Toshiba 7540
Toshiba 96,X)
INTMULTIPLIERS
UNIVERSAL TRIPLER
DECCA 30
DECCA 80
DECCA 100
DfCCA 120
DECCA 1730
GEC 2040
GEC 2110
ITT CVCI 9
ITT ( 8(20/25/30
111 ( V(45
PHILIPS 081550)
PHILIPS 09
P`IE 697

Please a df3
addition I
carriage
per tube
'CPI
21.50
I
2CSP4
35.08

010
0.59
0.42
0.42
0.50
0.30
0.30
0.32
0.10
0.32
0.30
1.10
0.29
0.65
1.50
0.50
0.72

80115
80124P
BD 131
BDI32
BD 1
33
BD 1
35
00] 36
80137
00138
00139
BDI 40
BDI 44
BD150(
00159
710160
BD] 66
BDI 79
BDI 82
BD201
00202
00203
80204
130222
00723
00225
00232
00233
00236
BD237
13D242
BD246
00376
80379
80410
80434
00436
00437
00438
BD5I 0

Integrated Circuits
AN103
60124
60714
AN2I40
60236
674239
AN240P
60247
701260
60262
674264
674271
AN301
AN303
AN313
614315
674316
AN33I
AN342
693621
60612
6116362
AN7I40
AN7I4S

TELEX
966371
TOS - PM

SELECTRON HOUSE, SPRINGHEAD ENTERPRISE PARK
SPRINGHEAD RD, GRAVESEND, KENT DA11 8HD

10746
3003Q
CM/872W
CME I
523W
CRE 1400

0.70

0.50
0.50
0.50
0.70
0.44
0.59
0.48
0.35
0.35
049
0.40
0.65
0.75
0.32
045
0.65
065
0.60
040
075
0.95

230
MI33756
1.00
MC 1307P
1.95
MC1310P
1.70
MC1327
M(13270 0.95
m(1351P
1.75
1.00
MC1352P
2.35
MC1357
1.58
MC1358
1.7$
M(1496
030
MC1723
2.75
M(3357
74(34011
2.50
MC I
4106P 2.95
M(14518CP 7.50
M12310
1.75
2.50
M123271
2.95
ML239
64 965807 8.75
SAA500A 330
5#A1025
7.25
5661251
4.95
SAA5010
5.35
SAA5020
5.75
SAB32 I
0 ISO
1.75
SA 55605
SAS5705
1.75
2.85
565580

2.95
1.25
2.95
3.75
2.75
3.75
2.75
3.75
130
1.75
2.75
3.75
3.90
330
3.50
330
3.50
2.75
330
2.95
3.75
430
3.50
1.50
5.45
6.35
6.95
6.95
6.95
6.35
5.45
6.95
6.35
6.35
6.95
6.95
6.00
6.50

0.20
0.28
0.26
0.18
0.35
0.34
0.29
0.32
0.37
0.31
0.65
0.25
0.19
0.32
0.25
0.32
0.36
0.68
0.35
0.23
0.25
0.23
0.23
0.25
0.30
1.50
1.75
0.35
0.35
0.55
0.75
1.15
0.60
0.85
0.30
0.26
0.32
0.25
1.35

BFY50
BFY5I
BF 790
131948
80108
BR 101
00103
80303
EIRC4443
00939
05W64
EISX60
011366/02
01106
81116
81119
81120
BUI OS
90100
BU I
24
BUI25
8U126
00204
00205
01.1708
0U2086
2080
BU326
BU3265
BU407
13U408
0114266
011500
BUSOBA
00526
00807
BUY20

0.32
0.32
0.77
1.75
0.45
0.49
0.55
0.95
1.15
0.45
0.95
1.25
035
1.49
1.20
3.15
1.65
1.95
1.69
5.25
1.25
1.60
1.5$
1.30
0.95
1.15
1.35
1.20
1.50
1.24
130
0.75
2.25
1.95
1.90
2.25
2.15

SAS590
2.75
019010
7.95
519178
6.65
51.1310
1.80
511327
1.10
SL 13270
1.10
507414
1.50
507421
OAS
56176110N 0.89
5E776115N 1.25
5747613174 1.30
SN76226DN 2.95
SN76227N 1.05
SH76228N 2.95
56176533N 1.65
574766509 1.1$
5747666074 0.90
7.95
STKO1 1

STK437
7.95
7.95
STK439
11.50
STK461
11.50
511463
7.95
5102015
7.95
511(0029
7.95
STK0039
TA7061 AP 130
16 7072
2.65
187073
3.50
1.50
TA7108P
TA71201
1.65

1674097
TA761IAP
16.7629
1663106
TAA320A
TAA350A
1AA5508
TAA570
166621
TAA630S
1A/1
1661B
IAA ?CO

3.95
2.95
2.50
330
330
1.05
0.95
1.95
3.95
2.95
1.95
1.70

TA7129 P
16713OP
TA7137P
1671467
TA 7I76AP
187193P

L06930
3.
95
78A 120AS/B/C
1.00
SA/SO/I/O
70A395
ISO
7E16396
0.75

STKO 14
STK015
STK018
STK025
51 0032
STK078
STK085
51K415
STK435

TA7203
2.
95
2.15
TA7204P
167205AP 1.15
1.95
TA7208
TA7222AP 1.10
4.25
1A7277P
1.95
TA7228P
1.80
TA7310P
167314P
2.95
16732IP
2.25

80518
130520
135534
00535
00575
00587
80588
00698
BD701
00702
00707
80032
ESDX 5313
OF 115
BF119
BF127
131154
BF158
05160
87173
70177
07178
07179
07180
0F 10]
87182
BFI83
07104
07185
BF 195
B7197
BF 198
BF 199
87200
07240
BF24I
BF245
0F2561(
07257

PYE 713 4LEAD
POR 713 5LEAD
POR 731/25
RANK 8774
RANK 8023
RANK 1206
SIEMENS TVK76/ I
SIEMENS EUROPA
THORN 1500
THORtf 160)
THORN 3500
THORN 8030
THORN 8500
THORN 9000
THORN 9600
TV11 STICK
1013 STICK
TV18 STICK
1020 STICK

0.75
0.65
0.45
0.45
0.95
0.95
0.95
130
1.25
1.25
0.90
1.50
1.65
0.35
0.65
0.39

o.ze

0.22
0.27
0.22
0.38
0.26
0.34
0.79
0.79
0.29
0.29
0.35
0.28
0.11
0.11
0.16
0.14
0.40
0.20
0.15
0.30
0.35
0.28

7.95
595
7.95
11.95
7.95
11.95
8.95
7.95
7.95

130
0.50
830
6.35
6.95
6.95
6.95
730
5.45
5.45
7.95
6.95
7.15
830
1130
0.90
1.25
1.10
1.40

FUSES

SPiCIAl OFFER
100 PER TYPE
2MM 0/08 BI‘ 006 each £4.50
1COMA 200MA 250MA 500MA
I
Amp 125Amp ISirop
16Arnp
2Amp 25Amp 315Arnp 4Amp
20MM A/S (a, 0 15 eoch £ 1130
1COMA 1SOMA 160MA 250MA
500MA 8130MA 125Amp
?Amp 3 15Amp 5Amp
I25 inch 0/13 (
0'006 eoch
£A.00
25076A 500MA 750MA lAmp
15Arnp ? Amp 3Ansp 7Amp
10Amp

125 inch A/S Ca' 0 15 eoch
£10.110
SOMA 60MA 100MA 15CIMA
250MA SCOMA 750MA I5Arnp
3Amp 4Amp SAmp
45.00
95.00
7.00
9.50
29.50

09 110GH
DIO 7ICIGH
DI 0230GM
013 611011
013 63001

07 259
07271
01271
01273
07 335
0F336
07337
07338
BF355
01362
01363
BF371
137394
07422
07423
BF457
87458
81467
B7493
784995
B14997
07039
BF R40
BF R81
BFR
BF R90
01 891
87742
87143
BFW1 0
BFW11
BFW16A
BFW61
BFW92
BF X29
137X84
07X85
87086
BF Y18

2.
50

1.50
1.00
1.50
2.95
3.95

1084400

1864800
II BAS I
0
7065100
1BA520
7085200
706530
TBA5300
106540
1BA5400

2.
55

1.95
230
230
1.10
1.10
1.10
1.10
1.25
5.35

13U041
GET1U
01X542
M13000
M10340
M.1350
M1E520
Mg 2955
MPSA 13
MPSA92
MILF237
MRF450A
MRF453
MR1454
MRF455
MRF475
MRF477
MRF479
OC 16W
0(23
0C25
0C26
0(28
0(29
0(32
0(42
0(44
0(45
0(70
0(71
0(72
0(75
001
0(84
0(139
0(171
0(200
0(201
0(205

2.50
2.50
9.50
1.98
0.40
0.75
0.48
0.95
0.29
0.30
4.95
15.95
17.50
26.50
17.50
2.95
14.95
530
230
9.50
130
130
5.50
4.50
5.50
130
1.25
1.00
1.00
0.75
230
130
1.00
1.50
12.50
4.50
4.50
5.50
10.00

020088
R2009
820108
02322
0323
02540
RCA] 6029
RCA] 6039
R(616181
RCA] 6334
R(Al 6335
RCA 16572
520600
SKE5F
1602IV
16027V
16029V
76036V
1
.
9002V
T9011V
T90 15V
19034V
T9038V
TH Y15/80
THY I5/85
11729
TIP29(
TIP30(
TIP3IC
TIP32(
TIP33C
TIP3413
TIP4 I
A
TIP41(
TIP420
11747
TIP48
TIP50
117120

2.50
1716920
1.65
TEIA950/2X 130
1.49
1136990
10A9900
1.49

1062002
1062083
TDA2010
TDA2020
1062030
1062140

2.95
3.95
2.50
2.15
2.25
2.50
1.95
2.15
1.95
2.15
3.95
1.70
0.95
1.95
1.95
2.95
2.80
3.95

1(6270

1062150

2.50

TBA5500
TBA560(
TBA5600
TBA570
TBA651R
1136673
TBA750
TBA7S00
1136803
TRAUMAS
TBA810P
113/1820M

1.95
1.45
1.45
1.00
230
1.95
1.95
2.65
0.81
1.65
1.65
0.75

1060200

1.45

106090

2.50

T(A270S0 2.50
T(A650
230
2.50
TCA 760
1(6800
6.95
1.95
1(68305
T01900
2.50
T01940
135
106440
2.20

1061001
TDAI003A
10A 1206A
TDA 1010
1061005
TDA1035
1061037
1061044
TDA1 I70
TDA 1180
TEA I
2700
TDA1327

1.45
2.50
1.45
0311
0.66
2.48
035
0.85
0.85
0.90
035
035
0.95
1.45
0.45
0.45
0.45
035
035
0.75
2.15
235
3.95
2.25
2.25
0.40
0.42
0.43
035
0.42
0.95
0.95
OAS
045
0.47
0.65
0.65
0.65
0.60

1087151
1062160
TDA2524
1082530
10A2531
TDA2540
TD62541
1062560
TDA2576

1.95
2.50
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
2.15
1.15
440

TIP125
110142
TIP] 46
TIP161
TIP2955
TIP30S5
11591
TV106
TV106/2
ZRFOI 12
201100
201308
291711
202219
202626
202905
203053
2930 54
203055
203702
203703
203704
203705
2E13706
203708
203733
2143773
283792
2E44280
204427
294444
295294
205296
795298
295485
285496
205641
205643
291329

035
1.75
2.75
2.95
0.80
035
0.20
130
130
16.50
6.50
1.35
0.30
0.21
035
040
0.40
039
032
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.20
0.12
0.12
9.50
2.75
1.35
330
1.95
1.15
0.42
0.48
0.60
0.45
0.95
16.50
16.50
0.95

TDA2581
T0712582
1062593
1082600
1062610
10626118
1062640
1262655
TDA2680A
TDA2690
7063310
TDA3510
TDA3560
1064050
TDA4600
TDA9503
1E61009
UP(41(
UPC566H
UPC575C2
01C10018
UPC 10208
UP(1024H
111C.10258
0P(1028H
UPC 1032H
UP(1158H
UPC1167(2

2.95
2.95
2.95
6.50
230
1.95
3.50
430
2.75
2.45
2.95
3.50
3.95
2.95
230
3.15
1.35
3.50
2.95
1.50
1.95
2.95
1.50
1.95
1.95
0.95
0.75
1.95

We have recently introduced 0 special in house selection facility
und con offer he follow.ng service for audio, hi herr

Special Seine tion of pre amp volves for low
tic
Supply ond fitrorq of pre amp dumpily
rings
Special selection cod matching of power
valves

Mt(

Oeh.... ,

£1.00 per valve
£1.00 per ring
£1.00 per valve

Valve Hardware List
SOCKETS
ACORN
Al
04 CHASSIS
B5 CHASSIS
85 71.06111,10
87 CHASSIS
076 CHASSIS
137G PCB
070 PCB CERAMIC
B7G CHASSIS
B7G CHASSIS
SHOCKPROOF
870 SKIRTED CHASSIS
07G SKIRTED PC8
070 SKIRTED PTFE
CHASSIS
BOA CHASSIS
B80 CHASSIS
01311 CRT
096 PCB
89A 003 THIN
89A CHASSIS
OVA CHASSIS
SHOCKPROOF
096 SKIRTED CHASSIS
B9A SKIRTED CHASSIS
CERAMIC PINCH

4.95
1.7$
2.50
2.50
230
1.75
8.50
0.65
0.95
0.65
0.65
0.65
0.95
0.95
0.85
0.05
0.45
0.45
0.95
0.95
0.50
1.25
0.65

PLUGS
OCTAL
070
894

0.85
0.35
0.65

CANS
B7G
894

0.35
0.65

45 00 1 DI 2000M
45.00
016 100GH97
45.00
01-13 91
59.00
EC 35
59.00
716 1010M

75.00
65.00
55.00
39.50
75.00

121 130GR
F3I 121.0
11708
M7 120W
MII ICOGM

7

B9A SKIRTED PCB
1.25
090 CERAMIC PCB
0.95
B9D CERAMIC CHASSIS
0.95
89G CERAMIC CHASSIS
2.50
BIN CHASSIS
0.50
0138 CHASSIS
0,50
814A CRT 13BPD
1.95
O(ATAL VINTAGE
CHASSIS
0.35
OCTAL CHASSIS
0.65
OCTAL PCB
0.95
GIANT 7P1018131
SOCKET
8.50
JUMBO 4PIN
13.95
GIANT 4PIN 14217H)
25.00
NUVISTOR
4.50
SK406
930
51(410
35.00
SK4105
2500
SK610A
3500
CHIMNEY 1504105
SK6106)
3.50
UX4 CHASSIS
1.95
UX5 CHASSIS
1.95
11X7 CHASSIS
2.95
X9V CHASSIS
0.50
11PGF CHASSIS
0.50
TOP CAPS
NOVAL
0.75
OTHERS ON APPLICATION
EX-EQUIPMENT
4(02508 AEI BASE
15.00
40(2508 MILITARY
SOCKET
10.00
40000A CLAMPS
5.00
75.00
75.00
75.00
19.50
35.00

MI 715IGVR
M21 IIW
M23 II
2GV
M24 12108
M24 122WA

2507 IS
20(495
25(496
25(784
25(785
25(789
25(9310
2SC937
25(1034
25(1096
250106
25(1124
25(1162
2SC1172Y
25(1173
25(1306
25(1364
2SCI413A
25(1449
25(1628
25(1678
25(1945
25(1953
25(1957
25(1969
25(1985
25(2028
2SC2029
25(2078
25(2091
25(2098
25(2166
25(2314
25(2371
2SC93ID
25KI9
25K33
351038

0.55
0.80
0.80
0.75
0.75
0.55
0.95
1.95
430
0.80
2.50
0.95
0.95
2.20
1.15
1.75

UP(1181H
liPC 1182H
UPC1185H
1.1PC 1191V
UPC 350(
L1PC1351(
UPC 1360
14PC1365C
UPC 2002H
UPD21141(

748
7008
7805

1.25
1.50
3.95
130
2.95
2.45
2.95
3.95
1.95
2.50
0.35
0.60
030
0.35
0.50
0.35
0gp
cis°

7812
7815

0.50
pis°

555
5
„92,

'
4
"
747

BYX36 1
SOR
0.20
BYX38 6000
0.60
BYX55 KC 0.30
BYX7I 600 1.75
01X61
0.15
01)(88
0.10
BZY95(30 0.35
(S48
8.00
CS1OB
18.50
0.65
MR510
0.65
MR512
0647
0.15
0.10
0690
0A91
0.15
0.10
0A95
0.40
08202
5.00
742100

AA 119
0.10
BAT15
0.13
0.16
BAI45
0.17
BA I
48
BM 54
006
BAISA
0.15
8A157
coo
0.75
86244
0.75
86301
06302
OSS
84313
0.75
295
8A318
2.95
04328
BA52I
1.75
0.30
8482 1
0.19
BAW62
88X13
0.04
BAX 1
6
0.12
0.30
BB 1058
0.79
81151
0.10
88126
0.11
88127
0.15
88133
045
BY164
1.20
BY 176
89179
0.63
811 82
0.55
80184
0.35
BY 187
0.45
BY199
0.40
80206
0.14
89208 800 0.33
131210 800 0.33
139223
0.90
89298 400 0.22
81'799 8100 0.22
BYX10
0.50
CiYX25 600 1.25

8230
N23(
1423711
N23WE
N4001
N4003
N4004
744007
N4I 48
N4448
N5401
95402
N5403
N5406
N5407
89408
1144
11923
TT2002

2.95
4.95
4.95
2.95
0.04
0.04
0.05
0.06
0.02
0.10
0.12
0.14
0.12
0.13
0.16
0.16
0.10
0.15
010

ZONER DIODES
8/X61 Series

175.00 1 M28 131.0
55.00
M31 1820V
45.00
M3I I84W
55.00
M3I 19008
55.00
M3I 19IW

'115

45.00
45.00
55.00
45.00
55.00

I

0Z988 Series
0.70

M3I 325GH
M38 100W
M40 12014
SE5FP31
19750

35.00
59.00
59.00
45.00
75.00

o.so

2.50
030
0.75
130
3.75
0.95
0.80
2.95
130
1.15
1.95
1.45
0.85
2.95
1.95
0.00
0.36
0.95
0.55
0.55
0.98

FEB/MAR ' 89
PRICE LIST

Aselection from our
stock of branded valves
A1714
24.50
61834
7.50
62087
11.50
A2134
14.95
A2293
6.50
A2426
33.50
A2599
37.50
42792
27.50
42900
1150
63283
24.00
A3343
35.95
ACSP34
4.95
AC/S2PEN 830
ACT22
59.75
AH221
3900
411238
39.00
41.60
6.00
AN 1
14.00
ARP12
2.50
ARP34
1.25
ARP35
2.00
AZ11
4.50
85894
250.00
8158
55.00
8117
25.00
81113
35.00
C1
K
27.50
C3M
17.95
(1134
32.00
C1149/1 195.00
C1150/1 135.00
(1534
32.00
CCA
330
CO24
6.50
(01036
3.50
CK5676
6.30
C1 Nos PRICES
ON REQUEST
D3A
27.50
063
1.20
0441
22.50
0442
17.50
DA90
4.50
DAF91
0.95
06996
0.95
0(70
1.75
DC90
3.50
DC X - 4 5000
25.00
131116
28.50
DETI8
28.50
DET20
2.50
DET22
35.00
DET23
35.00
50124
27.50
DE 125
22.00
00129
32.00
DF9 I
1.50
00 92
1.50
DF96
1.25
0( 97
1.25
DG1OA
8.50
0663
1.50
D1177
0.90
0091
1.20
0092
130
Dt35
2.50
131.63
1.00
131.70
2.50
DI. 73
2.50
01.91
3.95
01.92
1.50
0193
1.50
01.510
13.50
01.516
10.00
DM70
5.25
DM160
6.50
DOD- 006 79.50
0151
1.50
0986/87
0.85
D1802
0.05
49.50
E8OCC
19.50
E80CF
12.50
EBOF
18.50
F801
2930
E8ICC
5.50
081 t
12.00
082CC
4.50
EELXC
4.50
E83F
530
E86C
9.50
088C
7.95
088CC
330
E88CC-01
6.95
[88(C
MULLARD 4.95
E9OCC
7.95
HOF
7.95
E9 I
H
4.50
092'.:(
3.95
E99f
6.95
E130t
18.50
(180(C
10.50
18C1F
630
E182CC
9.00
E186F
8.50
0188CC
7.50
02351
12.50
E2809
19.50
E283CC
12.00
E288CC
17.50
E810F
25.00
(1148
1.00
(ASO
1.03
EA52
55.00
0476
1.95

0479
1.95
[A8(80
1.50
EAC91
230
EAF42
1.20
0834
130
0841
3.95
0891
0.85
08(33
2.50
EBC41
1.95
E8C81
130
EBC90
1.95
18(91
1.95
(SF 80
0.95
E8F83
0.95
EBF89
0.95
EBF93
0.95
081.1
4.50
EB121
4.50
EC52
0.7s
EC70
1.75
EC131
7.95
EC86
I.9s
EC88
1.95
EC90
1.95
EC91
5.50
EC93
1.50
EC95
7.00
EC97
1.10
EC8010
12.00
ECC32
3.50
ECC33
3.50
ECC35
330
ECC8I
130
ECC81 SPECIAL
QUALITY
2.25
ECC82
0.85
ECC82
PHILIPS
1.95
ECC83
0.95
NEVI
ECC83 SPECIAL
Low cross
couplIno
Low nose
low rn.crophony

ECC83
BRIMAR
2.15
ECC83
PHILIPS
1.95
ECC83
SIEMENS
2.50
ECC85
130
ECC86
2.75
ECC88
1.35
ECC 89
1.50
ECC9I
2.00
ECCI89
230
ECC8015
6.9s
ECC8335
6.95
ECC804
0.60
ECC2000
7.95
ECF80
1.15
ECF82
1.50
ECF86
1.70
ECF2130
1.85
ECF202
1.85
ECF801
0.85
ECF804
630
ECF805
2.50
ECF806
10.25
EC03
4.50
ECH4
4.50
((H35
3.50
ECH42
130
ECH81
1.75
ECH83
130
ECH84
1.00
001203
1.50
ECI.80
0.60
ECt82
1.00
ECL83
2.50
ECL84
1.00
EC185
0.95
ECL86
130
EC1805
0.95
EF37A
2.50
EF22
3.50
EF39
1.50
EF40
4.50
EF42
3.50
EF50
2.50
(F54
4.50
[F55
4.95
EF70
1.20
EF72
3.50
EF73
3.50
EF80
0.5S
EF83
3.95
EF85
0.85
EF86
2.50
EF86
NULLARD 430
EF86/Cv4085
5.00
EF89
1.50
EF9I
195
EF92
2.15
EF93
1.50
EF94
130
EF95
1.95
EF97
0.90

P. M. COMPONENTS LTD

SELECTRON HOUSE, SPRINGHEAD ENTERPRISE PARK
SPRINGHEAD RD, GRAVESEND, KENT DA11

1198
0.90
EF 183
0.75
EF 164
0.85
EF 73 I
430
(F732
450
EF800
11.00
EF8045
19.50
EF8055
25.00
EF8065
25.00
EF8I 2
0.65
EFI.200
1.50
EFP60
3.50
EI-190
0.72
EK90
1.50
,.-EL32
0.95
EL33
5.00
EL 34
3.25
EL3KIMULLARD
6S0
E1.34
SIEMENS
430
E1.36
230
EL36
MLR LARD 3.95
[L38
9.00
EL41
3.50
EL42
2.00
EL 71
4.50
0181
6.95
EL83
7.50
EL84
0.95
E1.84
MOLLARD 4.50
E1.84
SIEMENS
2.50
E1.85
4.5o
EL86
1.75
0190
1.75
EL9 I
6.00
0195
1.75
E1.152
15.00
EL360
6.75
Et500
1.95
01.504
1.9S
EL506
5.95
EL 509
5.25
EL509 MULLARD
7.50
01519
6.95
01802
3.65
EL821
6.95
E1.822
12.95
FUN
22.50
EM34
12.50
EM83
1.65
EM84
1.65
EM85
3.95
EM87
2.50
EN32
15.00
EN91
2.25
EN92
4.50
EY51
0.80
EY70
7.50
EY81
2.35
EY82
1.15
Ey83
130
EY84
5.95
E186/87
0.65
(188
0.95
(191
530
EY5004
1.95
(1802
0.70
0235
1.00
EZ40
330
0241
3.50
EZ80
0.75
EZ81
0.75
EZ90
130
FY/4-800
4.50
655/1K
9.00
0180/214 6.95
0240/20
9.00
GC108
1730
GCIOD
17.50
GC10/48 17.50
GC10/4E 17.50
GC 12/48 17.50
0086W
6.00
GDT120M 5.00
CHI
6.00
OHIO
15.00
GR1OG
4.00
GS I
OC
1630
0510H
12.00
GS 1
2D
12.00
GTIC
14.00
GU20
35.00
GU50
17.50
GXUI
13.50
GXU3
24.00
GXU5OSS 14.50
01501
1.50
01802
1.50
0232
2.50
GZ33
4.50
0134
2.50
GZ37
4.50
H8C90
1.95
111.41
3.50
HI.90
3.50
(TOC
7.00
0133C
3.50
KT36
2.95
0144
5.95
0145
5.95
0161
5.00

0163
2.00
KT66 USA 11.95
0166 GEC 25.00
KT66 TEONFx
5.00
0167
9.00
KT77 GEC 11.95
0181
7.00
0188 USA 12.95
0188
Selectron 15.00
KTW61
2.50
TW62
2.50
KTW63
2.00
KTZ63
2.50
1017-20
95.00
1.59E1
6.95
MS08
195.00
M5143 155.00
M5199 795.00
M8079
6.00
M0382
730
M8083
3.25
M8091
730
M8096
3.00
618098
5.50
M8099
5.00
M8100
5.50
M8136
7.00
M8137
7.95
M8161
450
M8162
530
M8163
530
M8190
4.50
M8195
6.50
M8196
5.50
M8204
5.50
M8223
4.50
M8224
2.00
M8225
3.95
ME 1400
3.50
ME1401
29.50
M(1402 29.50
MHLD6
4.00
MP25
195.00
M548
5.50
Mu 1
4
3.50
N37
1230
N78
9.85
042
130
042WA
2.50
043
230
082
1.50
OB2WA
2.50
0C3
230
003
230
0M4
2.50
0M58
3.00
0M6
1.75
ORP43
2.50
ORP50
3.95
P61
2.50
P4I
2.50
PABC80
0.95
PC86
0.75
PC88
0.75
P(97
1.10
9(950
1.25
PC(134
0.40
PCC85
0.55
PCC88
0.70
PCC89
0.70
PCCI89
0.70
PCC805
0.70
P(C806
0.80
PCE82
0.80
PCF80
0.65
PC982
0.60
PCF84
0.65
PCF86
1.20
PCF87
1.25
PCF200
1.80
PCF201
1.80
pcF801
1.35
PCF802
0.85
PCF805
1.25
PCF806
1.00
PCF8013
1.25
PCH200
130
PC182
0.115
P(1.83
230
PC1.84
0.75
PC185
0.80
PC1.86
0.85
PC1805
0.90
P0500
5.95
PE1-100 69.00
PEN25
2.00
PENA»
3.00
PEN45
3.00
PEN45DD
3.00
PEN46
2.00
Pf L200
0.95
PL36
1.75
PI.38
1.50
PL81
1.25
PI.82
0.60
PL83
032
Pt84
0.70
Pt 500
1.25
P1504
1.2$
PL508
130
PL 509
4.85
P1519
4.95
Pt802
6.00
PLI)321
330
Pt820
2.95
PY32
0.60
PY33
0.50
P181
0.70
PY82
0.70
PY83
0.70

PY88
0.65
P15004
1.95
PY800
0.05
91801
0.85
083-300 72.00
Q83-1750 139.00
Q85-3503 595.00
00E02-5 19.50
00E03-12 7.95
00E03-20 35.00
00E06-40 45.00
00V02 - 6 1930
QQ103-10 5-50
QQ103-10
NULLARD 15.00
00103-20 25.00
00106-404
2750
00106-40A
NULLARD 39.50
Q0107-50 55.00
00203-20 4230
W206-40 45.0
0575/20
130
0595/10
4.85
05108/45 4.00
05150/15 6.95
05150/30 1.15
05150/40 7.00
C1S1205
3.95
051213
5.00
0037
9.50
0%003-17
6.50
0105-25
2.50
0106-20 2930
OV08-10013
145.00
013-125 85.00
014-250 85.00
014-400 95.00
010
4.00
818
2.50
(CI . 240A 14.50
RG3-2506 6.50
RG3 1250A 15.00
0123-250 15.00
RR 3 . 1250 35.00
511E12
38.00
SI
04- 21( 10.00
SCl/1390 6.00
SP61
330
ST1280/40 11.95
1E12- S/30) 95.00
182-300 195.00
183 - 750 115.00
TB3-2M0
450.00
180-300 195.00
1812 500 495.00
TD03-10/0/4
35.00
1115
45.00
1121
45.00
1122
39.50
11100
69.00
T12-1254 85.00
114 400 85.00
TY7-6000A
600.00
118-600W
365.00
U19
9.50
U26
0.90
U35
3.50
U37
9.00
041
6.95
U50
2.00
082
3.00
0191
0.70
0192
1.00
0193
1.00
0251
230
13801
3.50
UA8C80
1.00
UAF42
1.95
U8(41
3.95
UBC81
1.50
UBF 80
0.95
UBF89
1.00
U131.21
1.75
U(92
1.20
UCC84
0.70
UCC85
0.60
U( F80
1.00
U0121
2.50
UCH4 1
2.50
UCH42
3.95
UCH8 I
1.00
UCL82
1.75
00.83
2.50
UF41
2.25
UF42
2.73
UF80
1.75
UFOS
1.20
uF89
2.00
UL41
10.00
U144
330
uL84
1.50
Ut85
0.85
UUS
3.50
UU6
6.00
UU7
8.00
008
9.00
U141
3.50
0885
0,70
12354/1K
250.00
12384/1K
295.00
12464/1K
250.00
V2464/2K 315.00

V241C/1K 195.00
V453
12.00
VLS63I
10.95
1948
930
VP4 I
4.95
VR101
230
VR105/30 230
vR150/30 2.50
VU39
230
W21 &SO
W61
4.50
W77
5.00
W81M
4.50
W739
130
524
430
X41
430
066/065
4.95
576M
1.95
0(24
1.50
XC25
0.50
xFW47
130
XFW50
1.50
001-2500 75.00
XL628FT
7.50
KNP12
2.50
XR1/16006
49.50
XR 1,32cot,
79.50
xR I6400A
14930
065
6.95
801100
75.00
011060 265.00
YL 1029
42.50
111060 195.00
911070 195.00
911071 195.00
911290
65.00
277
1.20
23ocr
6.00
Z302C
12.00
Z359
9.00
Z520M
4.00
2700U
9.50
Z759
19.85
ZBO3u
18.95
161000
1230
261501
130
2M1001
12.00
2M1005
5.00
ZM1020
6.00
ZMI 021
5.00
ZM 1023
7.95
IMI041
14.03
2M1087
9.00
ZM1084 10.00
zM1175
6.50
ZM1177
9.00
IM I
202 55.00
1M1263
4.00
43
4.50
AE4
330
AX2
3.50
B22
10.00
827
55.00
8301
1.95
8356
45.00
B634
75.00
03
130
NSGT
230
P28
25.00
R5
130
55
130
14
130
U4
1.75
US
130
025
2.50
2A3
16.50
2AS 1
SA
11.50
287
4.50
2822
6930
2(36
70.00
3C39A
32.50
2C39BA
39.50
2C40
37.00
2(42
29.50
2(43
60.00
2(51
2.50
2(95
130
2021
2.25
2021W
3.15
2E22
49.00
2E26
7.95
2155
295.00
2025
49.50
2026
95.00
2029
250.00
2048
140.00
2056
2513.00
2X24
5.00
34/1078 12.00
36./108A
9.00
3411098 11.00
36/1108 12.00
361141K 11.50
34/146.1
730
3A/1471
730
3A/ I
67M JOAO
3A3A
3.95
344
130
345
434
3412
3.35
3622
25.00
3826
24.10
3828
15.01
3826
1.51
3C45
39.50
3C X300047
6*00
XY5
1.50
30216
29.50

3E22
49.50
3E29
3930
3E17
1.95
3H
0.40
31170E 1450.00
31
0.40
304
230
4656
75.00
4-2506
85.50
4-400(
87.50
4-1000A 425.00
4832
35.00
48Q7A
1.75
4826
1.95
4(28
25.00
4C35
145.00
4(525012 285.00
4XC I
25(
DMA(
150.00
4(02508 45.00
4(02508M
45.00
4c0250K
EIMAC
11300
4C 0250R
AMPS RE X
125.00
404350A 100.00
4(X10004
425.00
4C XI
5008
475.00
40150036
1000.00
4132114-125A
45.00
4D32
125.00
4E274
125.00
4057
2.25
4017
2.25
416A
2.95
4016
130
41859
150.00
4X150A
35.00
4X150D
55.00
4X500A 350.00
56/1020
9.50
56152M
9.00
561630
10.00
54170K
6.25
54-180M 9.00
5A-2060 10.00
58-110M 10.00
5(3-254M 14.50
58 25SM 14.50
58 256M 15.00
58-257M 15.00
58258M 14.50
5(22
125.00
511.86
2.50
5.11801 1950.00
5118
2.95
50468
5.50
511409
4.95
5R4VVGY
5.95
514
5.95
5186
1.95
5U4G
4.50
5/3468
430
5140
2.50
5W4
4.95
5X4
4.95
59301
2.50
523
4.50
524G
230
6/301.2
0.70
66/203K
9.00
6A7
4.95
648
2.50
64B7
4.50
66(71/4
2.00
6605
2.50
6607
2.50
6AH6
3.50
6614
3.50
6617
2.00
6605
1.95
6AK6
2.50
6A15
0.85
6AM4
3.25
66M5
6.00
6AM.6
1.95
66965
430
669686
430
6605
1.75
6608
1.50
6605
8.95
6455
1.50
6656
2.50
6AS7G
4.50
6A16
1.95
6418
1.75
64U4GT
2.95
660551
430
6AU6
0.95
6AV6
1.95
64W84
3.50
6AX4GT
1.95
64138
1.95
6628
4.50
688G
2.50
6810
1.95
6846
130
6847
4.50
68684
330
68C8
130
6883
2.95
6BE6
1.50
68666
3.00
6806
1.9$
68118
1.50
68.16
1.50

61304
630
6816
85.00
6fil8
1.15
68M6
115.00
68116
1.65
6888
3.95
61305
1.35
6E1076
1.50
6BR7
4.95
6857
5.50
6BW6
5.35
6BW7
130
6826
2.50
61327
2.95
6C4
1.95
6C5
230
6C6
350
6(86
230
6(9
4.95
6CA4
4.95
6(67
330
6015
3.95
68C6
2.35
6CD6GA
4.50
6C96
1.9S
6CG7
430
6016
6.95
60.6
3.25
6C1134
2.95
24M7
2.95
6(56
0.75
6CS7
0.95
6CW4
5.00
6CX8
3.95
6IX6
2.35
6818
1.35
6018
SPECIAL
330
6006
1.50
6005
8.50
6E1068
2.50
6D166
1.50
604148
3.50
6E5
3.95
6047
2.50
6E48
2.50
6E88
3.50
6E17
0.85
6/MS
2.50
6EM7
2.50
60U8
1.75
6E97
2.95
6EW6
1.50
6F1
2.00
695
5.50
697
5.50
6913
3.00
6E14
1.00
6F17
2.75
6F23
0.60
6F24
1.25
6E25
1.25
6920
1.25
6932
1.25
6933
10.50
6605
8.50
MHO
15.00
6912
4.50
6907
430
66E5
3.95
661184
230
6G17
0.85
6006
3.95
6GM6
2.65
6657
213
6618
0.95
6GW8
250
6615
4.95
6GY6
230
6111
930
611661
230
61-187
1.9$
6HF8
330
611845
2.50
6H05
3.50
6HS6
4.95
6HS8
2.95
6HZ6
3.50
614
2.15
615G1
2.50
616
2.00
617
4.15
6170
4.15
610166
9.50
6106(
9.50
61016
9.50
61U86
2.50
6156(
9.50
6K7G
2.00
6K8G
3.00
6006
9.50
6KG6A
6.95
611
2.50
61661
3.50
61661 USA 930
61661
3.50
617
3.50
6115
3.15
6L 19
3.95
6118
230
61020
1.15
ALFA
11.50
6106
9.50
6928
2.00
6C17G1
1.50
6R7
3.15
6RHH8
10.00
6544
1.95
6567
1.95
65(7
1.95
6SH7
1.95
65176T
1.95
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6507
1.95
651761
1.95
6SN7GT
1.95
6S(761
130
6557
1.95
618
130
60661
330
6U 7G
3.50
6U84
1.50
6V6G
1.25
6V6GT
1.95
6W451
1.95
616G
3.95
6X2N
1.00
6X4
1.50
6X5GT
1.00
6086
2.25
746
4.50
7Au 7
1.50
786
3.50
787
2.50
708
4.50
717
5.50
7K7
730
71
130
707
430
794
2.50
BBB
2.50
8810
250
8805
1.95
8CW5
1.50
81888
1.50
8907
1.95
002
1.25
0007
2.50
0008
2.50
0E88
1.95
OEW7
2.95
OF 1
0.75
OGK6
1.95
0494
2.50
I
E3
55.00
1R3
550
2A6
3.95
2AD6
230
24E6
5.50
2414761 4.95
2415
1.00
2616
1.75
2AT7
1.50
24T7WA 2.50
2606
1.50
28U7
065
2616
1.95
261/7
2.50
26X4018 2.50
2AX7
0.95
2607114 2.50
26X75
7.95
2617
3.95
2846
4.50
2846
230
28E6
1.95
28H76
3.95
2816
1.75
28R3
1.95
28176
3.50
2C8
230
2(45
1.95
2(06
1.9S
200601
3.50
2D1/44
3.50
21316
3.95
2E1
19.50
2E14
38.00
2F05
1.95
2007
3.95
2607
3.95
21561
3.95
21701
330
2128
2.95
2KGT
1.50
21(81
1.95
21047
1.95
25761
1.50
2SA7GT
1.9s
2567
4.75
25(7
1.95
2577
130
75N7GT
1.85
2SW7
3.50
2517
4.50
2X4
1.95
307
3.20
3DE 7
230
3DR 7
2.95
3E1
145.00
30M7
3.50
86
430
407
3.50
51
530
403
1.95
6695
2.95
1-1
0.40
61
0.40
748
3.50
7AX4GTA 1.95
78E3
230
7DW4A
2.95
701/8
1.50
7128
4.50
803
6.00
8685
3.50
9405
3.50
60461 2.50
9806
3.50
963
19.50
966
9.00
9444
35.00
9105
33.50
20CV
9.50
20E01
1.50

20196
7.95
200
0.95
2081
0.55
2004
1.95
2005
1.1S
21116
4.95
21K(36
4.95
21LU8
3.75
2481
3930
2489
3930
2906
1.75
250068
2.95
251461
1.7$
29(1
19.50
291036
6.54
30E15
0.50
30(17
5.40
30(18
1.44
30E12
1.35
30F112
0.115
30E113
1.10
30E114
1.25
30L I
0.45
30115
0.60
30117
Ill
30P4MR
1.“
30912
1.04
30018
0411
30919
1.00
30PI
2.30
301113
0.60
301,04
I. 75
31.156C
5.50
33/1/158m 19.50
35A3
3.95
35A5
4.50
35(5
4.50
351661
2.00
3523
1.95
352561
330
38HE7
5.95
40006
5.50
42
6.95
47
6.00
5045
1.50
5085
1.95
50(5
0.95
50CD6G
1.95
SOEH 5
150
50116
2.95
53KU
430
75B1
330
75( I
430
80
430
83
850
8361
730
85A1
6.50
8562
2.95
90AV
17.50
90C1
3.50
90(6
17.50
90(V
17.50
91AG
9.00
92AG
19.50
92AV
19.50
9541
6.50
00E1
10.00
08(1
2.50
5082
6.50
50(10
9.00
5002
2.50
50(4
2.50
8581
1.50
211
25.00
2300
15.00
231D
15.00
25010
150.00
307
5.00
328A
15.00
5728
59.00
7056
12.50
713A
25.00
7236-8
75.00
7246
275.00
7756
275.00
7260
75.00
8016
15.00
802
25.00
803
14.95
805
59.00
807
3.50
811
15.00
8126
35.00
813 Phibps
35.00
813
27.50
8298
14.50
8336
95.00

845
59.50
866A
830
8726
20.00
873
60.00
954
1.00
955
1.00
1849
315.00
1927
25.00
2040
25.00
20504
5.95
2050W
6.50
4212H
250.00
4471
35.00
46874
930
5544
79.50
5559
SS.00
5636
5.50
5642
9.50
5643
930
5651
2.54
5654
1.95
5670
3.25
5672
430
5675
28.00
5678
730
5687
4.50
5696
4.50
5702
350
5704
3.50
5718
6.15
5725
2.50
5726
2.50
5727
2.50
5749
230
5750
1.85
5751
2.95
5763
6.50
58146
3.25
5823
9.50
5829WA
6.50
5840
3.50
5842
11.00
5847
10.95
5863
95.00
5879
9.50
5886
13.95
S894
39.50
5899
4.50
5963
1.75
5965
2.15
6057
3.75
6058
230
6060
2.25
6072
6.95
6080
8.50
613110WA
9.50
6132
10.50
6136
2.50
61468
9.50
61461N
12.50
6155
72.00
6156
72.00
6157
2.50
6158
3.20
6189
4.50
6201
6.45
6350
3.50
6360
430
6386
14.50
6442
75.00
6463
750
6550
8.95
65506 GE 13.95
6870
1130
68838
9.95
6973
7.95
7025
2.50
7025S
6.95
70276
8.50
7119
9.00
7189
5.50
7199
7.50
7247
4.95
7475
5.00
7486
155.00
7527
95.00
7551
830
75816
11.95
75136
15.00
7587
19.50
75914
8.95
7815
5930
7868
8.50
7895
17.50
8156
9.95
8950
10.50
18042
10.50
9002
6.50
9003
850

CALLERS WELCOME
OPEN MON-THUR 9AM-5 30PN
FRI 9AM-5 OOPM
'24- HOUR ANSWERPHONE
SER VICE
ACCESS & BARCLAYCARD
PHONE ORDERS WELCOME
UK ORDERS P&P £ 1
PLEASE ADD 15% VAT
EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME
CARRIAGE AT COST
PLEASE SEND YOUR
ENQUIRIES FOR SPECIAL
QUOTATIONS OR LARGE
REQUIREMENTS

t!è LEVEL
DP3T PIN- DIODE SWITCH

The WJ MSY2304-9CA is a
double- pole,
triple- throw,
PIN- diode switch which interfaces with a dual-bandpass/
band- reject, YIG-tuned filter,
forming a switchable bandpass/band-reject/all-pass
filter.
This dual switch covers the
2 to 6GHz frequency range,
and provides a low insertion
loss of less than 1.2dB. The
VSWR is better than 1.8:1, and
the isolation is greater than
80dB.
The DP3T switch is made of
aluminium • with
hermetic
feedthroughs and has alaserwelded cover, resulting in a
lower component weight and
improved reliability.
The RF interface incorporates both field- replaceable
SMA connectors and female
contact
receptacles.
The
built-in female interfaces are
flush- mounted on the bottom
mounting surface, providing a
simplified RF interconnection with its mating device.
The switch operates from a
+5V and — 11 to — 20V supply,
and an integral driver provides TTL compatible control
inputs.
For
further
information
contact Watkins-Johnson Int,
Dedworth
Road,
Windsor,
Berkshire SL4 4LH.

contact Roalan International,
Gleneagles House, 31 Riverside Road, West Moors, Wimborne, Dorset BH22 OLG. Tel:
(0202 86) 1512.

DIGITAL MULTIMETER
The MX50 hand-held digital
multimeter, available from
ITT Instruments, is a highperformance 5,000 count digital display instrument.
A unique safety feature is
the
battery
compartment
which is accessed from the
front of the multimeter by
disconnecting the measuring
leads and then removing the
safety cover. As a result, the
operator is protected from
receiving an electric shock.
The sealed battery compartment, which also houses the
fuses, is completely isolated
from the rest of the instrument. This prevents any battery leakage from damaging
the internal electronics.
The MX50 has a highresolution bar- graph which
operates in a number of
different modes
including
centre- zero, zoom and ' livetrend'. A logic function is also
provided to indicate circuit
logic levels.
For
further
information
contact ITT Instruments, 344
Edinburgh Avenue, Slough,
Berkshire SL1 4TU.

MICROTROL DIS 130
Roalan International have
added to their range of interfaces
and
converters
by
introducing the Microtrol DIS
130.
The DIS 130 is an IEEE-488
to serial converter and provides both RS- 232 and RS-422
signals. The baud rate can be
set between 75 and 9600. Word
length can also be set from 5
to 8 bits with odd, even or no
parity. These variables can be
changed via the DIP switches
or by sending asoftware code
over the IEEE-488 bus.
A typical application for the
DIS 130 is to communicate to a
serial plotter or printer from
an IEEE-488 test system.
The DIS 130 has a standard
24 pin IEEE-488 connector
and a 25 pin male ' D' connector.
For
further
information
6

INTERFACE BOARD
New from STC Instrument
Services
is
a new
data
acquisition and control interface
board for the
IBM
PC/XT/AT and
compatible
computers.
The Keithley DAS 16(F) is a
full-length board designed
for direct installation into a
PC expansion slot to turn it
into ahigh-speed, high- precision, data acquisition and
signal analysis instrument.
The DAS -16 has a standard
AD674 successive approximation A/D converter, while the
(F) version uses the faster
AD774
12
bit
converter,
together with faster input
circuitry.
Other features include: two
channels of multiplying 12 bit
D/A output; eight digital I/O
lines ( 4 x 4); an adjustable

please mention AMATEUR RADIO when replying to any advertisement

reference voltage output, and
a three- channel programmable interval timer.
For further details contact
STC
Instrument
Services,
Dewar House, Central Road,
Harlow, Essex CM20 2TA. Tel:
(0279) 641641.

HIGH-SPEED CISC
NEC Electronics Limited's
new 32 bit Complex Instruction Set Computer ( CISC), the
V70, has now entered the
preproduction phase.
This microprocessor operates at internal clock speeds
of up to 45MHz and achieves
an
instruction
processing
capability of fifteen million
instructions
per
second
(MIPS), making it the fastest
32 bit CISC device currently
available.
The V70 incorporates a virtual
memory management
unit with a virtual address
space of 4 GBytes, a sixteenentry translation look- aside
buffer ( TLB), and a four- level
memory protection system.
High-speed operation
is
achieved by the use of a
specially developed architecture
incorporating
an
external 32 bit address and
data buswidths, together with
a six- stage pipelining structure enabling four instructions to be processed simultaneously.
The complete instruction
set comprises 273 instructions of 119 types and is a
superset of that used with the
V20 and V50 microprocessors,
enabling existing designs to
be upgraded by emulation.
For
further
information
contact NEC Electronics ( UK)
Ltd, Cygnus House, Linford
Wood Business Centre, Sunrise- Park Way, Linford Wood,
Milton Keynes MK14 6NP. Tel:
(0908) 691133.

TWO ACTIVE FILTERS
Cirkit
Distribution
have
recently
introduced
two
further additions to their
Toko range of active filters for
amateur radio and data communications equipment, as
well as MCA and related
communicators.
The THB277A hybrid inteJULY 1989
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grated circuit contains a
bandpass filter for the 300Hz
to
3kHz
range
and
an
operational
amplifier,
and
measurps 18.5 x 12 x 5mm
(excluding pins). The maximum current consumption is
5.5mA and its attenuation is
rated at 38dB ( minimum) at
100Hz, and 12dB ( minimum) at
6kHz. The maximum distortion is 0.5% at 1kHz, making
the unit ideal for speakers or
headphones between detector and expander.
For applications requiring
both bandpass and lowpass
filtering, the THB227 offers a
combination
filter
which
includes a 300Hz to 3kHz
bandpass filter, a lowpass
filter with cut off at 3kHz and
an operational amplifier. This
compact, nine- pin module,
measuring 23 x 12 x 5.5mm,
operates across a temperature range of — 30°C to + 70°C
and may be stored between
—40°C and + 85°C. Its bandpass filter gives minimum
attenuations of 18dB at 100Hz
and 24dB at 6.8kHz, with
maximum distortion of 0.2% at
1kHz. The lowpass filter's
attenuation figures are 3dB
(maximum) at 3kHz and 36dB
(minimum) at 5.9kHz, with
maximum distortion of 0.5%.
For
further
information
contact Cirkit Distribution
Ltd, Park Lane, Broxbourne,
Hertfordshire EN10 7NQ. Tel:
(0992) 444111.

CAD CAM USER GROUP
Horseshoe Publishing have
launched the first independent user group for users and
potential users of PCB CAD/
CAM systems throughout the
UK. The CAD/CAM
User
Group ( CCUG)
offers
its
members support, training
consultancy,
and
expert
advice via a telephone helpline.
Under the editorship of
Mark Jennings, former European Technical Director of
Betronex, CCUG will mail a
quarterly newsletter to all
members containing hints,
software
and
hardware
reviews, letters and other
topics of interest.
At first, CCUG will concentrate on EE Designer CAD/
JULY 1989

CAM systems, but in due
course will extend its scope
to other products. CCUG is a
totally independent body and
offers an unbiased view on all
products within its sphere of
interest.
If you would like to become
a member, or obtain any
further
information
about
CCUG, tel: ( 0763) 838885 or
(0329) 661194.

THE SPIRFLAME
Cobonic
Limited
have
introduced
the
Spirflame
self-contained gas production unit which produces gas
(perfectly mixed hydrogen
and oxygen) from the electrolysis of water and, hence, is
suitable for applications such
as soft soldering, brazing and
welding, etc.
The Spirflame can produce
a flame small enough to
thread through the eye of a
needle or large enough to cut
2mm steel. Running costs are
only afew pence per hour.
Several work- stations can
be supplied from one Spirflame and, with the launch of
the
second- generation
of
Spirflames, the gas supply to
each work- station can be
monitored. If one operator
shuts down or changes the
flame size setting on his
torch,
Spirflame
automatically compensates by reducing or increasing the required
gas output.
For
further
information,
write to: Cobonic Ltd, 32
Ludlow Road, Guildford, Surrey GU2 5NW.

vided. The design package
costs £29.99.
For further details and a
printout
sample,
contact
CADsoft Systems,
18 Ley
Crescent, Astley, Tyldesley,
Manchester M27 7BD (
please
include an SAE). Tel: (0942)
870376.

SIGNAL MULTIPLEXING
Klippon
Micro- Systems
have developed
a signal
multiplexing system called
Miniplex. The unit includes a
power supply unit, a control
module, an input transmitter
with an input conditioning
module,
and
an
output
receiver with an output conditioning module.
Miniplex is capable of processing up to 128 digital or
sixteen analogue signals via a
twisted pair cable. The transmission system works in both
directions, allowing the location
of
transmitters
and
receivers at any point on the
cable.
A wide selection of input
and output conditioning modules is available which support either eight digital signals or a single analogue
signal. These include: I/O
digital interfaces; I/O interface optocouplers; I/O semiconductor relays; I/O interface relays; and I/O interfaces for analogue signals.
For
further
information
contact Klippon Micro- Systems Limited, DPTS House,
Cramptons Road, Sevenoaks,
Kent TN14 5DZ. Tel: (0732)
460066

of the embedded non-volatile
data memory, enabling the
thirty-two input and output
pins to be used.
Either 8 or 32K bytes of
embedded non-volatile RAM
are available for programs or
data. The RAM incorporates a
selectable partition between
the
data
and
program
code.
For
further
information
contact Dialogue Distribution
Ltd, Wicat House, 403 London
Road,
Camberley,
Surrey
GUIS 3HL. Tel: (0276) 682001.

SIXTH VACATION SCHOOL
The Sixth Vacation School
course ' Transmission
for
Telecommunications', organised by the Institution of
Electrical Engineers ( IEE),
will be held at Aston University from 16 to 21 July 1989.
The purpose of the course
is to provide agood appreciation of the overall strategies
for the development, planning and implementation of
the transmission aspects of
national telecommunication
networks.
The course is intended
primarily for those already
engaged in telecommunications engineering in either
an operating or manufacturing organisation, and who
have had afew years' experience in the industry.
Further information is available from Miss F Sherwood,
IEE, Savoy Place, London
WC2R OBL. Tel: 01-2401871 ext
308.

WIRE STRIPPER
PCB DESIGN
CADsoft
Systems
have
introduced a PCB design
package for the IBM PC or
compatible computer.
The utility produces highquality printouts of artwork
on an Epson compatible dot
matrix printer. Single or double- sided boards measuring
up
to
25 x25in
can
be
accommodated.
Eight pad
styles and five trackwidths
are also provided which can
be freely mixed.
Artwork can be enlarged to
twice its full size; a high
speed draft- mode is also pro-

DS5000T SEMICONDUCTOR
The Dallas Semiconductor
DS5000T microcontroller has
an embedded clock/calendar
and allows microcontroller
systems to date and time
stamp events, schedule activities and record the duration
of operations.
Available from
Dialogue
Distribution Ltd, the device
incorporates a lithium cell to
preserve clock functions in
the absence of power. Clock
accuracy is better than two
minutes a month at 25°C.
Time functions are accessed as though they were part

An automatic wire stripper
for stripping insulation on
cables from 0.2 to 8mm diameter in one simple action
has
been
announced
by
Freetrade ( TEP) Ltd. It can
strip multicore signal cable,
mains wiring and hook-up
wires,
while
automatically
adjusting its jaw separation. It
includes a side cutter, and a
strip length guide for accurate insulation removal which
is graduated in inches and
millimetres.
For
further
information
contact Freetrade ( TEP) Ltd.
Tel: 021-766 6142.
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STRAIGHT AND LEVEL
BARTG

NEW NAVICO DEALER

The BARTG have recently
published two more booklets
to complement their Beginner's Guide to Packet: the
Beginner's Guide to RTTY,
and the Beginner's Guide to
AMTOR, priced at £ 1.25 plus

Navico have appointed a
new dealer to cover the south
of
England.
ADITI
Communications, of Hurstpierpoint, Sussex, have been
awarded the contract.
The AMR1000 and AMR
1000S 2m mobiles are stocked
by ADITI and retail at £247.00
and £299.00
respectively;
optional telephone handsets
are also available.
For
further
information
contact
Alec
Parsons
at
ADITI. Tel: (0273) 833311.

20 P p&p.

For
further
information
contact Peter Adams G6LZB.
Tel: (0923) 220774.

SPECIAL EVENT
The Isle of Man Amateur
Radio Society is setting up a
station on the Calf of Man
from 7to 9July.
The
callsigns
for
this
DXpedition are GDOIOM and
GD3FLH on HF, with GD4I0M
on VHF.
The bands to be used are:
on HF, 20m SSB, 14.250; 15m
SSB, 21.250; 10m SSB, 28.525
±C)RM; and on VHF, 2m, 70cm,
and possibly 4m, 6m and 23cm.
All contacts made during
the Calf of Man DXpedition
will count towards the Golf
Delta award.
For further information, tel:
(0624) 834257.

ATLANTIC CROSSING
The Royal Air Force Finningley Amateur Radio Club
are planning their own transatlantic challenge between 16
and 27 July from the Mull of
Kintyre.
Their aim is to cross the
Atlantic with radio signals via
the Aurora Borealis. To mark
the occasion the club will be
using aspecial event callsign,
GB2TAC.
The intended operational
frequencies are as follows:
2m Main Station: a) 144.010,

ILTRIM
-T RANSFORMERS LTD
UNIT 3A/9, 25 RANDALSTOWN ROAD, ANTRIM,
CO ANTRIM, N IRELAND
Telephone: ( 08494) 66734. Telex: 74667
Fax: ( 08494) 68745
Manufacturers and designers of high quality
toroidal transformers to specifications VDE
550, 8S415 Class 2 and IEC65 Class 2.
Prices quoted are lots of 100 ( VAT not
included). Prices firm to October '89.
15VA
30VA
50VA
80VA

-

£4.70
£5.18
£5.52
£6.00

100VA - £6.56

120VA - £6.70
160VA - £7.57
225VA - £8.40
300VA - £9.40
500VA - £ 12.50

625VA - £13.80
750VA - £22.60
1000VA - £37.20

Prices quoted are for primary voltage 110,
120, 220, 230, 240.
For additional primaries please add 4% to
price for the following:
120/120, 220/240, 110/110, 115/115,
110-120/110/120.
AGENTS WANTED
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A1A ( CW); b) 144.225, J3E
(SSB).
4m Station: 70.144, A1A and
J3E.
6m Station: frequency TBN.
HF Control Station: a) 20m,
14.440 J3E; b) 15m, 21.330 J3E;
C) 80m, 3.760 J3E.
During slow periods they
will be operating on the WAB
net on 80m and 20m, as the
Mull of Kintyre is believed to
be a rare square.
For
further
information
contact Corporal Nigel Fenton, Search and Rescue, RAF
Finningley, Doncaster, South
Yorkshire.

RALLIES
The Burnham, Beeches and
Maidenhead
and
District
Amateur Radio Club is holding its sixth McMichael Rally
at the Haymill Centre, Burnham, near Slough, on Sunday 23 July.
Attractions will include an
ATV group, packet station and
an HF station, GB4MR.
Refreshments will be available all day and the car
parking is free. The entrance

fee is £ 1.00 and car boot
pitches cost £5.00 each.
For
further
information
contact Bob Hearn GOBTY
OTHR. Tel: (0494) 29868.
The
Hilderstone
Radio
Society Mobile Rally takes
place on 30 July at Hilderstone College, St Peter's
Road,
Broadstairs,
Kent.
Doors open at 10.00am.
There will be a talk- in and
special event station, as well
as the usual trade stands, etc.
For
further
information
contact
Alan.
Tel: (0843)
593072.
The first North Cheshire
Radio Club Mini- Rally and car
boot sale will be held on 23
July from 11.00am at the
Morley Green Social Club,
Mobberley
Road,
Morley
Green,
near
Wilmslow,
Chesire.
Car boot pitches cost £5.00
in advance or £6.00 on arrival.
There will also be atalk- in on
S22 from G1NCR.
For
further
information
contact Peter G4WCE. Tel:
(092 575) 5959.

Prices below normal trade. Some 1/
10quantity rate. Send
19p SAE or label for free catalogue. (OVERSEAS 2 REPLY COUPONS(
Millions of components: thousands of different lines
Rechargeable
Nickel
Cadmium
batteries ( ex
unused
equipment) AA(HP7) 1.25 volt 500 mA
Set of four £2
ITT Mercury Wetted relay 20-60 VDC Coil. SPCo, 2A
79p. 10-£5
LED illuminates Red, Green or Yellow depending upon
polarity/current. 5x21/
2mm Face
25p or 100 for £23 or 1000 for £200
10,000 Resistors. 1/
3 to 2 watt. 10 to 22meg. 1/2% to 10% NOT a
jumbled mass, but ready sorted into values
£25 collected £29 Mail Order
5mm Red Flashing LED
25p or 10 for £2.25
Watch/Calculator/Lighter etc Mercury Batteries Made by
Ray- O- VAC 10 mixed popular sizes
£ 1.50, 50 for £ 5.00
IN4004 or IN4006 Diodes
300 for £6.50
KBS005/01/02 3 amp 50V 100V 200V/bridge rectifiers, 35p/36p/
40p. 10 off £ 3.20/£3.40/£3.70. 100 off £30/£31/£34
Plessey SL403 3Watt amp, From Bankrupt source, hence sold
as untested
4for 60p or 10 for £ 1.20p
5mm LED, clear, lighting hyperbright ( 600mcd), red up to 200
times brighter ( gives beam of light)
25p, 100/£20, 1000/£150
Mullard 5mm LED, 40 red, 30 green, 30 yellow = 100 mixed
£7
'HARVI Hardware packs ( nuts- bolts- screws- self tappers, etc)
marked 35p retail, 100 mixed packs for £ 11.
Modern silver/black/aluminium, etc knobs 50 mixed, £6 ( sent as
10 sets of 4 + 5sets of 2 - 15 different type/sizes).
SEND PAYMENT PLUS 19p SAE
Postal orders/cash - prompt dispatch.
Cheques require 15 days from banking to clear.
Cheques drawn on Barclay's Bank not accepted.
Prices you would not believe before inflation!

BRIAN J REED
TRADE COMPONENTS, ESTABLISHED 32 YEARS
161 ST JOHNS HILL, CLAPHAM JUNCTION
LONDON SW11 1TO.
Open 11am till 6.30pm Tues to Sat. Telephone 01-223 5016
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THE PAC-COMM
PERSONAL MESSAGE SYSTEM
By Steven Goodier G4KUB and John Goodier G4KUC
In the December 1988 issue of Amateur
Radio we reviewed the Pac-Comm TNC220. At the time of writing the unit was
being supplied with the 1.1.5 operating
system, and the review stated that the
TNC could be updated at any time as
better and more efficient versions of the
ROM were released onto the market.
This has now happened, with the release
of the new 1.1.6 software which now
includes a Personal Message System
(PMS).
If you are a regular user of packet
radio, then you will be familiar with the
larger mailbox systems that are used to
forward and receive mail on adaily basis.
Many
mailboxes
also
contain
a
tremendous amount of useful information in their sub- directory areas for you
to download and keep. These systems
are of great value if you wish to forward a
general bulletin around the country, or to
a specific station at a known mailbox
many miles away.
Valuable mailbox time can be wasted if
you only wish to send apersonal note to a
friend afew miles away. A far better idea
would be to have your own personal
mailbox system, whereby you or other
stations could leave short messages to
be read at any convenient time. The
introduction of the PMS ROM now
enables the TNC-200 series of Terminal
Node Controllers ( TNCs) to operate such
a useful facility. The new ROM will also
upgrade the TAPR TNC-2, AEA PK-80 and
MFJ 1270/1274 packet controllers.
Facilities and features
Adding the new ROM to your system
turns your TNC into a personal mailbox
which can be accessed at any time,
allowing messages to be stored for later
retrieval. The INC must be fitted with 32k
of battery backed- up RAM, of which
approximately 15k is allocated for messages. All information is retained even
when the power is turned off. The system
is transparent in operation and & lows all
normal packet working to be retained,
while simultaneously allowing messages
to be entered or read over the air by a
second user who has connected to your
mailbox callsign.
The system now includes a CW
identification option which will send
your callsign out in Morse code at
regular intervals; usually every thirty
minutes. Many of the new commands are
specifically intended to control the PMS
side of the software, and these include
all the common commands such as
SEND, READ and KILL, which should
make first time users feels at home.
Once the new software has been fitted
JULY 1989

Close-up of the PMS ROM
and checked for errors, you can arrange
with your local BBS system operator
(SYSOP) to forward all your usual mail
directly to your personal mailbox. The
idea is to leave your TNC on overnight
and mail is forwarded to your PMS while
you are asleep. This will save you having
to log on to the main area mailbox,
leaving it free for other users. You will
only need to access it occasionally to
check for bulletins and new information
files etc.
Riling the new ROM
Before starting it is important to make
a back-up of the TNC's parameters, as
this will save you time later on. Making a
back-up is simple; first open your receive
buffer and then type DISPLAY. The
operating parameters will be downloaded into the receive buffer. When this
is complete save the buffer to disc. The
saved information can then be uploaded
later if wished.
The new ROM is easily fitted to your
TNC by removing the main PCB and
locating the old operating system, which
is usually identified by alabel that should
inform you of the make of the TNC and
the software version number. In the case
of the TNC-220 the ROM is located
towards the front of the board and close
to the front panel LEDs. Make sure that
you insert the new chip the right way
round, and before starting make careful
note of the orientation of the old one to
ensure correct insertion. When satisfied,
reassemble your TNC, and run your
packet software.
Switching on your TNC should produce
the sign- on message shown in Fig 1. You
are now advised to purge the old
parameters by sending the command
RESET. Once issued this will reset the
processor using the supplied parameters. You are now ready to make use of
the new operating system. To save time
you can now upload the parameters
previously saved to disc; this is done by
loading them into your transfer buffer
and sending them to your TNC, just as if
you were transmitting afile over the air.
Of course, do not turn your rig on during
this process.

Setting up the PMS
If you decide to use the CW ident, then
you are advised to use it with care. Not
only does it send the text contained
within the CWIDTEXT, but it borrows a
section of code from the BEACONTEXT;
therefore aportion text contained in that
buffer may also be sent. The PMS
overview advises you to leave the
beacon text blank, and set the beacon to
off. The CW beacon is sent at around
20wpm, and you are advised to transmit it
every thirty minutes to avoid unnecessary QRM to other packet stations.
The Personal Message System is very
simple to use, but there are anumber of
options to initialise before it can be put
into service. The supplied handbook
details all the new commands and Siskin
Electronics supply a very useful ' PMS
Overview', which explains about the
CWID and other important commands.
Firstly, you must enter the . callsign
which the mailbox will be known as; this
is usually your own call with a'-2 tagged
on to the end. The command for doing
this is MYPCALL, so for example entering MYPCALL G8VHF-2 from your computer terminal will name your PMS
G8VHF-2. You now have the choice of
allowing third party mail; this is set with
the command 3RDPARTY, and it can
either be on or off. Leaving the command
on allows your system to store messages
to and from other stations, whilst
selecting off only allows messages to be
addressed to or from your own callsign.
Uploading messages
Now that your system is up and running
you will probably want to upload a
number of messages for people to read
when they connect. Idecided to dedicate
part of my PMS to the ATARI ST
computer, therefore Iuploaded acouple
of information files which Ithought may
be of interest to Atari users. Files can
either be typed directly from the
keyboard, or alternatively be prepared in
a word processor and then saved in
ASCII format for uploading later.
Fig 1
Pac-Comm TNC-220 packet
controller
AX.25 Level 2Version 2.0
Features:
PERSONAL MESSAGE SYSTEM
CWID
Release 1.1.6 10/18/88 — 32K RAM
Copyright U.K. by SISKIN ELECTRONICS
Checksum $27
cmd:
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PAC-COMM PMS
Uploading is very simple. First prepare
your text, load it into the transfer buffer
and issue the command SEND followed
by acallsign. Since my first message was
ageneral bulletin to all users Iused the
command SEND ALL. The PMS will ask
for the subject title which has to be less
than twenty-eight characters. It's then
just amatter of sending the message and
ending it with a CTRL- Z or / EX. Once
sent, typing L will display acatalogue of
messages stored on the system along
with the message number, month and
day they were entered, who the message
is to and from and the subject title.
Since you are now a system operator
(SYSOP), it is to your advantage to
occasionally do some housekeeping in
the form of deleting old or unwanted
messages. Because there is only approximately 15k of memory for message store,
the system can sometimes become full of
messages you or other users have
forgotten to delete. Any mail or file can
be killed by issuing the command KILL
followed by a message number. A much
more powerful command, and one to use
with great care, is KILL 0, which will
delete the ten oldest messages on the
system.
Note that commands like KILL and
KILL 0 will not be acted upon if the
message is not to, or from, the user's
callsign. This safeguards any other
private mail and stops people abusing
the system.
The system in use
Anybody can connect to the mailbox by
issuing the command C G8VHF-2 ( the
PMS callsign). If you are a regular user
and know the SYSOP, there is a
possibility that mail is waiting. If there is
you are told at the time of logging on, and
you will see the message ' You have mail
waiting'. You are now in aposition to use
the command ' M', which will list all
messages to your callsign. Any new mail
will be listed here and can be read with
the command ' R' followed by the message number.
Fg 2 shows the type of layout that you
can expect to see once you have
connected and used the command ' L' to
list all messages. As you can see,
messages are easily identifiable, but
only the ones addressed to your callsign
or to all may be read. The system also
includes a fairly comprehensive help
page, which the user can call up with the
command H'; this is shown in Fig 3.
A very useful feature of the PMS is its
ability to inform you of any new messages that have been entered in the
mailbox. It does this by using the STA
LED on the front of the TNC, which
flashes slowly to draw your attention to
the fact that a message is waiting. If the
system operator reads any PMS message
(not necessarily the newly entered one)
the STA LED will stop blinking.
Keeping a record
The PMS uses Stream K even if USERS
is set to 1, so anybody connecting to the
mailbox will not register on the green
10

The ROM installed on the TNC printed
circuit board

CON LED located on the front panel of
the TNC. If you suspect that a station is
connected to your system, sending the
command ' CS' will list all Streams and
who is connected. This is worth doing
before you close the INC down, just in
case somebody is using the PMS.
If you wish to monitor the activity on
your mailbox, and keep a simple record
of stations that have connected and
messages read, switch to Stream K. Any
station that connects now will register on
the green CON LED, and activity will be
stored in the TNC's remaining RAM area.
Next time you run your packet software,
open the receive buffer and hit the
RETURN key on the computer. This will
cause the TNC to empty the contents of
its RAM into your receive buffer, and you
can then study any activity that has taken
place while you have been away.
Another good idea is to turn the timestamp command on, and set the TNC's

internal clock by using the command
DAY. All connections and disconnections will now be time- stamped, allowing
you to build up a picture of how long a
station has connected for and what
messages were read. Don't forget to turn
the MONITOR off before engaging the
above process, or the remaining RAM
will be filled with data from other traffic
on channel.
Third party mail
As my system stands at the murnent it
will accept third party mail because the
command 3RDPARTY is on. The reason
for this was so we could include
informative files regarding the Atari ST
computer. Ithink it would be agood idea
for similar non- profit- making groups,
such as RAYNET or local radio clubs, to
set up a PMS to inform local amateurs of
forthcoming activities.
If people start to use your information

***CONNECTED to G8VHF-2
Logged on to G8VHF's Personal Message System
CMD ( K/L/LM/M/R/S/B/H/?)>
10
11/23 G4XHT
9
11/23 G8VHF
8
11/23 G8VHF
6
11/22 G8VHF
2
11/22 G8VHF
1
11/22 G8VHF
7053 Bytes free
Next message Number 11

•
>
>
>
>
>

G8VHF
G4XHT
ALL
G4PDX
ALL
ALL

Xfer buffer info
THANKS FOR YOUR HELP
ASTUR ST Radio Group
THANKS FOR THE MESSAGE
ATARI SUB- DIRECTORIES
ATARI ST HAM SOFTWARE

Fig 2
Fig 3
*** CONNECTED to G8VHF-2
Logged on to G8VHF's Personal Message System
CMD ( K/L/LM/M/R/S/B/H/?)>
H
H(elp)
H [ CR] or ? [ CR] displays this help file.
L(ist)
L[ CR] lists the 10 latest messages.
M(ine)
M [ CR] lists the 10 latest messages to/from your callsign.
R(ead)
R n[ CR] reads message number n.
K(ill)
K n[ CR] deletes message number n ( only to/from your callsign) •
S(end)
S ( callsign? [ CR] begins a message addressed to ( callsign).
Subject: max 28 characters ending with [ CR].
Text: End each line with [ CR]. End message by typing [ CR]. [ CR] / ex
[CR] or CTRL- Z [ CR] at the beginning of a new line.
B(ye)
B [ CR] disconnects you from PMS.
CMD ( K/L/LM/M/R/S/B/H/?)>
— Logged off
,
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AC-COMM PMS
system to carry third party mail, Iwould
advise you to delete such messages as
soon as possible and warn other users
not to engage in similar activities. It is
now against licence regulations for a
private mailbox to carry third party mail,
and it is unlikely that any PMS would be
licensed with a GB7 callsign. If you wish
to keep your system completely private
then you should set 3RDPARTY to off;
any attempt to send mail to any callsign
apart from the callsign of the mailbox will
be met with the message ' No third party
mail allowed'.
Conclusion
The introduction of the Pac-Comm
Personal Mailbox ROM has brought
some very powerful, yet easy to use,
commands to many users of the TN C-200
range of terminal node controllers. The
system is both simple to fit and user
friendly.
Without doubt, being able to leave the
system switched on, and return hours
later to find messages waiting is agreat
advantage. Another good point is having
your own national mail automatically
forwarded to you in the early hours of the
morning.
All in all, the upgrade is well worth
considering even if you do not intend to
use the PMS system on a regular basis.
The Pac-Comm PMS ROM is available

from Siskin Electronics who also own the
UK copyright. The price is £ 12.50 which
includes post and packing or £ 7.50 if you
trade in your old operating system.
Incidentally, Siskin are now supplying all
the Pac-Comm range of TNCs fitted with
the new PMS as standard. They can also
supply a complete range of AEA and

Kantronics TNCs, connecting leads,
computer software and, of course, excellent advice.
For more information contact Siskin
Electronics, Southampton Road, Hythe,
Southampton, Hants SO4 6WQ. Tel:
(0703) 849962 ( 24hr). If you are writing, a
large SAE would be appreciated.

PERSONAL MESSAGE SYSTEM - FACT FILE
Product:

The Pac-Comm Personal Message System ( PMS)

Price: £ 12.50 or £ 7.50 if you trade in your old ROM
Supplier:

Siskin Electronics. Tel ( 0703) 849962 ( 24hr)

Features: * Twenty-seven new TNC commands
* Suitable for TNC-200 series, TNC-2, PK-88 and MFJ 1270/1274
packet controllers
* Totally transparent in operation
* Automatic CW identification with adjustable speed
* Third party mail option
* Flashing STA LED to indicate new messages
* Approximately 15k of RAM available for message store
* Built-in user HELP page
* Friendly mailbox commands such as SEND, READ, LIST, HELP and
KILL etc
* Regional mailboxes can forward mail to your personal PMS on
request
* Easily upgraded

dress or
COMMUNICATIONS LTD.

SONY

191 FRANCIS ROAD
LEYTON • E10 6NO • LONDON
TELEX 8953609 LEXTON G
PHONE 01-558 0854 01-556 1415
FAX 01-558 1298

SONY ICF 2001D

76-108 MHz
116-136 AIRBAND
153kHz-29 995M HZ
FM - AM - SSB 32 MEMORIES
INC PSU, CARRY STRAP
& EARPHONE

SONY

ICF2001DSSystem including ani

ICF 7600DS
AN102 new portable antenna sw
Air7
Pro80

ICOM R71
General Coverage Receiver £855

DRESSLER ACTIVE ANTENNAS
ARA 900
ACTIVE ANTENNA

£349
£229

set*

50MHz to 1300MHz
Gam 17dB TypIcal

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Noise Figure

£55

£229
£299

NEW PRODUCT
Kenwood IS 701 Dual Band Mobile
Vaesu FT470 Dual Band Hand Held
Standard AX700E

ICO M

£4
POA
£5711

1413 at 50 I
ROMP!
1SOB below 300Mliz
2OM) below 3SOMPtz
2708 below 400MHz
3008 below 500MHz
3848 beta« 650M10
4•6d6 betow 110n1.110

£139.00 (
P(159 Connerfors)

£149.00

N Type forwteCtOr5/
Intercept Pqnt 3.0 Order • Illdtan at Inpoi
Post C3 00 or Securers, ( 700 edra

ARA 30 ACTIVE ANTENNA
50 kHz . . . 40 MHz WITH LIMITED
PERFORMANCE UP TO 100MHz
Professional electronrc rocurtry *nth very wide
1
.1
dynamic range Meets protessIonal demands
both nelectronics and mechanical ruggedness
12m long glass fibre rod Cfraut sbutt Into
waterproof 25 mm thick alumnum tube Ideal
lor commercial and swl recerving systems
£129 See Revea nAugust 1985 Issue p35
£129
Both antennas corne complete with 7metres of cable interlace power
supply and brackets Dressler oreamos avadaoie

KEN WOOD & SCANNERS
Kenwood 13500 eARA 30
£899
Kenwood 135003
£799
VC20 Converter
C160
TS8130HF r
,6Mir Inc microphone
£895
TS440 Inc Auto ATU inc microphone
£ 1,170
Bearcat 2000SLT
£239
BlackJaguar
£ 199
AOR 2002
£470
AR900 Handheld
£258

OPEN MON - SAT 9AM - 5.30PM
INTEREST FREE HP FACILITIES AVAILABLE
ON MANY TEMS
PROMPT MAIL ORDER
MUM

FIRST CLASS SHORT WAVE RECEIVER
BUY THIS FOR £855 AND RECEIVE AN
ARA 30 FREE. WORTH £129.
Also R7000 complete we ARA900 £999.
(ASK ABOUT THE NEW TV CONVERTER)
PHONE FOR BEST PRICE
ICOM IC32G
ICOM IC2GE
ICOM IC228

ICOM IC3210
ICOM IC761
ICOM IC781
ICOM IC735
NEW K2s very small handhold 2mtr
Available June. ICR 9000 — 100KC —
2000M Hz
POA

YAESU
FRG9600
FRG9600H
FR68800 ..
FRV8800 .

£475 FT747GX
£599
£500 F1757 Mk11 ,
£
876
£585 FT23, 411, 4700, 767, FT470
£100 + All Yaesu available

Poces Correct at orne ot ten to press PeaSe crue tor lateSI Quote
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HAM RADIO STORE

ALINCO 2M FM ALR22E

QRP HF TRANSCEIVERS

The budget 2m FM rig that is low
on price but high on spec. 25 watts
with an rx coverage that extends
from
140-170MHz (optional).
Hundreds in use. Send for full
colour brochure.

Single banders for 80, 40 or 20m with 2 watts
output SSB/CW. Fits into the pocket but can work
the DX. These rigs have provided us with some
fun recently, and they could do the same for you.
Ideal for holidays, hotels or just anew challenge.
Go anywhere, no TVI and beautifully eningeered.
£189
VXO control, IRT, and ahost of other features.
We got 569 from LA2 on 80m with an indoor wire and Ws on 20m! Send
for specification.

AZDEN PCS-6000 2M FM + AIRBAND!
This rig is unique. It provides 25
watts of FM on I44-146MHz plus full
receive coverage from 108-180MHz
AM/FM. 20 memories any duplex
split in any memory, auto tone-burst,
listen on input etc, etc. The airband
section has been purpose designed for
the job. Send. today for colour
brochure.

fa mil

BOOKS & FREQUENCY LISTS

larrIM
F •

ALINCO DJ- 100E 2M FM

[MD

1=1

I=

I=

0

DJ- 100 2M FM

DIAMOND POWER METERS
A superb range of VSWR & Power meters from avery famous stable!
All with new styling and RMS/PEP readings.
sx-loo 1.6 to 60MHz up to lkW

£95.00
SX-200 1.8 to 200MHz up to 200W
£65.00
SX-400 140-525MHz up to 200W
£79.00
SX-600 1.8 to 525MHz up to 200W
£119.00
SX-1000 1.8 to 1300MHz up to 200W £ 159.00

ALINCO ALD-24E Dual Bander

Send for spec sheet

If you thought that duel band rigs were
expensive, then look again at this one. It
gives true duplex operation with asingle
antenna output. Basically 2rigs in one
box, it has a superb specification
covering 2m & 70cm FM. Extended
receive coverage is possible upon
request. Probably the most cost effective
rig on the market. Send for full details
today.

ADONIS MICROPHONES
AM-303G Used by many stations to provide that
distinctive voice quality on either FM or SSB. A
switch selects the correct response for each mode.
Touch buttons provide the PTT and the
omni-directional microphone gives the distinctive
quality that hand mics just can't match. Works
with any rig and includes up/down controls.

This is the latest addition to our frequency guides. It covers LF, HF
and VHF, and lists all the UK coastal and port stations, with simplex,
duplex and channel numbers together with traffic list times, channel
designations etc. Full editorial is included about the marine service
including emergency channels, SSB/RTTY/CW. Also listed are the
world phone channels normally receivable in the UK. Most HF coastal
stations listen on quite separate frequencies to those that they use for
transmit. It's all in the guide. Super value as ever!

Marine Radio Frequency Guide £4.95 + £1
SONY COMMUNICATIONS
2001D
7600DA
7600DS
SW I
SW I
S

150kHz-30MHz + Air
150kHz-30MHz AM + FM
150kHz-30MHz SSB/AM + FM
150kHz-30MHz AM Compact
As above with full kit etc

WATE S
STANTON

£49.95

AM-503G As above but with speech compressor £65.95

NEW!
MARINE FREQUENCY GUIDE
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THE BOOKS THAT ARE USED BY THE PROFESSIONALS,
NEWS AGENCIES, RADIO STATIONS, ETC.
UK Listeners' Confidential Frequency List 1.6 to 30MHz New 1989 Edition
£7.95
Complete Guide to VHF/UHF Frequencies 25 to 2GHz
£5.95
VHF/UHF Airband Guide to Commercial & Military
£5.95
HF Oceanic Airband Communications 1988
£
3.50
The Secret of Learning Morse Code
£4.95
Pocket Guide to RTTY & FAX Stations
£2.95
Marine Radio Frequency Guide HF & VHF
£4.95
Airband Radio Handbook Second Edition
£5.95
£
6.99
Air Traffic Control by D Adair

Latest rig from the ALINCO stable, this
hand-held has been developed from the
successful ALX-2E. Now incorporating LCD
display and 10 memory channels it will fit into
even small pockets! The extended receive range
covers 140-170MHz and there are no extras to
buy. Chris Lorek says in Ham Radio Today, "A
lovely little transceiver with a very impressive
technical performance".

ICF
ICF
ICF
ICF
ICF

SSB/CW

£297.00
£127.00
£157.00
£147.00
£247.00

NEW! 730V-1 HF ANTENNA
Designed for DX operation on 10, 15,
20 and 40 metres, this aerial is highly
efficient and yet easy to install in most
situations. Full lkW rating on SSB
and full bandwidth performance at the
2:1 VSR points. No radials and single
pole support point makes it ideal for
even small QTHs. The robust
construction and simple assembly makes this antenna adelight to use.
Dimensions: Each element = 5.8m; Total span = 8.3m; Total height
= 4.1m from base point to element tip line. 2in mast mounting and full
instructions £149.00. Carriage £7.00 via Securicor
ICF PRO80
ICF AIR7
AN1
ACD4M
BP23
DCC 127A

150kHz-225MHz SSB/FM
108-174MHz + FM Broadcast
Active short wave antenna
Mains power supply charger
NiCad pack for AIR7/PRO80
12V PSU/charger

£297.00
£227.00
£49.00
£19.95
£ 6.95
£24.95

RETAIL & MAIL ORDER: 18-20 Main Road, Hockley, Essex SS5 4QS
Tel: (0702) 206835'204965
RETAIL ONLY: 12 North Street, Hornchurch, Essex RM11 1QX
Tel: ( 04024) 44765
Visa and Access by telephone. 24hr Answerphone
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The Final Courtesy
by Trevor Morgan GW40X13
play a part in how well his signals are
received.
Local Weather. This can also play a
part in reception, and details will help in
his assessment.
Timescale Reports. A series of reports
over, say, twenty-four hours will give an
idea of changing prippagation. Daily
reports over aweek at similar times will
also give an idea of changing conditions.
Your Equipment.
Give
as
much
information as you can without getting
too ' involved'. The receiver, aerial and
any filtering used should be detailed.
Your report on the station's actual
transmission should be as accurate as
possible. A simple report of 5/7 with QSB
(or a SINPO report of 54433) doesn't tell
the station much. What sort of interference was there? How fast or deep was
the fading? Was his audià excellent,
average or distorted in some way? He'll
never change his lousy mic unless
someone tells him about it! Was he using
too much compression or did the signal
sound as if it was tailored, even if it
wasn't? Watch out for harmonics, too,
because astation might not be aware of
them getting out. Also, a note on his
bandspread may be useful. Anything that
could be useful to the station should be
noted. He may very well be aware of a
problem, but you could help save alot of
embarrassment.
Broadcast Stations. The professionals
are more keen to know if you have
actually listened to their transmission so,
naturally, they would like some ' proof'. A
few comments about the programme you
heard ( they do not have to be complimentary!) will show that you did listen.
Ask a few questions about the station,
programmes or even staff. Most importantly, show some interest!
The final courtesy of a OSO is a QSL,
but it's no good if the report isn't as
accurate as possible. If astation receives
a number of reports on his signals, all
stating that he has some problem, it will

Amateurs often quote that the ' final
courtesy' of a QS0 is aQSL. But what is
the QSL and, what is more important, why
is it used?
The QSL card is a written verification
of acontact made between two stations.
It has no intrinsic value and, frequently,
no technical value. Basically, it is no
more than a ' thank you' card, but this
should not really be the case. The
problem is that it has become more of a
tradition than atechnical aid. So, what is
the real value of a verification card and
what should it convey?
To be of any use to the recipient, a
verification card should give as much
information about the sender's working
set up as possible. It should also give full
details of the weather and propagation
conditions at the time of the contact, and
comparative signal reports of stations in
the same area as the recipient.
Any station, whether amateur or professional, has a good idea where his
signals are being received and, from
reports, how well they are being
received in those areas. So acard stating
the obvious is, literally, a waste of time.
Most QSL cards have the standard
date, time, frequency, mode and reporttype of layout. This is all right as far as it
goes, but few amateurs or listeners take
the time to give any other information.
So, what does a station need to make
his report worthwhile? Really, adoublesided card is necessary. The usual
pictorial or graphic design and standard
report should be on one side, while the
other side should contain as much
technical information as possible. How
this is set out is up to the individual, but
here are a few guidelines.
Comparative Reports. It is useful fora
station to know how his signals compare
with other stations from the same area.
He should also be aware of the equipment used by the other station so that he
can assess his own results.
Local Conditions. Your locality can
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help him. If they all give 5/9+10 reports,
he will carry on transmitting blissfully
unaware that his rig is about to bite the
dust!
OSO Direct or via the Bureau. For most
amateur stations, the bureau represents
asaving in time and money. Most stations
have set times to send abatch of cards to
the bureau. This may be weekly, monthly
or even quarterly, depending on activity.
If you send your report via the bureau, be
prepared for a long wait for a reply. The
cards you send are sorted by your bureau
into destination bureaux and, when
there are enough cards to make it
worthwhile, these are posted off. The
receiving bureau then sorts his pile into
areas and these are posted to area
managers. The area manager has the
individual envelopes for the stations and
will post these when they reach the
weight for the postage paid.
Depending on how active a station is,
the circuit can take a month, a year or
even longer, and that's only in one
direction!
Sending reports direct is not always
possible or advisable but, if you think the
report is important, perhaps due to a
transmission fault, or something you
think the station should know about, then
do so. Always send sufficient postage for
a reply.
Many stations do not respond to direct
reports, either as a matter of policy or
because they don't send verifications, so
they have no cards anyway. . Some
stations use a QSL manager who deals
with all of their cards.
Special event or DXpedition stations
have amassive response. The majority of
such stations write their cards while the
contacts are being made and usually
send them in one parcel to the bureau.
These stations will receive thousands of
cards which will be, mainly, from those
contacts. Unfortunately, many special
stations file all the cards they have
received at the same time with hardly a
glance at them unless they are unusual,
so it is agood bet that alistener's report
will be missed and filed with the rest.
The important point about verifications or reports is that they should be
detailed, informative and interesting to
the receiving station, otherwise QSL
cards are a waste of time, money and
effort. The final courtesy of a OSO is a
useful report!
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The World of
DATA
BY DON FIELD G3XTT
This month Iwant to take alook at what
traditional RTTY ( Radio Teleprinter) has
to offer, on the basis that many packet
TNCs also support the RTTY mode.
Apart from CW itself, Baudot RTTY is
the oldest data mode in use by amateurs
(strictly, all the modes Irefer to in this
column are forms of RTTY, but by RTTY
most amateurs mean five- bit Baudot).
Early RTTY operators used mechanical
teleprinter ( telex) machines, obtained as
surplus stock from military and commercial sources. Many UK amateurs, for
example, started with the Creed 7B
machine which became available at
reasonable prices when the GPO ( as it
then was) introduced a new generation
of teleprinters.
Mechanical teleprinters used afive- bit
code to represent the characters to be
sent. This is unlike CW, of course, where
characters can be anything from one to
five bits long ( and more in the case of
special characters like punctuation). The
advantage of always using five bits in
RTTY is that the receiving terminal
knows when a character is complete;
machines not being as intelligent as the
human ear plus brain! On the other hand,
afive- bit code only has two to the power
five, or thirty-two different combinations. As there are twenty-six letters of
the alphabet, you can see immediately
that there is a problem in handling
figures. This is solved by using the codes
twice. Instead of upper and lower case as
with a typewriter, RTTY uses a ' letters'
and a ' figures' case. This provides for the
twenty-six letters, ten numerals, some
common punctuation marks, plus some
control characters such as carriage
return, line- feed, space and the letters
and figures' shifts.
The complete RTTY character set is
known
as
International
Telegraph
Alphabet Number 2 ( ITA2), sometimes
referred to as the Baudot Code ( USA) or
the Murray Code ( UK). There are slight
differences between the US and UK
versions, but not enough to worry about.
You may have spotted from the above
that RTTY doesn't distinguish between
capital and lower case letters. Neither
does it include the full range of computer
keyboard symbols and codes. Having
said this, the RTTY character set is
perfectly adequate for straightforward
communications.
You will come across RTTY on all the
14

HF amateur bands as well as some of the
VHF and UHF bands. As well as being
used for ' real-time' two-way QS0s, you
may also run across RTTY mailboxes,
where messages can be left for other
amateurs to collect later. The IARU
bandplans ( see Table) include allocations for RTTY operation.
In fact, RTTY is so well established in
the amateur world that there are many
RTTY awards available including an
RTTY version of the popular DXCC
award, and regular RTTY contests.
Another fascinating aspect of RTTY is
that it is still used for many commercial
purposes on the HF bands. If you have a
general- coverage receiver and the ability to decode RTTY signals then you will
be able to copy press information,
weather data, some ship to shore traffic,
news bulletins and much else. Your
terminal unit may also provide an ASCII
mode. ASCII is similar to Baudot RTTY,
but uses a seven- bit code, which allows
for a bigger character set including the
special characters needed by computer
systems. Amateurs don't make much use
of ASCII RTTY, but you may well run
across it if you tune to the commercial
RTTY frequencies.
Getting Involved In RTTY
So, how do you get involved in RTTY?
As with packet radio, the first thing is to
get your station set up with the appropriate connections but, in practice, you will
already have done that when connecting
it up for packet operation. You will need
to read the TNC manual to discover what
commands are necessary to put it into
the RTTY mode, and to operate it once in
that mode.
The only parameter you should need to
set is the baud rate which, for most
amateur activity, is forty-five bauds. Set
the mode switch of your radio to USB ( or
AFSK if this mode is provided) and tune
to one of the RTTY bands ( the majority of
RTTY activity takes place on 20m, and as
well as two-way QS0s you will also find
several RTTY mailboxes active there).
You should quickly be able to tune in
some RTTY signals. If you are having
problems, check the speed and the
polarity ( you can change polarity by
changing mode to LSB, or some TNCs
permit it to be changed via a keyboard
command). If you missed receiving a
Shift character, perhaps because of

QRM, you can sometimes end up
receiving a string of numbers when, in
actual fact, letters are being sent, or vice
versa. Again, from the keyboard, you can
usually force the reception to Letters if
this has happened. Some common
received sequences will give you aclue
as to what is going on. For example:
:1 : 1:1: really CQ CO CQ, but with the
Letter Shift missing
646464: really RYRYRY ( the tuning
signal), again with the Letter Shift
missing
SYSYSY:
probably
RYRYRY
being
received with inverted tones.
In the days of mechanical teleprinters,
operators would usually send astring of
'RYRYRYRY' at the beginning of each
transmission as atuning signal. This still
happens quite a lot, although it really
isn't necessary most of the time and
simply generates unnecessary QRM. If
you reply to, say, a CO call, always start
your transmission with acarriage return
(so that it starts to appear on anew line at
the distant end) followed by his callsign a
couple of times and yours a couple of
times, much as you would do on CW. In
fact, most RTTY operators make extensive use Qf the CW ' Q' codes and
procedure signals such as ' KN' and ' AR'.
End every transmission with a carriage
return.
One point to bear in mind is that no line
of text should be more than sixty-nine
characters long, as this is the most that
mechanical teleprinters can handle.
Most TNCs will insert a carriage return
automatically at this point when in RTTY
mode if you forget to do so.
You will soon discover that RTTY has
one major disadvantage: it cannot
handle errors. If an interfering signal
comes up, that's it. The AMTOR or packet
systems would ask for a retransmission
but RTTY being an old and simple mode,
can't cope. One way to minimise the
problem is to keep the receive bandwidth as narrow as possible, by making
good use of the adjustable filters in your
receiver. A directional antenna is also
invaluable, of course, for nulling out
interference and maximising the signal
you want to copy. Having said that, RTTY
is far from being an ideal mode for DX
operation, but can be a lot of fun when
signals are strong and copy is good.
RTTY also gives you access to the
regular news bulletins put out by BARTG
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in the UK and ARRL in the USA, as well as
to the various mailboxes Ireferred to
earlier. The BARTG bulletins go out
under the GB2ATG callsign on the first
and third Sundays of each month on 80,20
and 2m. The ARRL broadcasts, under the
call W1AW, go out daily on all bands, and
are best received in the UK on 14095 and
21095kHz. They aise specifically beamed
to Europe on Monday, Wednesday and
Friday each week. The best times to
check are 1600 and 2300G MT.
A word of warning before Icomplete
this discussion of RTTY. RTTY is a 100%
duty- cycle mode. In other words, while in
transmit you are putting out acontinuous
carrier. SSB transmitters are normally
rated for intermittent operation because
voice is very peaky, so running them at
full power for minutes on end can hasten

their demise. If in doubt, reduce the
power on RTTY to something like a
quarter to one-third of normal peak SSB
power output. If a fan is an option with
your rig ( as with, for example, the FT101),
ensure that you have one fitted.
A leap ahead?
The American CIST magazine recently
carried an interview with packet radio
pioneer Doug Lockhart VE7APU. In it,
Doug made some interesting observations about the adoption of packet radio
by amateurs, and how he would like to
see it develop. In the datacomms area,
amateurs had traditionally used excommercial teleprinters, so were always
one step behind the professionals. Doug
comments: ' If amateur radio persists in
just using tossed- out technology from

commercial users, we're never going to
be able to hold our heads up high in the
world'.
Packet
radio
developments
enabled amateurs to make a quantum
leap in their capabilities.
Fortuitously, I saw a press report
recently that Racal and Cable and
Wireless have embarked on a joint
venture to exploit the possibilities of
transferring data via radio links. The new
company,
Merrac,
will
use
newlyreleased frequencies in the 160MHz
range. Another recent press item mentioned that Pace Communications of
Southampton has launched a range of
packet modems which can operate at
speeds of up to 9,600bps and with an
operational range on VHF or UHF of up to
thirty miles. The company envisages
applications in areas such as electronic

Data Communications Bandplanning
160 metres:

RTTY allocation 1838-1842kHz

80 metres:

RTTY allocation 3580-3620kHz. Packet usually found on 3597, 3607kHz. AMTOR calling channels 3588 and
3637.5kHz

40 metres:

RTTY allocation 7035-7045kHz. Packet usually found on 7093kHz, though this is not an IARU-approved
frequency. 7035kHz may be used in Europe. AMTOR calling frequencies 7045 and 7075kHz

30 metres:

RTTY allocation 10140-10150kHz. Packet found on 10147kHz, though the IARU currently recommends no
packet operation on 10MHz. AMTOR calling frequency 10143kHz

20 metres:

RTTY allocation 14070-14099kHz. The ARRL recommends 14103, 14105, 14107 and 14109 for bulletin board
services, and frequencies below 14100 for point-to-point packet contacts. 14100 is the Internatbnal
Beacon Chain frequency and should be avoided. AMTOR calling frequency 14075kHz

17 metres:

RTTY allocation 18100-18110kHz
RTTY allocation 21080-21120kHz. Packet tends to be found on 21103, 21105, 21107, 21109kHz. AMTOR

15 metres:

calling frequencies 21075, 21100, 21115kHz.
12 metres:

RTTY allocation 24920-24930kHz

10 metres:

RTTY allocation 28050-28150kHz. Packet likely to be found on 28103, 28105, 28107, 28109kHz. AMTOR
calling frequency 28075kHz. Some packet operation in the FM segment

6 metres:

50.6-50.7MHz recommended for packet by RSGB

4 metres:

RTTY calling frequency 70.3MHz. 70.4875MHz recommended by RSGB for formal packet links, 70.26-70.34
for informal, with 70.325 at the preferred channel

2 metres:

RTTY calling frequency 144.6MHz. 144.625-144.675 for packet as follows:
144.625 — all data modes including ' Cambridge' and TCP/IP
144.650 — AX25 including mailboxes
144.675 — AX25 other than mailboxes
Some use of 144.585-144.590, 300 baud, USB, for packet DXing

70cm:

RTTY calling frequency 432.6MHz. Packet on 432.675, 433.625, 433.650, 433.675

23cm and above:

Allocations still under discussion

Notes:

1.
2.

There is no mandatory bandplanning in the UK, but voluntary adherence to the IARU recommendations
is in everyone's best interest.
Where calling channels are specified, this implies that stations should move to anearby clear frequency

3.

once a OSO is established.
Traditionally, and for commercial purposes too, HF data communications use LSB. On VHF, FM is

4.

frequently used for data communications. 25kHz channels are used on 2m and 70cm for packet
transmission at 1200 baud ( compared with 300 baud on HF). On the higher bands it is likely that wider
channels will be used to accommodate higher speeds.
The method of specifying frequencies above is the traditional method, based on the notional carrier
frequency. However, this assumes the modulating tones to be used. As these may vary, the method
increasingly being adopted is to specify frequency by the centre of power of a data transmission. For
most purposes this means tt.
je mid- point between the modulating tones. Thus 14105kHz ( for example)
would be referred to as 14104.3kHz.
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point of sale, process control and various
mobile data capture activities. As well as
offering flexibility, the radio link saves
on normal telephony network charges.
Undoubtedly these commercial users
will build on developments already made
in the amateur world, of which we can
feel proud. However, amateur packet
radio started ten years ago, and VE7APU
sounds aword of warning when he says
that It hasn't gone as far or as fast as I'd
like it to go'. I have heard these
sentiments echoed recently in the UK.
Many packet users are happy to dabble
with the local mailbox, and fail to see the
enormous potential of packet radio
which could be realised with improved
software and more efficient networking.
Technically all this is possible, though
cheap radio gear for linking on 23cm
seems to be a long time coming, but the
will and the sense of direction seem to
have been lost. Although a lot of work is
going on, it is largely unco-ordinated.
Now that powerful PCs are becoming
more affordable, mailboxes could offer
much more sophisticated facilities,
already available on commercial, nonradio systems. Better networking software, along with high-speed links, could
open up real-time access to remote
databases and directories; could permit
multi-way conferencing; could allow
documents to include graphics, image,
and digitised voice; and so on. Perhaps
what we need in the UK is for the
innovators to form themselves into a

operate on 14 and 21MHz. GB7BNI in
Northern Ireland and GB7GUR in Guernsey will operate on 14MHz. The rationale
behind each of these HF stations is that
they will be used for the forwarding of
packet mail between the UK and overseas. Their success, or otherwise, will be
monitored by the RSGB HF Committee
and Packet Working Group, particularly
to see whether packet or AMTOR is
preferable for such links.

group, similar to the Tucson Amateur
Packet Radio group in the US, to help
push such developments through.
One of the papers presented at the last
ARRL Computer Networking Conference particularly impressed me as away
that amateurs and professionals can
work together for the common good.
Dave Hughes, not himself an amateur,
has worked with amateurs in Montana to
set up an extensive packet radio network
for schools, giving students in that very
rural part of the USA real-time access to
UNIX computing facilities. To provide
dedicated telephone lines would have
been prohibitively expensive. Local farmers, businessmen etc, are also encouraged to get in the act, giving them access
to awide range of data available on the
network, and allowing them to share
views and ideas. Dave believes that
packet radio could completely transform
communications in much the same way
that micros have transformed the world
of computing and made it available to
'everyman'. The biggest obstacle, and it
would doubtless be the same here, is
getting suitable frequencies released by
the authorities.

Digicom
Although Ihave said previously that
packet radio is normally handled by a
dedicated TNC, this is not always the
case. There is a handful of software
packages around which will allow the
computer itself to do most of the work
(though an external modem is still
required). One example is Digicom,
which works on the Commodore C64 and
C128. The Digicom software is a shareware package, and is available from Jim
Mahoney G6FCL, 89 Tynefields, Pitsea,
Basildon, Essex SS13 1JA, by sending
him ablank disc plus return postage and
a disc mailer. You need to tell him
whether it is for a C64 or C128. The
matching modem is based on the AM7910
'World Modem' chip, and connects via
the computer's cassette port, leaving the
user port free to drive a printer. A
suitable PCB is available for £5.00 from
Ron Sadler G1SFK, 7 Newton Road,
Stratford,
London E15 1LR. Please
enclose an SAE ( about 3 x 4in).

HF mailboxes
The RSGB has now received authorisation from the DTI for the first HF packet
and AMTOR mailboxes. GB7PLX, run by
G3PLX, the father of AMTOR, is licensed
for operation on 7, 10 and 14M Hz. Packet
mailbox GB7LDI, run by G3LDI, will
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be HsFdn Müffilsme
In the April edition we looked at the
gain of beam arrays and how this
depended on the length of the boom and
the optimum number of elements for that
length. We found that you cannot get
more gain by simply piling on extra
elements to an existing boom length.
The best way to achieve extra gain is to
stack more than one aerial.
Multiband
There are two main areas involved:
stacking arrays for the same band, or
mounting, say, arrays for 144 and 432M Hz
on the same pole. We will assume that
the aerials are set for horizontal
polarisation and that they are stacked
vertically rather than bayed horizontally.
Although reference is made to VHF and
UHF arrays the arguments are just as
valid on other bands.
Spacing
Let us start with the problem of
mounting a 2m and 70cm aerial on the
same mast; what should the spacing be?
The simple answer is to put them as far
apart as possible. Provided you can get
them several metres apart this is good
advice, although it does bypass some
technical points that should really be
taken into account. The real difficulty
comes when you have only a short stub
mast available; what then? As a general
point it can be taken that, if the aerials to
be stacked are both on the same band,
the minimum spacing between them
should be half the length of the boom.
For aerials on different bands, set the
spacing at half the boom length of the
higher frequency aerial.
Ground plane
There is rather more to it than the
above simple rule of thumb would

indicate. In a stack for two bands the
lower frequency array will appear to the
higher frequency unit as a ground or
earth plane. Theory tells us that the
impedance of an aerial, and hence the
correct matching, varies with the height
above ground. In fact it passes through
its free space value at a quarter-wave
above ground and at all multiples of
quarter-wave. Mounting the smaller
array at some multiple of quarter-wave
above the larger array will at least keep
the SWR right.
Angles
We are not yet out of the woods. When
an aerial is mounted at oddmultiples of a
quarter-wave above ground, the ground
acts as a reflector and causes a lot of
your hard won RF to be sent out at high
radiation angles. This is not what we
want. This effect is minimised when the
spacing is at even multiples of quarterwavelengths where the impedance is
once again at the free space value. The
effects of spacing on the larger array are
usually negligible and, if narrow spacings have to be used, watch out for
detuning of the smaller aerial.
One band
When stacking aerials for one band,
the required spacing depends on the
gain of the single yagi. Up to five
elements the spacing should not be less
than a half-wavelength and five- eighths
is to be preferred. At ten elements the
minimum spacing goes up to two
wavelengths. If you are going to use two
ten-element yagis on 2m, the minimum
spacing would be four metres and four
and a half would be better.
Bays
Sometimes it is convenient to mount
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the aerials side by side or bayed. This will
give the same gain as vertical stacking
but at the expense of narrower horizontal beamwidth than is obtained from
vertical stacking. The important point in
horizontal baying is the space between
the ends of the elements on the two
aerials. To obtain the best gain the end
spacing should be at least five- eighths of
awavelength; on 2m this means about 2.4
metres between ends.
Putting all this together leads us on to
stacking four aerials in abox array. If you
are stacking four eight- element aerials
for 2m, you would need a horizontal
boom spacing of 3.6 metres and avertical
boom spacing of 4.5 metres to obtain
maximum gain from the array.
Lobes
If the bay spacing is increased, the
main lobe gets tighter and the gain
increases. Unfortunately, there is also an
increase in the side- lobe content which
can result in some very misleading
directivity patterns. Two five-element
yagis spaced a half-wave horizontally
will show a beautiful clean pattern with
virtually no side lobes. This can give the
impression that you are getting a lot of
gain. In fact, the gain from this baying
distance is very small; it simply happens
to be the optimum distance to minimise
the side lobes.
What now?
It is obvious from the above that large
gain means a lot of metal and a lot of
airspace. It also means ahefty rotator to
handle it. Remember two things about
aerial arrays: firstly, they are like
Canadian lettuce, the bigger the better;
secondly, if they did not blow over in the
winter gales they were still much too
small!
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by HUGH ALLISON G3XSE
etc, can often be disguised by going over
soon as it touches the shelf and some not
`RCA televisions
them with afelt-tip pen. It's then acase of
move all day? Ibelieve there are two
I've met quite a few disappointed
making sure the rig has got a full set of
factors: condition and price. Dealing first
people who have bought 5in diagonal,
four feet and that all screws that show
with condition; some of the disfiguring
'RCA' branded, black and white TVs.
are present and correct.
marks on the thing may have to be
Well, at £20.00 brand new, boxed and
Price. Study all the examples being
accepted. If it's fairly modern gear you
working, with medium and VHF radio
offered for sale in magazines. Go to your
might consider investing afiver or so for
built in, wouldn't you? They are made in
chosen rally and have a look round first.
a totally new front panel, case or what
Suwon, Korea and are models BWT052E.
Ask afew dealers what they will offer you
have you. These are often available from
They are freely available at rallies.
- I've often been very, very pleasantly
the
importing
emporium.
A
now
regretWhat's the catch? Well, there isn't one,
surprised at their offers, even for straight
ted modification that involved gouging a
provided you live in America. The TV is
cash in the hand, never mind atrade-in.
hole somewhere, can often be removed
for NTSC, the US TV standard. Funnily
You should have arrived at the rally
in
this
fashion.
However,
the
thing
to
enough, there is no problem with the
equipped with a pen, a bit of card and
enhance any sale is to make sure the
picture; the line lock is happy to whizz
some sticky tape. List on the card any
gear is clean.
away at our speed, and boy, are they
special features of your wonderbox A
total
clean-up
is
the
cheapest
thing
sensitive. The problem is the sound; or
accessories, Ni Cads, handbook, aerials,
you can do. It may take you an hour or so
rather the lack of it. This is due to the fact
mounting trays etc. I've often received
but
can
repay
dividends
on
sale
day.
that the US sound video spacing is
favourable comments from purchasers
When you have removed the knobs and
4.5MHz; ours is 6MHz.
when Ihave marked down how the thing
the front panel etc, abowl of warm, soapy
Right. To change one over. Rip the
is powered - 240V ac or 12V at 3A for
water
and
a
nail
brush,
plus
a
little
bottom off the set and locate the interexample.
Put the price on in bold figures
enthusiasm, can equal amazing results.
carrier filter; it's a tiny three-legged
and enter it in the sale. Bold figures?
Remember,
electricity
and
water
are
not
thing called X101. Haul it out. It's got 4.5M
Well, due to security considerations ( le,
friends; unplug first! Whilst the knobs
stamped on it, hasn't it? Now do you
to prevent stuff being nicked) equipment
are off, agentle go over the cabinet with
believe me? The good news is that quite
is normally displayed behind araped- off
a
damp
cloth
is
on
the
cards.
Beware
a few traders at rallies flog UK 6MHz
area. It ends up so far away that it
what you use; soapy water is probably the
filters at, literally, 10p each, or, if you
becomes an eyesight test for the
safest ( but go easy on the soap).
cannot get to a rally, try a trader in
punters. Let them know what a bargain
Chemicals,
even
some
spray
polishes,
Practical Television.
you are offering! To sum up: aclean bit of
can
take
off
markings,
melt
plastic
etc.
Wop it in. Still doesn't work, does it?
kit, realistically priced and clearly labelNow, before we put the knobs back on,
That's ' cos the discriminator coil, T106, is
led should equal a quick sale.
should
we
have
white
lines,
pointers
or
still tuned to 4.5MHz. It's got a square
dots on the knob that have worn off?
drive hole in it, so be careful how you get
%Venal rally
These are nearly always recessed and
the core out; a filed down matchstick
Ijust don't know how I've missed this
the trick here is to blob ' TippEx' into the
should do it. With the core out, the coil
rally in years gone by. Apparently it has
recess. Fill up the general area and give
only tunes to 5MHz. Sounds horrible,
been running for four years now but the
it five minutes to dry. Now chip off the
doesn't it? Really, you need a new coil.
organisers haven't promoted it too much
excess with a finger nail and they look
However, find a brass screw of the same
owing to alack of car parking space. This
splendid, don't they?
thread and wind it in until it sounds right
is due to change as a car park for
leather
carrying
handles,
protecBlack
(brass raises the frequency). Works a
hundreds of vehicles is to be built this
tive cases etc, can often come up atreat
treat, but what a bodge. I'm ashamed of
year, so look out for this ' bash' in 1990.
after agoing over with shoe polish of the
myself, really Iam. Now for the megaWhen I contacted the organiser, he
appropriate colour - AVO handles
good news. These sets also cover VHF Lo
called it a small rally. He did himself a
especially. Clean off the excess after a
and VHF Hi ( channels 2 6and 7-.13), so
disservice.
few
minutes,
as
normal,
then
remove
any
they are smashing for DX TV use. I'm sure
Visitors this year had a stiff walk of
surplus the next day.
you don't need telling that the mains
about a mile from car to site, but it was
Scratches on black cases, front panels
input is 120V, so run the set on the 12V
socket or the internal batteries.
The Trio JR500S receiver
All in all, an excellent little set at avery
good price indeed, but you are going to
have to work on it. As usual, let me
remind you that, even though running on
12V, there are very high voltages present
within this, or any, telly. Take care, and, if
you don't know what you are doing, don't
do it.
Flogging It
The other end of buying a bargain is
selling it. Whatever it is, you may have
grown tired of it, it's been superseded or
your interests have changed. Although
there are many ways of selling your gear
-adverts in this, your favourite amateur
radio magazine, adverts on the wall at the
radio club, word of mouth etc - one of the
best ways of disposing of it is, of course,
the bring and buy at your local rally.
Question. Why does some gear sell as
18
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unanimously agreed that this was well
worthwhile. There was a couple of
traders dealing in new black boxes, but
the vast majority comprised amateurs
having a clear out; thus there were
excellent bargains to be had, albeit after
some fierce haggling. I had to resist
buying a Tektronics transistor curve
tracer at the unbelievable bargain price
of afiver, because both the Cortina boot
and back seat were full of other goodies.
Next year I'm taking the van.
There was also aguest comedy spot. I
snapped up nearly a thousand assorted
'D' type connectors; well wouldn't you at
£2.00? Halfway back to the car, the
bottom fell out of the box. You wouldn't
believe how much ground a thousand
connectors can cover. The event was
much enjoyed by everyone present, with
one exception: me.
Trio JR500S
Good sets. Maybe even great sets.
Amateur bands only; 80-10m plus WWV
and an aux position. They work well and
are fairly sensitive. They run out of steam
a touch on 10m, but that's nothing to
worry about. In use they are excellent. A
slight moan about the preselector; flick
from 80 to, say, 20m and the band sounds
dead until you twiddle the preselect
knob
to
the
appropriate
position.
However, you quickly learn where it
wants to be and thereafter, no hassel.
Problems? Yes, one seems to be emerging now. The built-in, factory fitted ' S'
meter goes open circuit. It's in with the
tuning-gubbins view hole and replacements don't seem to be available. I've
seen some real craftsmen graft in an exCB set meter and make a good job of it,
but it isn't easy.
The solution often adopted is to fit
another meter elsewhere - it will just
about fit in next to the AF and RF gain
controls. The photo shows afairly typical
'stuffed in' variant, and it doesn't look too
bad. It is essential to cover the variable
capacitors before cutting the mounting
holes, and clean out carefully before
plugging the rig back in.
Prices. Well, I've seen one sell at
£45.00, an absolute bargain. £ 75.00 is abit
too steep; most that I've seen sell in the
last year have gone for £ 60.00 to £65.00.
About a third of those sold seemed to
have had replacement meters fitted.

Incidentally, these sets seem to hold
their prices well.
'Eagle' valve receivers
Here we have a single conversion
465kHz IF receiver. It covers up to 30MHz
and, given the low IF and lack of RF stage,
you are in for a bit of second channel
(image) reception - the ubiquitous
'tunes stuff in twice' problem. Its no
worse, nor better, than a lot of other
three or four- valve receivers of twenty
years ago. Given that there's abuilt-in ' S'
meter, aBFO and bandspread, of sorts, it
may be slightly better than average.
The excitement here? The thing is
120V or 240V powered, selectable by a
switch on the back. Totally unprotected
and easy to knock over when carrying it
about, you wouldn't believe how bright it
all lights up when plugged into 240 with
the switch in the 120V position. Take
care. If you turn it off quickly enough you
can get away with it.
There doesn't appear to be a model
number on these sets, but as they have a
fairly
distinctive
front
panel,
the
attached photo should help you identify
them. £25.00 to £35.00 seems to be the
going rate and you shouldn't lose out;
receivers like these are slowly gaining
price at a pound or so a year.

rubbish Ibought there in years gone by.
Disaster struck five years ago when an
expensive bit of kit belonging to one
amateur
was
stolen,
and
another
amateur purchased some faulty gear.
Both were reimbursed by the organisers,
but given that this comes off the total
profit of the convention, you will quickly
see why the bring and buy ground to a
halt.
Further disaster. The ' Teleprinter mob'
(I know they call themselves Data
nowadays) organise another bash at
Sandown too. This has an excellent flea
market. Thus, in your average amateur's
mind is the equation Sandown - flea
market; always. Amateurs rolled up at
last year's VHF Convention with junk to
sell. Some hero on the talk- in said that
there was abring and buy ( there wasn't),
so there were hoards of people wandering round the hall lugging junk, aimlessly
looking for a non-existent stand. The
comments of an amateur who had lugged
avery heavy network analyser half amile
through the car park, then up some stairs
were unprintable. Impromptu ' stalls'
then set up all over the place and chaos
reigned.

Problem solved
The Convention's solution? Members'
mart tables. A whole room of them. Not
cheap - they were priced according to
Sandown Park RSGB VHF Convention
the cost of traders' tables - but plenty of
Right. Its got to be admitted that the
them. The advantages to the organisers
RSGB is agreat thing to throw stones at,
are obvious- it's not their problem if gear
and their never publish any criticism'
is stolen and they have no involvement at
policy has angered many, but credit
all. An excellent compromise, and popuwhere credit is due. The VHF Convention
used to run a bring and buy, and I lar too. Well done, RSGB ( Inever thought
I'd say that)!
remember with affection some of the
The Eagle valve receiver
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THE QUAGI
by Maurice Webb GlAMR

My interest in amateur radio started at
the age of twelve, thanks to my father and
the famous R1155 receiver. Since then, I
have constructed many types of equipment and tried out many different
antennas. For myself — and, of course, to
many others— an effective antenna is one
of the main priorities of a good station.
After obtaining my licence in September 1983, I decided to construct an
inexpensive antenna. Istarted by building atwo- element quad. The main reason
for choosing this approach was that the
two- element quad has slightly more gain
than a two- element yagi at the same
height above ground.
The antenna was erected to aheight of
about 20ft. Many long-distance stations
were worked using this antenna, and the
best OSO was with a station at Farringdon, Oxfordshire using apower output of
1W. Later Ireceived the QSL confirmation of the contact.
Keeping the higher gain of the quad in
mind, Idecided to add three directors.
Owing to experiments into the effect of
quad- shaped directors, carried out afew
years ago, Iadopted the yagi principle
and decided to feed the driven- element
into one corner rather than use the
conventional method ( see Fig 1).
The antennas were constructed using
Vein aluminium wire. Inow had a fiveelement quagi which was fed with
straight 50 ohm coaxial cable. Because
only FM transceive operation was available, I mounted the quagi ( vertically
polarised) to about 25ft. Signal reports
showed a definite increase, and the
front- to- back ratio was very reasonable. I
used this antenna for about two months.
Testing
Iwas then loaned a multimode transceiver, TS700, to help me with antenna
tests. So, I took down the mast and
mounted the antenna horizontally. Tests

were carried out to evaluate the front- toback ratio and the side lobes. Distance
contacts were tested against a fellow
station, GW3IWJ, who was running 100W
to an eight- element, balanced fed yagi.
Shortly afterwards, Iextended the boom
to 14ft and spent more time adapting a
better feed method. I increased the
boom length, netting approximately 3dB,
and mounted the antenna to 25ft again.

With the help of GW3IWJ Icarried out
similar tests as before, though this time,
because the length of the boom came
close to the roof, some peculiar results
were obtained. One side of the antenna
had a greater null than the other. As a
result of these problems Idecided to
increase the height of the antenna to 30ft
to clear the roof of the house. As before,
signal tests showed a definite increase

Fig 1
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Fig 4

Fig 5

in the signal strength. After three months
of evaluating the antenna's performance, the antenna's mast- to- boom clamp
snapped during a storm with 100mph
winds. On inspection, the only damage to
the antenna was that the director .wire
had been bent. However, the advantage
of using Vein aluminium wire is that Iwas
able to simply bend the elements back
into shape. Not being disheartened by
this setback,
I concentrated more
thought on developing a better type of
feed method.
A lot of people take agreat deal of time
calculating and constructing a good
antenna, only to waste their efforts by
feeding the antenna inefficiently. The
quad/quagi antenna system is a balanced antenna and therefore should be
fed with a balanced line to obtain the
greatest efficiency.
fl- bar system
After many hours of thought and
discussions with other stations regarding asuitable method of feed, the Q- bar
system was adopted for use with my
antenna. As some people may be aware,
the Q- bar system has a slight disadvantage in the way Ihave used it, because
the distance between the Q- bars has to
be varied. This was dealt with by
mounting two pieces of stiff copper- wire
to the end of each Q- bar. Then, as the
bars are rotated, the distance between
them increases or decreases in order to

Antenna Dimension
Measurements
Reflector
D element
Director 1
Director 2
Director 3
Director 4
Director5
Director 6
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16 5/sin loop
82in loop
35 15/
16in
35 2/
16in
35 9/
16in
35 6/
16in
35 3/
18i n
35in

200R Balanced to 0. bar

3xPL259

••••

I

4:1 balun ( co- ax)

Feedpoint

Fig 6
produce agood match ( see Fig 2). Iused
aluminium tubes with apiece of stiff
copper- wire and a solder tag. I then
drilled a hole in the end of each Q- bar
and placed a nut and bolt through them
to hold the solder tag in place. Ithen
covered the joints with glue to protect
them against the weather. The Q- bars
were mounted at an angle of approx1
/
4in

Antenna Spacings
Ref
DIE
D1

to
to
to

D element
D1
D2

21in
15 3/
4in
33in

02
D3
D4
D5

to
to
to
to

D3
D4
D5
D6

17 1/
2in
26in
26in
26in

Boom used was 14ft in length and
34mm square

imately 45° on to the boom and placed in a
plastic box ( see Fig 3).
The driven assembly
Some people may have a problem
mounting the driven element/reflector
assembly of the quad/quagi type of array.
In the prototype, I used the method
shown in Fig 4. Though not perfect, it was
aquick method of construction which, of
course, could be improved. To Mount the
reflector and driven assembly to the
boom, I used four small
L'- shaped
brackets mounted at the bottom of each
spider. Eight brackets are needed
altogether to hold the elements securely
in place on the boom. As stated earlier, a
balanced feed is essential to preserve
symmetrical lobe direction ( see the
polar diagram in Fig 5). The balun was
mounted in aplastic box on the boom, as
shown in Fig* 3 and 6. Formulae for the
balun measurements can be found in any
antenna handbook.
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THE QUAGI
After initially testing the antenna it was
raised to 30ft again and, as before, there
was an increase in signal strength.
Numerous tests were carried out and the
antenna's performance proved to be well
above the expectations of myself and
other stations.

Conclusion
Ihave used the eight- element antenna
for about two years now, with only one

problem. The SWR kept rising very high
and displaying an intermittent fault. The
antenna was taken down and the fault
was found to be at the end of the Q- bar
assembly at the point where it joins the
driven element. The aluminium wire was
not secured properly by the chocolate
block method I had used and had
become corroded. Istrongly recommend
that the driven element assembly is
made out of copper- wire and that the Q-

bar system is constructed out of copper
tubing. All the joints can then be
soldered to ensure a satisfactory performance ( see Fig 7).
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COMMUNICATIONS

NEW RECEIVER

—Catch the DX on 10, 12 and 15 metres!

Mail Order to:

VISA

Eydon, Daventry
Northants NNII 6PT
Tel: 0327 60178

Some other HOWES KITS:
ASL5 DUAL BANDWIDTH FILTER
worthwhile extra filtering and selectivity for virtually any receiver. Simply
connects in line with external speaker or headphones.
KR: £ 14.90
Assembéed PCB: £22.50

CSL4 DUAL BANDWIDTH FILTER
the same excellent filtering as the ASL5, but designed for internal fitment with
our receiver kits. Really sharp selectivity for CW or SSB.
Kit: £9.90
Assembied PCB: £ 15.90

CTU30 ANTENNA MATCHING UNIT
an ATU for use on all HF bends and 8m for receiving or transmitting at up to 30W
RF. High quality performance at a sensible price.
Kit: £27.90
Assembled PCB: £33.90
Concept receiver featuring DXR10, DCS2 and CSL4 Kits
Now that the sun's activity is high, propagation on the highest frequency short
wave bands is becoming excellent, with many ox stations, and much
intercontinental working.
A brand new HOWES receiver, the DXRIO has been developed to give the home
constructor the opportunity to get in on the action. This is a three band receiver
covering all of 10, 12 and 15 metres. The prototype ihave been using certainly
pulls in the stations in a most impressive manner!
Like our very popular DcRx single band receivers, the DXRIO is designed to be
easy to build and within the scope of the beginner, whilst offering an amazingly
good level of performance for a simple set.
Technical features include a double balanced mixer, bandpass input filtering
(which requires no tuning or set up adjustment), active AF filter, and plenty of
audio output to drive a loudspeaker or headphones.
Suitable for holiday, portable and home station use.
The price is still to be fixed at time of writing this advance information, but it
should be under £30 for the kR. Ring or write for the exact figure, they should be
in stock by the time this advert appears in print.
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DCS2 RELATIVE SIGNAL STRENGTH INDICATOR
or ' S meter' in common parlance! Special HOWES custom-made meter ( see
picture), with a two chip driver circuit for use with all our receiver kits. Adds a
touch of ' class'I
KR: £7.90
Assembled PCB - meter: £ 11.90
There are over thirty different kits in our range. We have receivers from £ 14.80,
and ORP transmitters from £ 13.80. HOWES KITS interlink, so that you can start
with, say, a simple receiver and if you wish, expand it into a full transceiver at a
later date. Most kits are suitable for the inexperienced constructor, as well as the
'old hand'!
If you would like more information on any item, or a copy of our catalogue
showing our whole range of kits, simply drop us a line enclosing an SAE.
Technical advice and sales are normally available by phone during office hours.

krrs

All HOWES
come with full, clear instructions, good quality PCB ( drilled,
tinned and screen printed with the parts' locations), and all board mounted
components. Delivery is normally within 7 days.
PLEASE ADD £ 1.00 PAP to your total order value.

73 from Dave G4KGH, Technical Manager
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subscription for four issues is £ 7.00. For
more information write to me, QTHR.
End of an era
Bob Hearn GOBTY comments on my
report in the March issue about the
decision to reduce Morse training in the
NATO navies. He says, ' Iam a regular
operator of GB2RN, HMS Belfast, and I
have the opportunity to go on board
many ships, both MN and RN. Ihave yetto
see a Morse key. One or two Radio
Officers say they don't know CW. If aship
is sending CW it usually means the RO is
an amateur.
'Ships are going digital and of course
satellite is the thing now. Within the next
ten years HF radio at sea will cease as we
know it. The only ROs will be the new
solid-state whizz- kids who will remain on
the big ships as maintenance men. So the
end of another era.'

Tony Smith G4FAI takes his bimonthly
look at the world of dots and dashes
High Speed Championships
The second IARU Region 1High Speed
Telegraphy Championships will be held
in Hannover on 10-12 November 1989.
Apart from national team entries, there
will also be an open class competition for
all corners.
The following is an extract from the
rules of the Championships. ' Straight
keys or electronic keys ( single or double
paddle) are allowed. Electronic keys
shall produce dots and dashes in the
proportion 1:3. Electronic keys with
additional adjustments or with memory
systems, capable of transmitting messages automatically or semi- automatically, or keyboards, may not be used.'
The rules are rather lengthy and in
some cases, because of translation
problems,
require
clarification.
For
receiving in the team events it appears
that contestants must use pen or pencil
although they can use symbols or special
writing systems if they wish, rewriting
the received text afterwards in capitals
on an official form. By contrast, in the
open competition it appears that a
typewriter may be used.
As Imentioned in the November 1988
issue, some quite respectable results
were recorded at the 1983 Moscow
Championships. All are capable of being
beaten however, and it will be interesting to see what happens.
The Regional
Championships are
intended to alternate with IARU World
Championships and potentially these
could be bigger and better than anything
ever held in the past. The question is, will
there be sufficient interest outside the
Eastern bloc countries to revive this
great telegraphy tradition? We lesser
mortals can often hear what appears to
be super high-speed sending on the
bands, but are those operators capable
of similar performance under Championship conditions? Let us hope they are
and that the UK can send agood team to
Hannover.
Anyone interested in taking part in the
Championships should contact Colin
Turner
G3VTT, ' Hurley',
Weavering
JULY 1989

Street, Maidstone, Kent ME14 5JJ, as
quickly as possible.
Copying behind
In the Winter 1988 issue of Morsum
Magnificat, Wm G Pierpont NOHFF
described the old Candler system of
Morse
learning
which
successfully
trained both amateur and professional
telegraphers from 1911 until the 1940s.
Walter . Candler laid great stress on
'copying behind', as the following extract
from NOHFF's article shows. ' Copying
letter by letter is a vicious practice that
stops
advancement ...
Get
in
the
habit ... of carrying the letters in your
mind, forming them subconsciously into
words and sentences without copying
anything down...'
From the beginning Candler put strong
emphasis on learning to read the 100
most common words as words. '
Practice...' he said, ' until you can send and
receive them without having to think how
they are spelled...concentrating on the
sounds of the words, with no thought of
dits and dahs or spelling, until they are
easy and natural.'
Following up his earlier article, Bill
Pierpont sets out a list of 100 common
words in the form of ' Drills to build skill in
copying behind', in the Summer 1989
issue of MM. These words are in two
columns and the idea is to start by writing
down aword in one column, at the same
time spelling out loud a word of similar
length in the second column.
The next step is to key the words in the
first column, again spelling the second
column out loud. As the mind becomes
capable of handling these two different
activities at the same time, the student
progresses to listening to text being
sent, keeping a uniform two words
behind with the aim of getting four to five
words or even a whole clause behind.
NOHFF stresses that beginners should
not work for very long at atime with these
drills. ' Five to ten minutes at first is
plenty, until it becomes easy.'
NOHFF's article is in MM issue No 12,
price £ 1.75, post paid. The annual
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The younger set
Ihave suggested before that the end of
maritime Morse in 1999 could signal the
end of the international requirement for
an amateur Morse test— and that national
societies seem to have little interest in
supporting CW as a mode.
It was interesting, therefore, to read an
editorial in the January 1989 issue of
CIST, the journal of ARRL, written jointly
by the League's President and Executive
Vice- President, no less, headed ' Why
Morse Code?'
Commenting that the planned demise
of maritime Morse has nothing directly to
do with amateur radio, they go on
nevertheless to ask if we will soon see
the end of the Morse code in amateur
radio. They answer themselves by
declaring that the future of the code is
assured because present-day practitioners enjoy using it. They refer to thirteen
letters in that issue of CIST, representative of dozens received, responding
indignantly to an earlier letter entitled
'CW — Obsolete?', and comment, ' They
say it better than we can'.
As for ARRL's position in the matter,
they say it will always be determined by
its elected board of directors which ' has
shown itself to be very responsive to
members' desires'. The real point of this
article is reached halfway through when
the question is raised, ' whether there
isn't some place in American amateur
radio for a no- code licence'.
These top ARRL officers also comment, ' Interestingly our pro- code correspondents average just thirty-eight
years old — about ten years younger than
the ' average' American radio amateur'!
Best way to deal with them?
'The Northcote and District Section of
the Wireless Institute of Australia wishes
to warn the pirate who is operating a
spark set in this district that every
member will do his best to locate him and
notify the authorities. One of the members has offered his car, and aloop aerial
will be used to find this nuisance. This
club will do its utmost to eliminate these
pirates.' ( From ' The Listener In', 12
September
1925,
and
reprinted
in
Amateur Radio, journal of the WIA,
February 1986.)
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News for HF operators compiled by Don Field G3XTT

T33JS on Banaba Island was the major
DX operation during May. In the event it
proved quite ahard one to work. 10m was
in poor shape, but 15m did open up quite
well in the evenings, with the T33JS
signal occasionally hitting S9. They were
also quite a good signal on SSB, though
the behaviour of European stations on
their frequency was, at times, absolutely
appalling. Jim Smith VK9NS and his wife
Kirsty have an invitation to make areturn
visit to Banaba later in the year, so we
may all get another chance at this one.
OH2BH has been busy again. After
returning from
Revilla Gigedo, he
travelled to the Western Sahara with
OH3UU to give a boost to activity from
there before taking part in the Malyj,
Vysotskij Island operation. Somewhere
along the line, at one of the US
conventions, he was inducted into the
CQ Contest Hall of Fame.
Glasnost has brought Lloyd and Iris
Colvin closer to their goal of operating
from all DXCC countries. During May
they started a round of all the Russian
Republics, turning up with big signals
from some of the major club stations.
DX news
Irecently heard one of the operators at
YI1BGD ( Baghdad) saying that anumber
of the operators there will shortly
receive their own personal calls. YI 1AB
and YI1XX were among those who were
mentioned.
New Zealand stations are allowed to
use the ZM prefix in place of the usual ZL
from 1June for eighteen months. This is
in connection with both the Commonwealth Games, to be held in Auckland
next January and February, and New
Zealand's 150th Anniversary celebrations. The special event station ZM14CG
will be active for the Games, and the New
Zealand Radio Society is sponsoring an
award to promote the event. To qualify,
work five ZM1 stations, one each of ZM2,
ZM3 and ZM4, plus one Commonwealth
country in each of the three ITU regionseleven contacts in all. In line with
NZART's ' Honour System', no QSLs are
required. Send alog extract, certified by
two other amateurs, to the Awards
Manager, Mrs A Johnston ZL1ALE, 63
Red Hill Road, Papakura, New Zealand.
A group of amateurs from the Heathkit
Corporation in the USA, were due to
operate from Taiwan, from 25 June until 8
July. Ihave no information about their
callsigns.
Dave K8MN, who has been extremely
active on all bands as J52US, will transfer
24

Prefixes
As always, it is the Canadians who lead
the way with novel prefixes. Ontario
amateurs were to be allowed to use the
CH3 prefix until 7July to commemorate
the fiftieth anniversary of the Queen
Elizabeth Highway between Ford Erie
and Toronto. And the Prince Edward
Island Amateur Radio Association will air
CJ1PEI during July to publicise the
International Scout Jamboree.

Island. Dur .ng the next eighty years, the
island was a favourite hiding spot for
convicts who had escaped from the
penal colonies of Australia.
During the mid- nineteenth century,
the influence of Methodist and Roman
Catholic missionaries on the Polynesian
natives led to a series of religious wars
which ended only when Rotuma was
annexed into the eight-year- old British
Crown Colony of Fiji in 1881. Strong
religious beliefs continue today, with a
strict observance of the Sunday Sabbath.
Even the current name of ' Rotuma'
means ' belief in church' in the local
language.
Rotuma has a comfortable tropical
climate, abundant rainfall and beautiful
vegetation. Extended family groups live
in small villages scattered among the
bases of volcano cones, growing their
own food, fishing on the reefs, and
occasionally selling copra in order to buy
imported items. Small generators and
solar cells provide intermittent electricity to schools, the government settlement and some homes. Tourists are not
encouraged; there are no hotels, no
postcards, no soft drinks - just ten pickup trucks and some motorbikes. The
outside world can be reached by a
weekly aeroplane, the occasional interisland freighter, and an unreliable HF
radio- phone link to Fiji. The operators
were sad to leave the beauty, the people
and the DX pile-ups of Rotuma - but not
the bugs!

Rotuma Island
Iwas pleased recently to receive an
attractive OSL card from last year's
DXpedition to Rotuma Island. The card
carried a lot of interesting information
which, in case you haven't seen it, I
thought Iwould summarise here.
The DXpedition took place from 22
October to 5 November 1988 with Eric
K3NA, Kip W6SZN, Toni KN3T and Eddie
VK8XX. Three stations were operated on
160 through 6m, making 34,688 QS0s with
173 DXCC countries. 3D2XX also entered
the CO World-wide Phone Contest in the
multi- multi category, making 5,810 QS0s
with 143 band- zones and 339 bandcountries, for a total score of eight
million points.
The Rotuma Island group contains one
large volcanic island of about 10 x 3km
with a population of 3,500, and is
surrounded by eight small islets. British
sailors discovered the group in 1791
while
searching
for
the
Bounty
mutineers, and named it Grenville

New countries?
As well as the various remote islands
that may count as new countries under
the current interpretation of the DXCC
rules ( and Rotuma was, of course, just
such an island), there are several other
possibilities on the horizon. At the time
of writing, the ARRL is reconsidering
4U1VIC in Vienna and the Council of
Europe station TP2CE, as well as an
application relating to the Basilica Del
Santo, an outpost of the Vatican. Walvis
Bay, an enclave of South Africa but
enclosed by the now independent Namibia, could also qualify. North Korea has
been totally independent of South Korea
for many years, and it would seem all that
is needed to add this to the list of new
countries is a properly documented
operation. UB5JRR was hoping to be
there from 1-7 July, so fingers crossed
that he gets a licence.
The American DX Magazine also
mentions
some
other
possibilities.
Firstly, if the Palestinians manage to gain

to Sierra Leone ( 9L) in December. Also
from Africa, DX News Sheet carried a
report that two French amateurs would
be active from Chad for four months from
late May. A station signing TT8CW
appeared around the time of writing, so
this may be them. JA1SGU/JD1 hopes to
operate, mainly CW, from Ogasawara,
from 14-17 July.
Islands
A large group of Italian amateurs will
appear with IMO callsigns from Rossa di
Teulada Island over the weekend of 7-9
July. This counts only as Sardinia for
IOTA, but separately for the Italian
Islands award.
Another group of Italians will sign / IJ7
from Sant'Andrea Island from 30 June
until 9 July. QSLs go to I7PXV. This is
EU91 for the IOTA awards.
WAGVNR and his wife N6RLE will sign
ZF2AH and ZF2JT throughout July from
the Cayman Islands. Check 10kHz up
from the bandedges on CW.
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some legitimacy for their claims to aland
of their own, this could be added to the
list in the same way as the Western
Sahara. Secondly, it has been suggested
that recent constitutional changes in
Belgium will divide the country in three
relatively autonomous regions within ten
years: Flanders, Wallonia and Brussels.
Finally, there is still a number of
Caribbean islands which may go it alone.
For example, if Antigua and Barbuda
were to continue to disagree on awhole
range of issues they may decide to split,
and create a new sovereign state in the
process. All in all, it looks as though
DXers will have to look to their laurels
over the next few years if they are not to
lose their place on the ladder. Mind you,
if you think all this is getting out of hand,
it could be even worse. Under the
current wording of the DXCC rules,
which refer to ' separation by water'
rather than ' separation by sea', it has
been suggested that some of the islands
in the Great Lakes of North America
would qualify!

30 metre award
Firstly, acorrection. The DX Magazine
30 Metre award, which Imentioned in the
May issue, starts on 1January 1989, not
1988. The error was theirs, not mine!

Canadian Islands award
The Canadian Islands award is issued
by an old friend of mine, Garry Hammond
VE3XN ( his
previous callsign was
VE3GC0). The award recognises some
twenty-nine groups of Canadian islands,
including inshore islands such as Montreal Island. There are four classes of
award: Class IV requires a confirmed
contact with five islands, Class Ill with
ten, Class II with fifteen and Class 1with
twenty. The cost is $2.00 or seven I
RCs,
and Garry's address is 5 McLaren
Avenue, Listowel, Ontario, Canada N4W
3K1. 1will provide afull list of the islands
which qualify if you write to me enclosing
an SAE via the editorial department.
UStS
Much has been written about the value
of lists and nets as an aid to HF DXing. For
some they are a benefit, but too often
they are abused, with callsigns and
signal reports being passed by the net
control to speed things along. Another

danger, though, is that they create a
breed of ignorant DXers. Tom WB8ZRL,
writing in DX Magazine, relates atale of
listening to a20m net when aW6 station
called in asking for information about
4W0PA, which he needed as the last one
to get on to the honour roll. The net
control asked the W6 when he had the
best propagation to the Yemen, to which
the W6 started discussing his various
contacts with 3W8DX ( Vietnam). When
told that Vietnam wasn't actually all that
close to the Yemen, the W6 then asked
whether 3D2XX ( Rotuma Island, in Fiji)
might be closer! Finally he settled on 3A
(Monaco) as a possibility. At this point,
the exasperated net control told him to
go away. Surely when DXers get to the
point of total dependence on lists, with
no feeling for who they are working and
where, and whose total knowledge of DX
is the frequency and start times of the
major nets, then all the magic of the
chase is lost? The fun should come from
detective work, understanding propagation, knowing what time of day it is at the
remote end, being prepared to learn a
little of someone else's language in
order to encourage him to reply, and so
on. Otherwise there would seem to be
just as much point in making aspot on the
honour roll available on payment of the
appropriate fee.

NCDXF
It's quite some time since Imentioned
the Northern California DX Foundation,
which supports many major DXpeditions,
as well as running the world-wide chain
of beacons on 14.1MHz. The Foundation
is unable to overcome political obstacles
to get rare countries on the air, but
provides an excellent service in helping
DXpeditions overcome the logistical
problems of getting to remote spots. The
classic example of this was the $30,000
(US) the Foundation committed on a
speculative basis to make the Peter First
Island operation possible. In fact, the
Foundation sees the support of such
major operations as being more important than providing smaller amounts of
money for a large number of operations
from less rare spots. More recently, in
pursuance of this policy, the Foundation
gave $2,500 towards supporting the
3D2XX Rotuma operation, and is likely to
be heavily involved in other operations

from the crop of ' new' countries
unleashed by the ARRL's reinterpretation of the DXCC rules, especially as
most of these places are off the beaten
track and inaccessible by regular transport. The Foundation believes that
operations such as these inject muchneeded excitement and interest into the
DXCC programme. To become amember
of the NCDXF, the recommended subscription is $25.00 ( US) ( larger sums are
welcome!). Their address is NCDXF, PO
Box 2368, Stanford, CA 94305, USA.

Chiltern DX Club
Nearer to home, the Chiltern DX Club
recently held its Annual Review Meeting.
G4LJF was elected Chairman, G4JVG
Vice- Chairman,
G4GED
Treasurer,
G3LQP Secretary, G3HTA President, and
yours truly, Newsletter Editor. CDXC was
founded during the last sunspot maximum as an informal group of DXers in
the Thames Valley to help each other out
with information on HF DX, and putting
out DX ' alerts' on 144.525MHz. Since then
CDXC has become nationwide, with
eighty members, a regular newsletter
and occasional social events. It was also
agreed at the Annual Meeting to sponsor
trophies for the leading UK singleoperator entrants in the CQ World-wide
SSB and CW Contests, and to be
prepared to offer financial help with QSL
cards for UK amateurs undertaking
DXpeditions.
CDXC membership is open to those
who have at least 100 countries worked
and confirmed, are in sympathy with the
aims of the group, and are sponsored by
two existing members. Further details
can be obtained from the secretary.

Contests
Finally, let's have alook at the contest
programme for July. The main event is
the IARU Radiosport Contest on 8-9 July
(administered by the ARRL) which
includes both SSB and CW. One feature
of this contest is that you get additional
multiplier
credit
for
working
the
headquarter stations of the various IARU
member societies. The other major event
is the SEAnet ( South East Asia) CW
Contest which, like the IARU event, runs
for afull forty-eight hours. This is agood
opportunity to work some rare ones in
the Far East.
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HEATHERLITE
PRODUCTS
Manufacturers of
Valve Amplifiers
and Mobile
Microphones
75 St Catherine's
Drive,
Leconfield,
North Humberside
Phone 0964 550921

70cm EXPLORER
4C x250BM
250 watts CW 0/P
500 watts PEP 0/P
£650

2m EXPLORER
300 watts CW 0/P
£585
400 watts
£700

HF EXPLORER
2x3- 500Z
1000 watts CW 0/P
2000 watts PEP
£1150

HAND PORTABLE MICROPHONES FROM £ 15.50 COMPLETE

* * * * * * * * * * MOBILE MICROPHONES TO
JULY 1989

HF HUNTER
lx3-500Z
700 watts CW 0/P
1200 watts PEP
£875

surr ALL RIGS FROM

£25 COMPLETE * * * * * * * * * * *
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144/430MHz
2mts 45W
70cms 35W

IC- 2400E
VHF/UHF
DUAL BANC FM TRANSCEIVER
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These new models from ICOM add anew
dimension to the mobile scene. Enjoy the freedom
of the open road and experience the advantages
of simultaneous dual- band operation.
They are capable of receiving on both MAIN
and SUB bands at the same time. While operating
on one band, you can monitor asecond band for
activity. It is very easy to switch between the MAIN
and SUB bands allowing you to reply immediately
to calls received on either bands.
Full duplex operation lets you transmit on one
band while receiving on the other for telephone style contacts. Each band
can be independently

/ 1..0

•

regulated using separate volume and squelch
controls.
Both models incorporate 20 memory
channels and acall channel for each band, these
memory channels store all the information needed
for repeater operation.
For 23cms operation the IC- 2500 features a
AFC function which automatically tunes the
receive frequency to the transmit station
frequency. The AFC function eliminates the need
to retune if astations transmit frequency is off
centre.

70cms 35W
23cms lOW

lcom (UK) Ltd.
Dept AR , Sea Street, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 8LD. Tel: 0227 363859. 24 Hour.

C751A
• Amateur Bands
160m - 10m.
• General Coverage
Receiver.
• 105db Dynamic
Range.
• 100W Output
(40w A.M.)
• 32 Memories.

Count on us
HF ALL-BAND
TRANSCEIVER

The ICOM IC- 751A was created for the ham operator who demands
high performance whether entering contests, chasing DX or just simply
enjoying the shortwave bands. It is an all mode solid state transceiver
with ahost of features designed for the crowded HF bands of today.
Additional features include 9MHz notch filter,
adjustable AGC, noise blanker, RIT and XIT. A receiver pre- amp and
attentuator provides additional control when required. The FL32
9MHz/500Hz CW filter is fitted as standard with CW sidetone on Rx and
TX modes. On SSB the new FL80 2.4Khz high shape factor filter is fitted.
The transmitter is rated for full 100% duty cycle with ahigh
performance compressor for better audio clarity. With 32 memory
channels and twin VFO's, scanning of frequency and memories is
possible from the transceiver or the HM36 microphone supplied.

The IC- 751A is supplied for 12v operation but can be used with either
internal or external A.C. power supply. It is fully compatible with ICOM
auto units such as the IC-2KL linear amplifier and the AT500/100 antenna
• CIA/Semi/Full
tuners.
Break-in.
Options available:- PS35 internal AC power supply, PS15 external
• HM36 Microphone. AC power supply, EX310 voice synthesizer, SM8 desk microphone
and SP3 external loudspeaker.

• Electronic Keyer.

Helpliwie: Telephone us free-of-choige on 0800 521145, Mon-Fr10900.13.00 and 14.00-17.30. This ser vice is strictly for obtaining intor motion
dering ' corn equipment. We regret this cannot be used by dealers or for repair enquiries and ports orders, thank you
Deitapost: Despotch on some day whenever possible
Visa & Madereardes Telephone order s token by our mail order dept. Instant credit & rnterest.free H.P
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by Ian Poole G3YWX
Frequency synthesisers are used in
almost every amateur receiver or transceiver made today. They offer many
advantages in terms of performance,
flexibility and ease of operation, compared with the
crystal mixer VFO'
arrangement which was popular during
the '60s and ' 70s. Yet, despite their
current popularity, comparatively few
people understand how they operate,
even though the basic concept is
relatively simple. Understanding the
principles of frequency synthesis makes
it possible to see their disadvantages as
well as their advantages. Then it can be
understood why traditional approaches
may be more suitable in some instances,
whereas synthesisers will be better in
others.
Although a signal can be synthesised
in several ways, one method has gained
universal acceptance. This method is
often termed indirect synthesis and is
based around a phase- locked loop.
This method of synthesis is popular
because it only uses aminimum number
of costly coils and filters to produce the
required signal. However, against this,
more circuitry is required; but with the
advances in integrated circuit technology, this is not a problem.
The basic loop
The basic operation of aphase- locked
loop is fairly straightforward. Fig 1shows
a simple block diagram of a PLL which
consists of three blocks: a voltagecontrolled oscillator ( VCO), a phaselocked detector, and a filter.
The voltage- controlled oscillator is a
variable frequency oscillator which is
tuned by using a variable voltage,
instead of amechanical variable capacitor or inductor. Generally, varicap or
varactor diodes are used to charge the
variable voltage to change the capacitance and tune the oscillator.
The phase- detector detects a difference in phase between the two signals at
its inputs. If there is asteady-state phase
difference with no frequency difference,
or a changing phase difference corresponding to a frequency difference, the
phase- detector will have avoltage which
is proportional to the difference.
Finally, the low pass filter is used to
remove high frequencies. However, its
design governs many characteristics of
the loop and is therefore particularly
important.
In order to see how the loop operates.
let us consider how it works when it is out
of lock. A steady reference signal enters
one of the phase-detector inputs.
Usually, this signal is generated by a
crystal oscillator which may even be in an
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oven for additional stability. The other
signal to the phase- detector comes from
the voltage- controlled oscillator. The
phase-detector generates an error voltage which corresponds to the phase
difference between the two signals; this
is passed through the low pass filter back
to the control terminal on the RCO. The
sense of this voltage is such that the loop
reduces the phase ( or frequency) difference between the two signals. Eventually the loop stabilises and there is a
steady phase difference between the
two signals. As the phase difference
between the two signals is constant, the
frequency of the VCO will be exactly the
same as the reference signal. "
Low pass fitter
The low pass filter between the phasedetector and the VCO performs several
functions, and is designed to have acutoff frequency well below the operating
frequency of the phase- detector. This
prevents any of the comparison frequency signals being applied to the VCO
and causing the generation of spurious
signals. The filter also governs the loop's
stability, and affects the phase- noise
footprint of the synthesiser. As a result,
the design of the filter is paramount,
since the importance of one parameter
must be balanced against another to
produce the best overall performance.

Adding a divider
For aphase- locked loop to be used as a
synthesiser it must be able to generate
frequencies apart from that of the
reference itself.
This can be done in anumber of ways,
and one of the most common is achieved
digitally by using a divider, as shown in
Fig 2. To see how this works, imagine the
loop with the divider set to two. The loop
will compare the two signals at the input
of the phase-detector and reduce the
error between them. When the loop is
locked, the two signals entering the
phase-detector will have the same
frequency. But since the VCO signal has
been divided by two, this means that it
must be running at twice the reference
frequency. If the divider is set to three,
then by the same reasoning the VCO will
run at three times the reference frequency, and so on.
So, the VCO will change frequency in
steps equal to the reference frequency
each time the division ratio alters. So,
the channel spacing is equal to the
reference frequency. In order to change
frequency a programmable or variable
divider is used ( see Fig 3). This can
be controlled by a simple switch or,
alternatively, a microprocessor. If a
microprocessor is used, then it is
relatively easy to provide the system with
several VF0s; thus offering all the
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Fig 1: Basic diagram of aphase- locked loop
Fig 2: Synthesiser using adivider
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flexibility of today's modern rigs.
The channel spacing of modern rigs
can be fairly small, for example, a2m FM
transceiver will have a channel spacing
of 25kHz. In order to produce a stable
reference signal at this frequency, it is
usual to use acrystal oscillator operating
at 1MHz, or more. Its output is taken and
divided down to the required frequency.
The signal is produced in this way
because it is not as easy or as economical to generate a 25kHz signal directly.
The variable or programmable dividers
used in the loop can be quite long. If the
output of a 2m rig is between 145 and
146MHz, the divider will need to vary
between 5800 and 5840. Although this
may seem to be a very large division
ratio, it is not uncommon in synthesiser
applications. Accordingly, there is a
range of ICs available that enable
dividers of this length to be easily made.
Analogue synthesis
Using adigital divider in the loop is not
the only means of enabling asynthesiser
to generate a range of frequencies. By
including amixer ( see Fig 4) ins possible
to inject an offset into the loop.
The way the loop copes with this is very
similar to that of the divider. When the
loop is in lock the two signals at the input
to the phase- detector have exactly the
same frequency. However, by tracing the
signal back it is possible to determine
the frequency at which the VCO is
operating. For instance, the phasedetector is operating at 1MHz and the
external signal is 5MHz. This means that
the phase- detector will recognise a
1MHz signal when the VCO is operating
at 4MHz or 6MHz. As it is more usual to
mix asignal down in frequency, it is more
likely that the VCO is operating at 6M Hz.
When using a mixer in the loop it is
necessary to ensure that the VCO cannot
shift to 4MHz instead of 6M Hz. Once the
loop is locked this does not happen, but it
is possible at switch- on or when the loop
conditions are changed. The problem
can generally be avoided by limiting the
VCO range.
The simplest way of doing this is to
design the oscillator so that it cannot
reach 4MHz. This approach is likely to be
unsatisfactory if the 5MHz signal varies a

a low frequency VFO to a specific
frequency, or as part of a multiloop
synthesiser.
Synthesisers containing several loops
are often found in expensive communications receivers and signal generators. They offer better performance in
terms of step size, lock time and phasenoise, compared with that of a single
loop with a large divider.
There are many ways multiloop synthesisers can be designed, depending on
the
requirements.
Generally,
they
involve loops which include both mixers
and dividers. One type of design for a
multiloop synthesiser is shown in Fig 5; it
operates between 11.0 and 21.9MHz.
The operation of the first loop is
straightforward. It has a comparison
frequency of 1MHz, and with the divider
range of 10 to 19, the output can be

little. In this case, a process known as
'steering' is used. This is accomplished
in several ways, but it usually involves
using acoarse and fine tune on the VCO.
The coarse tune line has a voltage
applied to it according to the frequency
band required. The fine tune is connected to the loop-tune voltage from the
phase-detector and loop filter. In this
way the VCO is steered to the right
frequency range using the coarse steer,
and the loop is brought into lock using
the fine tune. The coarse tune will only
vary when large frequency changes are
made, and will always be set to avoltage
that will restrict the VCO range so that
only the correct mix product will be
obtained.
Analogue synthesis has a number of
very useful applications. For example, it
can be uséd as a ' transfer loop' to convert
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programmed between 10 and 19MHz in
1MHz steps. The output from this loop is
applied to the mixer in the second loop.
In the second loop the divider can also
operate between 10 and 19, but this time
the comparison frequency is 100kHz. To
understand its operation, take the example where the first loop divider is set to
10, giving an output of 10MHz and the
second loop divider is also set to 10. The
comparison frequency of 100kHz means
that the frequency at ' A' must be 1MHz,
and the frequency before the mixer at ' B'
must be 10 + 1MHz; ie, the VCO
frequency is 11MHz. If the divider in the
second loop is set to 11, the frequency at
A becomes 1.1MHz. By manipulating the
values of both dividers it is possible to
set the frequency anywhere between
11MHz and 21.9MHz in 100kHz steps.
If the number of loops is extended it is
possible to have smaller and smaller step
sizes while still keeping the divider
ratios within reasonable limits. Unfortunately,
adding
extra
loops greatly
increases the cost as well as the
possibility of finding spurious signals.

Phase-noise
Phase- noise is one of the most talked
about problems associated with synthesisers. It is particularly apparent at
higher frequencies where it can result in
transmitters splattering up and down the
band, or receivers finding that weak
stations can be masked out in the
presence of strong off- channel signals.
Before analysing the phase- noise performance of a synthesiser, it is worth
noting that any signal source will
produce phase- noise. The phase- noise
spectrum will look something like the
outline shown in Fig 6. This spectrum will
vary for a number of reasons, but
oscillators with high Q resonators are
much better than those with low Q ones.
Not surprisingly, crystal oscillators possess a very good phase- noise performance, whereas voltage- controlled oscillators are very poor by comparison.
Returning to the synthesiser loop, the
phase- noise is generated in three main
areas. The voltage- controlled oscillator
is a major cause, but the reference
oscillator
and
phase- detector
can
introduce significant quantities of noise
in some instances. Not all of these blocks
affect the loop in the same way, and it is
necessary to look at the operation of the
synthesiser to see exactly what happens.
First of all, take the case of the
reference signal. With the loop in lock a
steady error signal is generated by the
phase- detector which passes through
the loop filter and is applied to the VCO
control terminal. Phase- noise from the
reference, together with any wideband
noise from the phase- detector, appear
on the tune line and pass through the
loop filter. Filtering removes any high
frequency ' components' of the noise,
leaving only those within the loop
bandwidth. Accordingly, they are applied
to the VCO and it is found that the
synthesiser output contains phase- noise
inside the loop bandwidth which originates from the phase- detector and reference. At first sight this may appear to be
very low. Unfortunately this is not always
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so, because the level of noise from the
reference and phase- detector is multiplied by the division ratio in the loop.
This means that the higher the division
ratio, the worse the in- band noise
becomes.
Noise generated by the VCO has a
different effect. Noise from the oscillator
in the loop bandwidth appears at the
output of the phase- detector, passes
through the filter on to the VCO control
terminal and tends to be cancelled out.
Conversely, VCO noise outside the loop
bandwidth cannot pass through the filter
and is not corrected. This means that
noise caused by the VCO only appears
outside the loop bandwidth.
When the major components of noise
are added together, the final output from
the synthesiser is similar to the outline
shown in Fig 7. Fortunately, it is possible
to produce very low noise synthesisers,
but they usually use several loops and
can be very expensive.

Reciprocal mixing
The result of a poor phase- noise
performance on a transmitter is fairly
obvious. The signal is ' wide' and splatters up and down the band.
With a receiver, the result is slightly
different and rather more subtle. The
synthesiser is generally used as the local

oscillator; mixing with the incoming
signal to convert it down to the intermediate frequency. If this station is
strong, all is well while it is tuned in and
on channel. If the receiver is tuned off
channel, the signal will fall outside the
receiver passband and mix with the
phase- noise from the synthesiser. This
will produce noise which can fall inside
the receiver passband and mask a
wanted but weak signal. This process is
called reciprocal mixing and is the
downfall of many modern synthesised
receivers.

Final thoughts
For the most part, synthesisers fulfil
their role very well, but like most things
they have their drawbacks. Unfortunately, designers of many new rigs place
more importance on having umpteen
memories and computer control, which
very few people use. All of this is at the
expense of the basic performance of the
synthesiser. Perhaps it is time to evaluate the role of synthesisers, to remove
the unwanted gimmicks and invest in
improving the basic performance of the
equipment. Alternatively, a good oldfashioned crystal- mixer- type of VFO
could be used. If so, there would be less
splatter on the bands and receiver
performances could be improved.

Fig 6: Typical phase-noise characteristic of an oscillator
Fig 7: Typical phase- noise characteristic of asynthesised signal
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SHORT WAVE
LISTENER
TREVOR MORGAN GW4OXB
At the time of writing this
piece, we are enjoying the
warmest May week for years
and, if it wasn't for that excomputer extractor fan that I
bought on impulse at a rally
for a quid, the shack/office
would be unbearable. Yes,
the plaintive cries on 80m
about having to ' do something with the garden', have
changed to sorry I'm late on
the net, lads, I've been busy
transplanting the seedlings'.
This is not the time for
hunting DX with parboiled
ears, but it can be the time to
get out and check those aerial
feeders or try a new configuration of wire before
we're back in the shack
cursing the bad weather, and
twiddling the cat's whisker to
find another rare station.
Award claims
Talking about which, some
of our regular lads and lasses
have been logging some very
choice stuff over the past
month. Nathan Rosen W26893, of New Jersey, USA, has
claimed a Continental award
for 100 European amateurs
logged. If you realise that
logging Europeans in the
States is akin to us logging
the Yanks, it's a good first
effort.
Ian Baxter I
LA322, of Blackburn, claimed his Silver Prefix
award for 500 prefixes logged
including such mouthwatering items as: 4KO, VP5, TI5,
YCO, KK4, HK6, BV2, HH7, 6W7,
ZS5, 5R8, 7J6, 9J2, 9N1, VE7,
HL88, XM3, TF6, 3W8, VK8, 9L3,
5W1 and A41, to name a few.
Ian's claim for the Continental award for 100 European
stations logged was exceptional in that it was for RTTY
only. Add these to the first
'Frank Cookman 160 Award'
for 160 broadcast stations
logged, and it all adds up to a
hell of a lot of listening. Nice
one, Ian!
Mick
Brown
I
LA344, of
Dunstable, is hot in the chase
with his latest offering of 500
prefixes for his Silver award,
including: 5L2, KP2, TG9, HZ1,
6Y5, 6Y25, ZS6, ZB2, 8P9, 9K2,
5N9, ZC4, P29, ZP5, HK6 and
YC6. A couple of nice RTTY
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catches showed that Mick is
having some success in that
mode also. Well done, mate!
Dropped athingy in the May
issue when Icredited Gordon
Garraway of Keynsham with a
Silver award. Soppy date!
Should have been aGold one!
Our
Gordon
was
right
peeved ... sorry,
pal,
one
suitably engraved plaque on
the way.
That chap Darrell Jacobs
I
LA152, of Reading, is persistent. His latest claim for the
Continental award for Russia
(all 10m) was accompanied by
a letter explaining that he'd
been neglecting his listening
for a while and that he
intended to catch up. Cri key,
that means more sleepless
nights at the sharp end ( not
him, me!). His latest count is
thirty-eight awards, and he's
been warned to cut down on
his claims ( Ibet his dad has
noticed those cracks in the
wall!).
Latest
loggings
include: LU1JHU/D, V290A,
HG3LU/DU,
KC34XA,
FY4,
YV1, IG9, HP9, 4H1, VY5, 9X2,
FP3 and TF3LB on RTTY.
Peter Bowles of Newhaven
has also been busy logging
some fine calls with the latest
being: V85GA, ZB2FX, J52US,
YCOWWL,
J37AE,
9M2ZZ,
5Z4LL, 407PUR and TU2CJ.
Calling the lonely
When scanning the bands, it
is worth keeping your ears
open for that lonely caller. It's
not necessarily a local. Iwas
looking around 21.250 for one
of
our
ILA
members,
HB9AMZ, and stumbled on
such acaller making his initial
COs. He was a good 5.5-5.7
signal with hardly any C)RM
about. I was surprised and
delighted when Ilogged him
as DU1DZA in Manilla! We
had a nice chat, during which
he asked me to pass his best
regards to a pal in Jersey. A
quick phone call, and the old
pals were in OSO.
It's amazing how some nice
DX stations can call for ages
without any response, yet a
couple of turns up the band,
people are fighting to get a
QS0 with a poor bloke who is
wondering what hit him.

Data scene
Meanwhile, on the data
scene many readers are getting in on the act. The latest
popular system is the Amiga
computer coupled with the
Amiga- Fax
program
and
interface. Vic Eva of Blackpool and Charlie Morgan of
Limpsfield
Chart,
Surrey,
have both been using the
system with great success. Of
course,
the
print quality
depends on the equipment
you are using at that end, but
the on screen results are
superb.
There are also many listeners who are taking advantage
of the cheaper computers on
the
second-hand
market.
Those
expensive
games
machines that cost dad an
arm and a leg ayear or so ago
are finding their way into
many a shack and doing
sterling
duty
as
RTTY/
SSTV/fax
decoders.
Most
popular amongst these are
the Spectrums and Commodores which are changing
hands at silly prices ( according to the small ads in the
local rag). When you are
buying from one of these ads,
make sure you see the unit up
and running as, although you
are entitled to your money
back if you've been sold a
dummy, you might have problems actually getting it.
There are plenty of programs available for these
popular
computers,
but
others suffered from alack of
support despite being of
superior quality.
Amongst
these are the Atari eight- bit
machines. Some of these are
being sold as a package for
less than £60.00, complete
with data recorder and a
couple of games. Unfortunately, radio- based programs
are difficult to find, although
the computers themselves
are very good indeed.
BARTG rally
While on this subject, the
British
Amateur
Radio
Teledata Group are holding
their rally at the Esher Hall,
Sandown Park racecourse,
Surrey, on Sunday 27 August.
Although they will be catering
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for all spheres of the hobby,
the emphasis will be on data
communications. It's a special year for the BARTG, as it's
their 30th anniversary. The
group specialises in RTTY,
fax, AMTOR and packet, and
helps members with hardware and software problems
as well as producing their
own products. You can find
out more about the BARTG
from Pat Beedie GW6M0J,
'Ffynnonlas',
Salem,
Llandeilo, Dyfed SA19 7NP.
Morse code
Before the advent of data
modes
and
computerised
communications, Morse code
was the major component of
radio communication. Now
the navy have decided to push
the code into the background
and rely on more modern
systems.
I think there can be few
Morse operators who do not
feel sorry to hear this. The
Morse code is one of the few
means of communication that
has a personality. Although
the code is international by
design, each operator puts
his own signature on the code
he sends by the way he uses
his key and communicates.
Long-time operators can
often recognise individuals
by their style and it would be a
pity if the powers that be were
to discontinue the code as
part of the amateur radio
licence. Listeners often learn
Morse to enable them to log
some of the rarer stations that
only use this mode. Despite
the feelings of some, the code
is not particularly difficult to
learn if you've amind to. How
you learn it is up to you,
either, as I did, taking one
letter at atime and getting the
brain to accept the combination of dots and dashes as
being a letter, or learning all
the dot-only or dash- only
letters first and then the rest.
After a couple of attempts
(the first at the age of thirteen
in the Scouts), Ifound that
learning one letter at a time
was easiest and learning to
translate car number plates
and advertising hoardings as I
walked round was immensely
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helpful. Funny, but Iseem to
do this automatically even
now.
Once you have mastered
the code, it is difficult to
forget. Lack of use simply
slows your reception speed,
but this picks up again once
you start using it regularly.
The human brain can be very
selective and a person can
read Morse in conditions
under which even the very
best computer will not translate.
Although
the
code
abbreviations
are
widely
used, especially under contest conditions, many operators still transmit plain language when rag chewing with
known contacts.
Morse is still worth learning
and is one of the best modes
of long-distance communication. Why don't you give it a
try?

or RTTY. Each station will only
count for points once, regardless of callsign ( GB1, GB2
etc).
You should apply for the
Basic award as soon as possible; stickers being awarded
for upgrading. There is a
further ' Crystal' award for
those already having the gold
in any section, and requires
double the gold standard ( ie,
twenty-six stations in the
case of the ' A' award).
QSL cards are not required.
A log- style list should be
submitted to George Crawley
GOIVW, 4 Ardington Rise,
Purbrook,
Hampshire
P07
5QP, with a £3.00 postal order
or cheque
made out to
SFARG,
with
your
name,
address and callsign/RS number. The stickers are issued
free on receipt of an SAE
once the Basic award has
been claimed.

Solent Fortifications

TDOTA

OK, hands up those who
know anything about the
Solent
Fortifications. Yes,
well, Ithought as much! For
your edification, chaps, these
fortifications
were
built
around the Solent to defend
us against the French and
Spanish who were trying to
illegally import cheese and
onions
into
this
country
between the 14th and 19th
centuries.
The Solent Fortifications
Amateur Radio Group, made
up of clubs and societies in
the area, is promoting aseries
of very nice awards that are
available to listeners. There
are some thirty-six forts and
castles and these will be
activated by volunteers under
the callsign series GB*CD*.
The third digit will depend on
the licence allocation but the
last letter will denote the fort
or castle.
The awards are: ' A' ( HF
zone 14) = Basic, seven
stations, Silver, ten stations,
Gold, thirteen stations; ' 8'
(HF outside zone 14) = Basic,
three stations, Silver, five
stations, Gold, seven stations; ' C' ( VHF/UHF up to fifty
miles) = Basic, seven stations, Silver, ten stations,
Gold, thirteen stations; ' D'
(VHF/UHF fifty to 250 miles) —
Basic, three stations, Silver,
five stations, Gold, seven
stations; '
E' (
VHF/UHF over
250 miles) = Basic, one station, Silver, two stations,
Gold, three stations. ( Distances are measured from
Cowes
Castle,
locator
1090IS.)
Scoring is one point for
phone and two points for CW
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The Girl Guides Association has an annual event
known as TDOTA ( Thinking
Day on the Air); a similar
arrangement to the annual
Scout JOTA ( Jamboree on
the
Air),
during
which
licensed Guides or volunteer
amateurs use their stations to
make
contact with
other
Guides
world-wide,
to
exchange greetings.
To encourage some of the
younger element of the movement and under the flag of the
International
Listeners
Association, I promoted an
award for logs submitted for
Guide stations heard during
the weekend in February that
the TDOTA was on, with the
assistance of Jennifer Jackson G8WW0, the co-ordinator
for the event in the United
Kingdom.
Fifteen logs were received
from these youngsters and
were of avery good standard;
but one entry stood out from
the rest, being beautifully
presented in a manilla folder
complete with photographs
of the station and volunteer
operators, a written report of
the event, a map of the UK
with contacts pinpointed and
newspaper
cuttings
of
reports by local press. Subsequently, the young lady, Miss
Vanessa Turner of Regnum
District Guides ( aged ten)
was presented with an Award
of Merit plaque. All other
entrants received a certificate.
The enthusiasm shown by
these youngsters made the
effort worthwhile, and the
awards will be on offer again
next year.
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Insertion Loss 0.19 dB at 900 MHz
Connectors Green Par ' N' Type

£49.95
ALLOWS SELECTION OF 2ANTENNAS FROM 1COAX FEEDER

DISCONE ANTENNAS

New British Made Antennas
Nevada WB1300 ( 25-1300 MHz)
Wideband Top of the range
stainless steel .. £59.95
Nevada Discone
(50-700 MHz)
High Quality
8Element
£24.00

Nevada PA15
Base Antenna 100-960 MHz
A new Cob-tear Ant with over
9dB gain at 900 MHz £49.95
(+£4 60 P&P)
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USE YOUR CREDIT CARD FOR IMMEDIATE DES
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0705) 662145
NEVADA COMMUNICATIONS
189 London Road, North End,
Portsmouth P02 9AE. Fax ( 0705) 690626
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News and comment from
Glen Ross G8MWR

Where are you?
About two years ago Imentioned the
fact that Iwould supply anyone with the
Maidenhead locator for their 0TH on
receipt of the lat/long information and an
SAE. A lot of people have taken up the
offer and all has gone well; until now! Will
the gentleman from South Wales, somewhere near Abergavenny Ithink, please
get in touch with his details. Your
information and that of a continental
enquirer got mixed up. The locator given
to you puts you somewhere in the middle
of the Netherlands! Sorry.
Anti-social
Over the last two or three months I
have had several letters in which the
writers have said, in effect, that it is antisocial to use acollinear aerial on 2m and
that the more thoughtful operator would
use abeam. Isee that this fallacy is also
propounded in a recent issue of RedCom. This is an old wives' tale that has
been around for some years and is based
on the idea that by using a collinear or
other omnidirectional aerial, you squirt
the RF equally in all directions rather
than sending it in the favoured direction
by using a beam.
Levels
The idea is that by using the beam your
signal causes less problems to other
amateurs. In fact the opposite is true; the
beam causes more problems. Why is
this? Let us assume for a moment that
you are running 10W to a vertical aerial
which has no gain. Let us further assume
that operators living one mile away from
you receive a signal of 500i.L.V. An
operator at four miles would get 300/
and someone at ten miles would get a
signal from you of about 5µV. The actual
levels are not accurate but the ratio
between them is. This means that at a
distance of five miles you are not going
to cause anyone a problem.
Beaming
Let us now assume that you are using a
beam with again of 12dB. This means that
34

your radiated power in the favoured
direction is nearly 200W. Let us use the
same distances as before and see what
the signal levels will now be; for.
convenience the previous figures are
shown in brackets. At one mile your
signal will be 20000/ ( 500); at four miles
120µ.V ( 30); and at ten miles it would be up
to 200/ ( 5). In fact you would have to go to
adistance of twenty miles to get back to
the original level of 5p.V.
Results
If you thought the guy at one mile was
getting àrough deal in the first example,
what do you think of his chances now that
you have put the beam on? The whole
point, put in terms that are easily
understood rather than absolutely accurate, is that a certain amount of power
will cover acertain area of ground, or to
put it another way, will give a certain
'footprint'. When you change to the beam
the area of the footprint is going to be
roughly the same as it was before, but is
now going to be elongated in the
favoured direction. The big difference is
that the field strength near you can now
be up to ten times greater than it was with
the omnidirectional aerial. Not only are
you now causing problems which are
equal to your original ones at many times
the original distance, but your near
neighbours in the direction you are
beaming are going to suffer problems
they never dreamed of before.
Under attack
Our friendly little mole is under attack
from the UKFM Group ( Northern). You
may remember that we had areport from
him about the bad behaviour on certain
repeaters, and quoted extensively from a
letter sent by the boss of the repeater
management group to one of the
repeater groups concerned, pointing out
that it was their responsibility to clean up
the goings-on. This seemed to clarify the
whole thing. The fact that the RSGB has
not queried the accuracy of the mole's
information seems to confirm that he got
it right.

Now what?
The Northern group secretary says that
many of the people who were supposed
to be signatories to the original letters of
complaint have asked to be disassociated from them. Fair enough, but that still
leaves a lot of people who still say that
things need cleaning up. G4UNA then
goes on to say that GB3NA does not
suffer more abuse than most other
repeaters in the country. Ican't remember ever suggesting that it did. He also
claims that ' the legality of this [ the DTI's]
interpretation [ of their own rules] is very
much in doubt as it cannot be the
responsibility of [ a] group of amateurs
to...monitor...another'. Why not? If that
is what the rulebook says, and neither
the RSGB nor the DTI is arguing with me
over this interpretation which is contained in the RWG letter.
Suggestions
To add further credence to his argument, G4UNA then goes on to accuse the
mole of paranoia and megalomania and
finishes by accusing him of being,
possibly, one of the abusers of the
repeater. The mole would be better
employed by making ' a proper contribution to amateur radio'. Ithought that by
bringing things into the open, that
various people would prefer to see swept
under the carpet, he was doing just that.
Bottom line
The whole point of the matter is that
although the original complaints, sent
from two major northern clubs and
signed by nearly eighty people, may have
been malicious, they did get an official
statement from the RSGB in reply.
Because of the importance of the RSGB
statement, Iquote the main point of that
reply again for the benefit of anyone who
missed it the first time round. ' The
official view [ of the DTI] is that the
licensee is responsible for the content of
traffic passing through the repeater'.
The letter was signed by G4AFJ who is
the chairman of the RSGB's repeater
management group.
Recording
In May's article I mentioned the
requirement for all American repeaters
to actually record on tape all traffic
passing through the system. The tape
had to contain dates and times so that
any offence could be accurately sorted
out. This is similar to the taped records
that the IBA local radio stations keep in
this country. The American repeater
tapes had to be kept for six months, if my
memory is correct, and involved a
prodigious outlay in tape, even though
they did run at incredibly slow speeds.
Peter G6JNS writes to tell me that since
the abolition of logbook- keeping in the
States, the taped record requirement
has been dropped, although the FCC
(the American equivalent of the DTI) can
impose the requirement if it feels that
any infringement of the licence conditions is taking place.
Watch this space
The first item is a little out of our
normal routine. The space probe, Voya-
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ger-2, is getting involved in a close
encounter with the planet Neptune at
about 0500G MT on 25 August. How does
amateur radio get in on the act? Listen
for W6V10 on 14.235MHz, the club station
of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in
Pasadena. They will be sending slow
scan amateur TV of the pictures of
Neptune which are being sent back to
earth by the probe. Tune in and see them
as soon as the professionals do.
Oscar 9
This satellite is equipped to send
pictures via its CCD system. Pictures of
the earth were sent on 3 May and,
following diary software reloads, pictures will be sent every Wednesday. This
will continue until 00.00GMT on Thursdays, when the clever device will switch
on the digitalker and tell you all about
what it has been up to and how it is
feeling.
Oscar 10
According to the command station
VK5AGR, this satellite will be available
for use until next September. Owing to
the fact that the satellite will still be
going through an eclipse period in every
orbit until 13 July, the transponder will
not be available between MA 226 and 24.
From 14 July there will be full orbit
availability. Please bear in mind that you
should monitor the beacon frequency
and, if there is any sign of frequency
modulation on the carrier, do not attempt
to use the satellite.

JBIRKETT
RADIO COMPONENT SUPPUERS

four- element yagi and all modes. To
round it all off look for the same callsign
on 50.160M Hz where a six- element yagi
will be providing the fire-power. You can
make skeds via post to GM4AFF, Aberdeen Amateur Radio Society, 35 Thistle
Lane, Aberdeen AB1 1TZ. Make sure you
enclose an SAE for the reply. During the
expedition dates you can make skeds by
calling them on 14.33MHz between 1400
and 1600GMT daily. They will not take
skeds via the phone so don't waste their
time by trying it on.

Jas- 1b
This is the new Japanese Oscar which
it is planned will go into orbit with the
MOS-lb marine satellite. Both of these
are being sent aloft on an H-1 rocket
which will be sent up from the Tanegashime Space Centre around the end of
January or early in February 1990. It is
intended that all the transponders,
beacons carried and modes of operation
will be similar to those on Oscar- 12. The
frequencies involved are JA uplink
between 145.90 and 146.00MHz, with
downlink between 435.90 and 435.80MHz
with reversed sidebands, as usual. Mode
JD has uplink on 145.85, 145.87, 145.89 and
145.91MHz; the downlink for these being
on 435.91MHz. There will be aCW beacon
running 1W output on 435.795MHz.
Expedition
The following is for those of you
needing contacts with the Island of Foula
on any of the VHF bands; and who
doesn't? The location details for Foula
are IP8OXD, YU70d or HT93-district of
Walls; depending on which system you
use or if you are a WAB hunter. An
expedition by the Aberdeen VHF Group
will take place between 9and 14 August.
The callsigns to listen for are GM4CAN
on 144.08MHz CW and CW meteor
scatter, and on 144.180MHz for SSB
modes. They will be running 400W to a
pair of seventeen- element aerials.
Lower bands
On 70.17MHz GM4FRT will be using a

25 The Strait
Uncoln Tel: 20787
(LN2 1JF)
Partners: J H Birkett
J L Birkett

Close-down
We are now getting well into the
Sporadic- E season. Remember, do not
waste time by giving the foreign operator
details of your wife and family, what
power and aerials you are using etc. He
may only get through to the United
Kingdom for a couple of minutes in any
particular opening and there are alot of
people trying to get that new square.
Keep it simple; just your call and locator,
and abrief report on his signal strength.
Keep it quick and then get out of the way.
That way you will still stay friends with
the brethren. Start chatting away to the
DX station and surely the axeman will
come and destroy your coax cable in the
dark of night! May many new countries
and squares come your way.
Remember, send all your news and
views, particularly on the repeater
problems, to me at 81 Ringwood Highway, Coventry CV2 2GT; or via packet at
GB7NUN.

631 UP KITS at CARP PRICES! Ell
BUILD THE ' CARLTON'
SSB/CW RECEIVER KIT
FOR JUST £83.00 COMPLETE
INCL P.P
* 3bands: 80/40/20m
* Direct conversion
* Full, clear instructions
* Needs only a 12V power supply,
standard 8 OHM ' phones/LS and an aerial!
REMEMBER! OUR KITS ARE COMPLETE IN EVERY DETAIL! OTHER
KITS IN THE ' ORP' RANGE INCLUDE: TRANSCEIVERS, ATU'S, SWR
METER, FILTERS etc. PLUS A READY- BUILT POWER SUPPLY.
For full details, SAE please to:

LAKE ELECTRONICS
7 Middleton Close, Nuthall, Nottingham NO16 1BX
Or ring Alan, 040VW on (0602) 382509
Callers by appointment only

Start training now for the following
courses. Send for our brochure —
without obligation or Telephone us on
REF: AR7
EX-MILITARY COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER R210. Frequency 2to 16M Hz in
7switched bands AM, CW, SSB, FCo. Aerial inputs 80 ohm balanced line, long
wire or whip. CW filter, BFO, Coise blanker, complete with 240 volt AC power
pack, loudspeaker, headphone jack and pair of lightweight headphones.

F21

0626 779398

NAME

Telecoms Tech
271 C & G
Radio Amateur
Licence C & G

Price £79.80 carr Mainland only £8.00
EX-MILITARY COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS TYPE R210
unconverted £50.00 (
Carr £6.00)

Micro- processor

Special receiver type GP040A. Battery/mains covering 133kHz-33MHz.
Callers only £ 195.00.
Pye Westminster W15FM. 80-110MHz, 10 channel £ 15.00 ( carriage £3.00).
Dymar 25W, 16 channel FM, 80-110MHz £ 15.00 ( carriage £3.00).

Introduction to
Television

ACCESS AND BARCLAY CARDS
ACCEPTED

JULY 1989

V1SA

Radio 81 Telecommunications Correspondence School
12 Moor View Drive, Teignmouth, Devon TO14 9UN
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THE ORIGINAL SURPLUS WONDERLAND!
SPECIAL PURCHASE
V22 1200 baud modems
We got a tremendous buy on further stocks of this popular
Meatier Systems 2/12 microprocessor controlled V22 full duplex
1200 baud modem - we can now bring them to you at half last
advartlead price! Fully BT approved unit, provides standard
V22 high speed data comm, which at 120 cps, can save your
phone bill and connect time by astaggering 75%1 Ultra slim 45
nun high. Full featured with LED status Indicators and remote
error diagnostics. Sync or Async use; speech or data switching;
built In 240v mains supply and 2 wire connection to BT. Units
am In used but good condUon. Fully tested prior despatch, with
data and a full 90 day guarantee. What more can you ask for and at this pricell
ONLY
(
D)

£69

MONITORS

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
BARGAINS GALORE!
NEW 51/
4 inch from £29.95!

POWER SUPPLIES

AN power supplies operate from 220-240vec. AN power
supplies are BRAND NEW unless stated. We have many
other types ranging from 3v to 10kv always In stock.
Byte Drive BD301Dual output 5vdc # 1.6 amp 8 12vdc # 1.5
Massive purchases of standard 51/
4 drives enables us to
present prime product at industry beating low prIces1 All units amp. Perfect for disk drives. Has standard Molex sockets.Attrac£19.50(B)
(unless stated) are removed from often brand new equipment tiveiy encased. Dim 15 x 12 x7cm.
and are fully tested,aligned and shipped to you with a 90 day Plessey PL122 fully enclosed 12vdc 2 amp. Regulated and
short
proof.
Dim
13.5
x
11
x
11cm.
£18.95(13)
guarantee and operate from + 58 + 12vdc, are of standard size
AC-DC Linear PSU with outputs of - 5v # 5.5a,- 5v a, 0.6a.
and accept the standard 34 way connector.
-24v
#
5a.
Fully
regulated
and
short
circuit
proof.
Dim
28 x12.5
SHUGART SA405. BRAND NEW
£29.95(B)
£49.50(C)
TANDON TM100-2A IBM compatible DS
£39.95(5) x7 cm.
TANDON TilA1Cr1-4 80 Track DS
£49.95(B) Power One PtiC 24vdc 2a. Linear 8 regulated £19.9503)
CANON,TEC etc.DS half height.State 40 or 807 £75.00(B) Bodied 13090 switch mode Ideal for drives or complete system.
TEAC FD-55-F.40-80 DS ha/1 height. BRAND NEW £99.00(B) +5v @ 6a, + 12v # 2.5e, - 12v @ 0.5a and - 5v # 0.5a. Dim 5.6
x21 x 10.8 cm.
£29.95(B)
2
1
Boehert 13085. Same as above but outputs of + 5v # 6a,4-24v
Never before seen price for a3W drive. Standard size believed @ 1.5a,+12v @ 0.5a,- 12v @ 0.5a.
09.95(B)
to be by Canon. Brand new and packaged - mint conditionl 40 Greenslade 19ABOE 60 watt switch mode outputs - 5v # 6a.+12v

3/ INCH BRAND NEW AT £ 19.95!!

COLOUR MONITORS

Deco. 16" 80 series budget range colour monitors. Features track SS, run from +5 & + 12Vdc with standard potter connec- # la,- 12v # la,+15v # la. Dim 11 x20 x5.5 cm. Removed
Include Pli tube, an attractive teak style case and guaranteed tor
Only
£19.95(B) from equipment and tested.
£24.95(B)
80 column resolution. features which are only normally seen on
Convey AC136.3001.High grade VDE spec. Compact 130 watt
switch mode. Outputs - 5v re 15a,- 5v @ la,- 12v @ 6a. Dim 6.5
colour monitors costing 3times our prioel It is absolutely ready
to connect to ahost of computer or video outputs. Manufacturers Shugart 800/801 SS refurbished & tested £125.00(E) x27 x 12.5cm.Reg price £ 1901 Ours new... £59.95(C)
fully tested surplus, sold In little or hardy used condition with 90 Shugart 851 double sided refurbished & tested £195.00(E) Emmett G6/40A Compact 5v 40a switch moderia
4o
ndoo(
fu e
lly)
day lull RTB guaran t
ee.
Mfteubiahl 1A21394-63 double sided svettchaes
enclosed.
Demo 80 ROB TTL and sync input for BBC and similar type
hard or soft sectors- BRAND NEW
£250.00(E) Roma G24 5S As above but 24v CO 5a.
£95.00(C)

CHOOSE YOUR 8INCH!

SPECIAL OFFERS!!

SPECIAL EXPERIMENTERS PSU's

Interface etc.
Bea» 80 COMPO 75 ohm composite video input with Integral
Built to BT's rigorous standants.We have no data so units are
sudo amp 8 speaker. Ideal for use with video recorder or our Dual 8" drives with 2rnegabytecapadty housed In asmart case supplied for experimentation. EPSU1:+5v 2a,- 12v la,+24v
Telebox ST, or any other audio visual use,
with built in power supplyi
Only
la,+5v fully floating 50ma. EPSU2:+5v 6a,+12v la,- 12v 0.5a 8
Any type only
(
E)
Ideal as exterior drives'
5others.30-70vdc Input Parts alone valuel
End of line purchase scoopl Brand new NEC D2246 8' 85
megabyte of hard disk storage' Full CPU control and Industry
EPSU1 £ 16.95(c) EPSU2
standard %AD Interlace. Ultra hl speed transfer and access time „,,,,
Brand new Centronic 14" monitor for IBM PC and compatibles leaves the good old ST506 interface standing. In mint condition
f
•Immummeme
at a lower than ever !afloat Completely CGA equivalent. 111 res and comes complete
..-er,.
with manual. Only
£399(E)
Mitsubushl 0.42 dot pitch giving 669 x 507 pixels. Big 28 Mhz
Lowest ever priced 8 mhz PC-AT 286 clone with 20 mb hard
bandwidth. A super monitor In attractive style moulded case.Full
disk and one 5.25" 360k floppy. Complete with a regular type
90 day guarantee.
Only
(
E)
Please specify 110 or 240 voila for AC tens.
keyboard and very hi res 14' mono green screen monitor and
Hercules graphic card. Guaranteed for 90 daysl
Superbly made UK manufacture. PIL all solid state colour
(
E)
moritors,complete with composite video 8 sound inputs.Attract-

£499.00 (F)

£99.00
HI- DEFINITION COLOUR MONITORS

£9.95(c)

FLASH!

COOLING FANS

£149
20",22" and 26" AV SPECIALS

ONLY £799.00

THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL!

WRITE FOR OUR EIGHT
WEEKLY BARGAIN SHEET 8,
GET ON OUR MAILING LIST FREE!

Very high res,fully cased,maires powered 14" green screen melt« with
non-gterra screen & swivelitift base. The

very

latest technology at the very low-

est price Fully cormatIoie PC type input to plug direct to HERCULES card
outputs,eriabting superb graphics and resolution at give away prices!! The many
features include aux + 5 & 12v DC output's to power at least 2 disk drives
or other equipment. Supplied BRAND NEW & Boxed.

Ive teak style case. Perfect for Schools,Shops,DIsco, Clubs
In EXCELLENT little used condition with full 90 day guarantee.

ONLY

20"....£155 22"....£170 26"....£185 (F)
MONOCHROME MONITORS

3 Inch
31,9 inch
Motorola M1000-100 5" black & white compact chassis measur- 4 Inch
ing only 11.6H x 12W x 220. Ideal for CCTV or computer 4 Inch
applications. Accepts standard composite or individual H 8 V 10 Inch
syncs. Needs 12vdc at only 0.8a. Some units may have minor 62 mm
screen blemishes. Fully tested with 30 day guarantee and full 92 mm
data.
£29.00(C) 4 Inch
4 Inch
Fully cased as above in attractive moulded desk stand

£69.00 EACH

WRITE FOR ITEMS YOU
DON'T SEE, OUR SHOP AND
WAREHOUSE ARE FULL TO
BURSTING!

THE AMAZING TELEBOX!
Converts your colour monitor into a

( E)

8.50(B)
AC. 11
2 "thick
/
E 9.95(B)
AC ETRI siirdine.Orly 1" thick.
AC 110/240v Ile thick.
£10.95(B)
g,gse3)
AC lie thick
£10.95(B)
Round.3 1/
2 thick. Rotron 110v
DC 1' thick. No.812 for 6/12v.814 24v. £15.95(A)
DC 12v. 19 mm thick.
DC 12v. 12w 11
/ "thick
2
£14.50(B)
DC 24v 8w. 1" thick.

QUALITY COLOUR TV!!
r

rà¡D ox¡
o,i4

TV SOUND
VIDEO
TUNER!

&

Unit simply connects to your TV aerial socket and colour
1
1,2
(,
= system.
veo monitor turning same into afabulous colour TV. Dont worry

RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES

swivel. Dim 12 x 14.5 x26cm.
£39.001
JVC 751 ultra compact chassis monitor for 12vdc 0.7a. Dim 1
x 14 x 18cm. Strode DIY data included to convert to composite
LEAD ACID
video Input . Full data. BRAND NEW
£65.00(B)
Maintenance tree sealed long life, all type A300.
20" Black & white monitors by Aztek, Cotron & National. All 12 volts
12 volts 3ampihours
£13.95(A)
solid state, fully cased monitors ideal for all types of AV or CCTV
6 volts
6volts3 amp/Murs
£ 9.95(A)
applications. Standard composite video Inputs with integral
8-oe volts Centre tapped 1.8 amp hours £ 5.95(A)
audio amp and speaker. Sold In good used condition - fully tested
£85.03(F)
with 90 day guarantee.
100 ampihoure at 8 volt! Brand new CNorlde Powersafe
3V51 1. Leakproof with additional snap-on security lid. Perfect
for
uninterruptabie power supplies, portable power source,
A replacement or backup keyboard for IBM PC, PC XT or
(
E)
PC AT, all In onel It has a switch on the rear to convert betwen caravans etc. Normally costs £801

SPECIAL OFFER!

Brand new high quality, fully cased, 7channel UHF PAL TV tuner

If your monitor does 'n1 have sound, the TELEBOX even has an
Integral sudo amp for driving aspeaker plus an auxiliary output
for Headphones or HI Fl system etc. Many other features: LED
Status indicator, Smart moulded case. Mains powered, Built to
BS safety specs. Many other uses for TV sound or video etc.
Supplied BRAND NEW with lull 1year guarantee. •
Telebox ST for composite video input monitors... ...... £29.95(B)
Te4ebox SIL as ST but with integral speaker £34.95(B)
Telebox RGB for analogue ROB monitors......... £59.95(B)
NOT suitable for IBM done type colour monitors.

IBM KEYBOARD DEAL

BRAND NEW PRINTERS

Epson MX-80 UT One of the most popular printers aroundl
Bi-directional printing with fun logic seeking. 9 x9dot matrix for
modest LED Indicators for Caps,Scroll & Num Locks. Standard
enlarged,bold,condensed etc. Standard parallel interface. Brand
NICKEL CADMIUM
10 function keys plus 56 on the main bank and 19 on the keypad,
label removed from front. Handles tractor,fanfold and individual
Quality 12v 4ah cell pack. Originally made for the Technicololor
851n all. Made by NCR for the English 8 US markets. Absolutely
video company. Contains 10 GE top quality D /load cells in a paper. OK with IBM PC and most others. A tremendous buyi
standard. Brand new 8 boxed with manual and key template for
£129.00 ( E)
smart robust case with aDC output connector. Ideal for portable
user slogans on the function keys. Attractive beige,grey and equipment. Brandnew.
£19.95(B) Hazeltine Eaprint small desktop.100 cps with RS232 and
cream finish, with the usual retractable legs underneath. A
standard parallel. Full pin addressable and 6 user selectable
Ex-equipment NICAD cells by GE. Removed from equipment
generous length of curly cord, terminating in the standard 5 pin
fonts. Up to 9.5* paper. Sheet & tractor feed. £149.00(E)
and in good, used condition: D size 4ah
4 for £5(B)
DIN plug. A beautiful clean plece of manufacturers surplus. What
F size 7ah
6 tor £8(B) Centronics 150 series. Always known for their reliablity In conadealt BRAND NEW AND BOXED ONLY.-(
B)
tinuous use - real workhorses in any environment. Fast 150 cps
SPECIAL INTEREST
with 4fonts and choice of interlaces.
Sel up to 9.5' paper
£155.00(E)
Ritical-Redac real time colour drafting PCB layout system. In- 150150-5W up to 14.5" paper
2199.00(E)
cludes furniture and huge monitor.Complete ready to gol £3950
TATUNG PC2000. Big brother of the famous Einstein. The DEC VAX11rrso Inc. 2Meg Ram DZ and full documentation, In
Specify whether serial or parallel required.
TPC2000 Professional 3piece system comprises: Quality high brand new condition'
£3900
CALL FOR THE MANY OTHERS IN STOCK
resolution Green 12" monitor. Sculptured 92 key keyboard and Large Calcomp plotter
£ 650
INCLUDING DAISY WHEELS.
plinth unit containing Z80A CPU and all control circuits. PLUS 2 CHEETAH Telex machine.
£ 550
Integral TEAC 5.25 80 track double sided ask drives. Generous 1 5kw 115v 60hz power source
£ 950
other features include dual
IBM format dsk drive support. ,.,_
"yne Kw RA200 audio rem tune ir,dsos.anaiyoor.
Visit our Shop - Technical help always on hand
£3000
Serial and parallel outputs,,full expansion port. 64K ram and Tektronice
"
£6900
1411/R PAL TV test signal standard.
plus many un advertised specials You can buy a
£ 875
mad/
. t° run setware" Su pplIed complete with CP/M '
W°h:ist- Tektronice R140 N f
SC TV test signal standard.
colour television for as little as £ 29 ,Come and
and Basic. Brand new and covered by our famous 90 day „meet VIO ponter plotter
£1500
'- 1511102 CPU board
join the gang at 215 VVhitetiorse Lane'
guarantee arid backup. Normal price of this unit is over £ 14001 DEC
£ 150

£39

£59

COMPUTER SYSTEMS
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Price ...only £299
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MAIL ORDER OFFICES

Fri 9. 30-5.30
:".: i i Open32MonBIggIn Way,
•

•

•

Upper Norwood,
London SE19 3XF.

-Electronics-

LONDON SHOP
100s of bargains for
callers!
d
Open Mon-Sat 9-5.3d '
215 Whitehorse Lane,
South Norwood,

DISTEL
The Original
Free dial- up database!
1000's of itoms+info On Line
300bd 01-679-1888,120075
01-679-6183,1200 1290
01-679-8769

ALL ENQUIRIES
01-679-4414

NSA

Fax- 01-679-1927
Telex 894502

Al prices for UK etaitand. UK customers ADO 15% VAT to total order amount. "(remain order £10. PO orders tom Gionernntraft,Unieembes,Schoole Local Authorities
weiconwentinenurn accourt order £25 Carnage charges (Abet.50. (Ehsk.1.50. (9).0.50. (0).0.50. (E)•£12.50 (F)s£15. (DSCall . Ita goods suppled subject to cos
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USE PC COMPILERS FOR AN SBC

For really fast development of stand alone systems, use aLancer or Hunter target board with Hexatron's PromDOS. This
emulates DOS and BIOS calls, gives you silicon discs and even allows you to run non-ROMable compiled code in aROM
environment. Too good to be true? Call us now for afree demonstration. STOP PRESS: We now have afour port
multi-standard serial expansion card for the Lancer and Hunter — ring us for details.

THE SDS LANCER

An 8088/V20 target board on adouble Eurocard with two
serial ports, four parallel ports, six counter- timers, four 32
pin memory sockets, battery backup, RTC, watchdog
timer, optional 8087, optional mains psu and case.

THE SDS HUNTER

An 80188 target board with 256k bytes EPROM, 256k
bytes battery backed RAM, 256k bytes D-RAM, two serial
ports, three counter- timers, RTC, watchdog timer,
optional mains power supply and case.

Sherwood Data Systems Ltd
Unit 6, York Way, Cressex Estate, High Wycombe. Tel: 0494 464264

ARE YOU A
BUDDING WRITER?
UNIQUE NATURIST & ADULT SOCIAL CLUB
Exclusively for liberated and uninhibited
people who want that little extra out of life
ow- Three nightclubs
or
mor
or
or
or
or
ser
or

Informal get-togethers, BBQs, beach parties plus lots more
Many theme nights — dress as you dare
Naughty and exotic cabarets
Monthly newsletters and programme
Quarterly personal contacts supplement
Massage tuition
Invitations to the " Sex Maniacs Ball"
Special events and achance to meet people throughout
Britain

STRICTLY PRIVATE
FRIENDLY 8( VERY DISCREET
ALL FUN LOVING ADULTS WELCOMED
TO FIND OUT MORE YOU SHOULD PHONE

0898 777 613
'It was an incredible sight'
'The most outrageous club in Britain'
'It was afantastic night'

News of the World
The People
News of the World

Britain's fastest growing and number one adult social contact club
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We are particularly keen to receive
construction articles, so if you have
designed and built a project which
you think could be of interest to other
readers we would be pleased to
receive
your
contribution.
Construction tips and techniques would
also be of great interest.
You do not need to be an expert
writer to see your name in print.
Accuracy in the design of your project
is far more important. If you can put
your ideas down on paper, typewritten
if possible, and illustrate them with
clear
drawings
and
photographs
where
appropriate,
the
Amateur
Radio editorial team will sort out the
style, grammar, spelling, etc.
We will, of course, pay for all articles
which are accepted for publication.
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KENIAMOD RC- 10
REMOTE CONTROLLER
by Steven Goodier G4KUB and John Goodier G4KUC
The Kenwood RC- 10 remote controller
is similar in appearance to a mobile
telephone handset. It has been designed
to remotely control most of the operating
functions of the later series of Kenwood
mobile transceivers, and is particularly
suited to the TM- 221 and TM- 421 2m and
70cm transceivers. It will also function
with the TM- 721E dual- bander, which we
used for the purpose of this review.
When used in conjunction with these
sets the RC- 10 allows complete control
of a number of functions including
memory operation, tuning, frequency
selection, scanning, repeater shift/toneburst and volume adjustment. It is also
possible to couple the RC- 10 to two
separate transceivers, thus allowing
complete crossband and crossband
repeater operation, with the handset
functioning like a telephone.
The RC- 10 is supplied with abase unit,
which the handset attaches to when not
in use. It arrives with two types of
mounting bracket which can be used to
attach the base unit to any convenient
mounting position in the car. The first is a
'flat type' which can be fixed to an arm
rest or to the dash; the second is an ' L'
type bracket, which can be used to attach
the base unit to the centre console. Both
mounting brackets are supplied with all
the necessary hardware to bolt them to
almost any suitable surface, and both the
handset and base unit can be easily
removed from the vehicle when not in
use.
General description
The RC- 10 can be split into two
separate parts. The first is a base unit
which carries most of the electronics. It
connects to the transceiver via a two
metre length of cable terminated with a
standard
Kenwood
eight- pin
microphone plug. Removing the bottom
plate reveals two sandwiched printed
circuit boards, with anumber of smaller,
self-contained PCBs connected to each.
The construction is of the highest quality
and makes full use of surface mounted
components, which enable a lot of
electronics to be packed into avery small
area. The board contains two useradjustable variable resistors, which are
used to adjust the squelch threshold of
each transceiver. These are accessible
via two holes in the bottom plate.
At one end of the base unit is an eightpin mic socket. This can either take a
second microphone, or be used to
couple a second transceiver to the RC38

RC- 10 base unit and handset
10. An optional extension cord ( PG- 4G) is
available from Lowe Electronics for this
job. The RC- 10 takes its power source
from the main transceiver, and data to
and from each transmitter is also sent
backwards and forwards along this
coupling lead.
The base unit is connected to the
handset by a length of curly lead. It
carries the microprocessor and LCD
drivers, along with the keypad and the
necessary input/output devices needed
for remote control operation. The case is
a tough plastic, snap together unit, and
no attempt was made to gain access. The
LCD display shows the frequency in full
minus the first MHz digit; it also indicates
a number of other functions such as
repeater operation, scan, duplex, dial
lock, and second- function operation.
The display is back- lit from both sides at
all times, making it easy to read at night.
On the side of the handset is a threeposition slide switch, which controls the
amount of volume entering the earpiece.

The three settings give a low, medium
and high output, but most people would
probably leave it set in its central
position. The volume control has no
effect on.the audio level of the handset;
the only way to increase its output is by
using the slide switch, but having said
that, there appeared to be ample volume
from the earpiece. Also located on the
side is the PTT switch, which is similar in
size and feel to a hand-held transceiver.
The keypad is numbered 1-0. Some of
the keys have two functions, which can
be accessed by first pressing ' F' followed
by the required second key ( see Table 1
for a complete list of second- function
operations). Confirmation of the key's
use is indicated by asmall ' F' appearing
on the LCD readout. Second functions
are not printed on the keys, but a
reminder of each second operation is
printed on the handset's base unit. The
bottom two keys allow up and down
tuning of the main display or the
transceiver's
memories,
depending
upon which has been selected. It is also
possible to enter frequencies directly
from the keypad. This is done by first
entering the MHz digit followed by the
three remaining kHz digits; the transceiver will then change to the newly
entered frequency.
Just below the main keypad are two
orange buttons and two slide switches.
The first key has already been dealt with
and selects the second function when
necessary. The next button is labelled
'M' and can be used to remotely enter
frequencies
into
the
transceiver's
memories. The first slide switch is
labelled VOL MAIN/RMT; this selects
whether the main volume control on the
transceiver is active or not. If the switch
is in the RMT position, the main volume
control on the transceiver is disabled;
the audio output is then controlled by the
two push switches located on the
handset. If the switch is set to VOL MAIN,
the main volume control on the transceiver is reactivated.
Memory operation
The key labelled VFO/M allows you to
toggle between memory and VFO operation. When in memory mode, each
channel can be selected by using the
UP/DOWN tuning keys which allow you
to clock up or down one memory at a
time. Alternatively, each memory can be
directly accessed via the keypad; for
example, to recall memory 2, press the
number 2 on the keypad. This allows
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KENWOOD RC- 10 REMOTE CONTROLLER
Key
F and 1

Function
Transmit on the SUB band, TM- 721E only

F and
F and
F and
F and

Squelch ON/OFF
Repeater shift selection
Reverse repeater ON/OFF
Toneburst ON/OFF

2
3
4
5

F and 6
F and 7

CTCSS ON/OFF
Memory channel lock-out

F and 8

RC- 10 key lock

F and 9

Crossband repeater ON/OFF
Duplex operation

F and 0

second function of the RC- 10 keypad
Table 1
quick and simple access to any stored
frequency, with the minimum of effort.
Each memory channel can also be
locked out' if you wish to scan only
selected frequencies. This is done by
first entering memory mode and then
pressing ' F' followed by key 7. In the case
of the TM- 721E, a small '*' is then
displayed in the memory window indicating
lock-out during
memory scan.
Repeating the operation a second time
will clear the lock-out option.
The RC- 10 will also allow you to
program amemory with anew frequency.
First, dial up the new frequency and
select any other option you wish to store
such as toneburst or repeater shift. Next,
press the orange key labelled ' M'; asmall
'M' will appear on the LCD display, and
pressing any number after this on the
keypad will store the displayed frequency in the chosen memory. This must
be carried out within five seconds of
selecting the second function.
Two transceiver operation
The RC- 10 wi Il allow control and
operation of two transceivers. It is best
suited to the Kenwood TM- 221 and TM421 as it allows automatic crossband
operation and acts as the medium
between the two. Transceiver A is
coupled to the RC- 10 in the normal way,
with transceiver B being coupled by the
optional extension cable PG-4G. Once
connected you can switch between the
two transceivers by using the rig selector
switch on the RC- 10 handset labelled
'A/B'. If you plan to operate two
transceivers whi 1st mobile, the two
mounting brackets must be coupled
together with the earthing strap supplied, to reduce any alternator noise.
Crossband operation is initialised by
using ' F' and key 0. Once these have been
pressed the DUP indicator will light on
the handset's display to remind you that
you are now working crossband duplex.
The currently selected transceiver operates as the receiver, and you transmit on
the second rig. If at any time you change
the rig selector switch whilst transmitting, you are automatically returned to
receive mode, and duplex must be
reselected. When in duplex mode the
handset acts precisely like a normal
telephone, therefore you are able to hold
a two-way conversation and reply to
comments instantaneously.
JULY 1989

Since the TM- 721E has automatic
crossband operation built in, ie, there
are no other keys to press, trying to
select crossband operation with the RC10 had no effect on the rig. Having said
that, it was still possible to hold full
duplex IDSOs with the RC- 10 connected,
by simply selecting the receive and
transmit frequencies as normal, then
keying the TM- 721E via the RC- 10 remote
unit. In practice this worked extremely
well, and by using ' F' followed by key 1
you are able to transmit on the TM-721E's
sub- band, thus reversing the transmit
and receive frequencies. It is not
normally possible to transmit on the sub
band when using the TM- 721E, so this is
one of the added benefits of the RC- 10.
Crossband operation
Connecting a2m and 70cm transceiver
to the RC- 10 remote unit and pressing ' F'
followed by key 9 activates the crossband repeater mode. This feature is
similar in operation to the TM- 721E
repeater mode, and allows automatic
retransmission of signals on the opposite band. Without doubt, this is an
innovative idea.
Before crossband operation is entered
into, you are advised to adjust the
squelch settings on each transceiver to
around 20 to 30 higher than their normal

KEN WOOD
RC- 10
(.0.01(.1.0

RC- 10's handset showing the LCD display and
keypad functions

RC- 10 and TM- 721E combination
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KENWOOD RC- 10 REMOTE CONTROLLER
settings. The reason for this is that the
RC- 10 checks to see if either squelch is
open, and then uses this information to
start transmitting the signal on the
opposite band. Thus, when the squelch
opens on either transceiver the other
transmitter will begin to retransmit the
incoming signal. The idea of increasing
the level of the squelch is to stop
electrical noise being retransmitted.
Once repeater mode has been activated the letters ' APT' will appear on the
display as a reminder, and each rig will
go into listening mode. The hang-up time
is set to three seconds, and if any station
continually transmits for more than three
minutes, the transmitting rig will be
switched back to receive, thanks to the
automatic time-out clock.
Summary
For those of you who require a
telephone style handset, the RC- 10 is
ideal. It offers total control of all the
transceiver's
functions
plus
direct
access to any memory via a single keypress. Connection to the equipment is
simple and straightforward with only one
cable to plug into the transceiver's
microphone socket. The added benefit
of being able to connect a second
transceiver, and then work full duplex,
will be very appealing to many operators.
Kenwood must also be congratulated on

f

KENWOOD RC- 10
Product:

Kenwood RC- 10 remote controller

Price:

£169.00

Supplier:

Lowe Electronics Ltd. Tel: ( 0629) 580800

Features:

*Keyboard entry of frequency, memories and tuning
*Remote operation of transceiver's volume, squelch, tuning,
repeater option and memories
*Back- lit LCD display, indicating operating frequency and four
different functions
*Possible to connect two transceivers with optional PG-4G
coupling cable
*A/B transceiver selector switch
*Full crossband duplex operation with the handset acting like a
telephone
*Crossband repeater operation
*Choice of two mobile mounting brackets
*Compatible with the Kenwood TM- 221, TM- 421 and TM- 721E
dual- bander
Runs from 8V dc, supplied via the transceiver's microphone
connector

providing the crossband repeater mode,
which will be beneficial to members of
RAYNET.
The RC- 10 remote controller complete
with two mounting brackets and necessary hardware is priced at £ 169.00, and

can be obtained from Lowe Electronics
Ltd, Chesterfield Road; Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 5LE. Tel: ( 0629) 580800. We
would like to take this opportunity to
thank Lowe Electronics for the loan of
the review unit.

Don't miss the August issue on sale 27 July

• Bits to Build
George Dobbs G3RJV constructs
aQRP CW transmitter from a
Jandek kit
• Shunt Feed Your Tower!
Don Field G3XTT tells you how to
go about it
40
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All the
Regulars:
Second-hand
50 MHz
DX Diary
Project Book
Short Wave
Listener
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A TRAPPED DIPOLE
FOR THE DX BANDS
by David Taylor G4EBT
barticularly

Many amateurs and SWLs,
those who are new to the hobby, have the
urge to do something practical, though
the question which often arises is ' where
do Istart?' One answer could be to make
your own antenna.
Probably the most popular choice for
the HF bands is the trapped dipole
antenna. Therefore the purpose of this
project is to explain how atrapped dipole
works and how a novice can build their
own effective array.
The design in Fig 1 shows the traps,
which are parallel- tuned circuits that
resonate at 14.1MHz. They also offer a
high impedance to the centre portion of
the antenna, acting almost like switches
to disconnect the outer portions. This
enables the antenna to resonate at 14
and 28MHz. At 7MHz the traps act as
inductances. One advantage of the
trapped dipole antenna is that the
loading effect of the traps shortens the
'physical' length of the antenna, compared to that of an untrapped dipole.
Complete trapped dipoles can be
bought for about £25.00, and traps are
available on their own for about £ 12.00 a
pair should you wish to add wire to finish
the job. However, it is quite easy to make
your own inexpensive traps from readily
available materials. The first stumbling
block when building a transmitting
antenna is the difficulty in obtaining
capacitors which will cope with the
power involved. These seem to have
disappeared, even at rallies in recent
years, so a little ingenuity is called for.
The dielectric qualities of doublesided PCBs have been exploited in a
number of designs for antenna tuning
units and filters. So it occurred to me that
capacitors made from this material
would function in antenna traps. Consequently, asuccessful design was evolved
which is easily duplicated.
Cut apiece of double- sided fibreglass
PCB to the shape shown in Fig 2, and
then carefully cut through the copper
cladding on the front and rear to allow an
overlapping area of 34mm x 19mm. The
capacitance should be close to 22pF.
Two pieces are required, one for each
trap, and they should be cut to exactly
the same size so that the traps are wellmatched.
Making the spacers
Cut and drill four strips of fibreglass
without copper cladding (
see Fig 3) for
each trap so that they act as spacers for
the coils. Initially, wind the coils using
16swg ( 1.5mm) enamelled wire fifteen
times around any suitably sized conJULY 1989

tamer ( such as an aerosol can), until they
are 15mm in diameter when threaded
through the spacers. The coils must be
threaded through the spacers to ensure
that the diameter is kept even, as shown
in Fig 4. The turns should then be
secured on to the spacers with glue.
Solder 50mm of brazing rod to the ends
of each capacitor to form the terminals.
Place a capacitor inside the coil and
solder each end of the coil on to opposite
sides of the capacitor. Fig 5 shows how

the traps should look after the capacitor
and terminating wires have been fitted.
Adjusting the traps
A GDO is required to adjust the traps to
the correct resonant frequency, as
shown in Fig 6. Initially the trap will be
lower in frequency than desired. One
end of the coil should be shortened abit
at a time ( while checking the traps with
the GDO) until a dip is obtained at
14.1MHz. The end can then be permanen-

Fig 1: The traps
Fig 2: The capacitors
45mm

Solder each end of coil
onto large area of copper
(front one end, rear— other)

of

o

overlapped area of
copper cladding

34mm

19mm

\
sawcut on rear
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A TRAPPED DIPOLE FOR THE DX BANDS
60mm

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

I 8mm

15 x1-5mm holes at 3-5mm centres
Fig 3: Spacers for the coils
signal to read S9 on the ' S' meter of the
receiver. Now remove the jumper lead. If
all's well, a marked reduction in the
signal strength should be noted. If there
is only alittle reduction in strength, then
the trap is not resonant on the desired
frequency. If you still have problems,
check that you have soldered the
capacitor correctly.
Housing the traps
A 70mm length of PVC drainpipe with a
diameter of 68mm ( a standard size) is
used to house each trap, and discs of
Perspex, or any similar material, are used
to seal the ends. An electric glue gun is
ideal for sealing the discs into place. The
finished traps will weigh about 125
grammes each. Loops are formed on the
terminals on to which wire of the
dimensions shown in Fig 1 is soldered.
The best type of wire to use is 16 or 18swg
hard- drawn copper. A centre plate or
balun completes the antenna which
should be erected as high as conditions
allow. It may be necessary to trim the
wire to length to obtain the best SWR
results; in which case, only a few
centimetres at a time should be cut off.
Remember, it's much easier to cut off
than to stick back on!

Fig 4: Winding the coils

g braes wire

ends of coil

e
t
e ors:: cc

e

/

Fig 5: The finished trap ready for checking
tly soldered into place. If a digital
frequency meter is available, the GDO
can be checked against it for added
accuracy.
Check the traps before inserting them

into the antenna by placing the trap
between a signal generator and calibrated receiver. Temporarily short out
the trap with a jumper lead, tune the
receiver to 14.1MHz, and inject a14.1MHz

Rg 6: Checking the traps with the GDO

Fig 7: Checking the traps with asignal generator
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POOLE LOGIC

OBONIC

49 Kingston Road • Poole • Dorset
Tel: 0202 683093

Your Radio Book Supplier

LTD

32 Ludlow Road, Guildford
Surrey GU2 5NW
Tel 0483 505260
Telex 28604 Ref 1321
Fax 0483 300160

FIGHT STATIC CHARGES

>-

USE STATI-EX®
Anti- static matting

Examples from our wide range
of ARRL and other books stocked

o

ARRL Handbook ( very useful book)
£13.50
ARRL Antenna Book
£10.50
ARRL Yagi Antenna Book
£9.50
ARRL Novice Antenna Book
£4.70
ARRL W1 FB Antenna Book
£5.25
ARRL QRP Notebook
£3.60
UHF Compendium Parts 1-2 Complete
(English)
£17.40
UHF Compendium Parts 3-4 Complete
(English)
£18.50

cl

o

All prices include postage
We stock over 100 different titles of books
dedicated to amateur radio.
Give us acall on (0202) 683093 with your Access or
Barclay card number for that book you have been
looking for, or write to:
Poole Logic, 49 Kingston Road, Poole
Dorset BH15 2LR

a

Are you looking for a rubber
material
that
is
electrically
conductive? Or a flexible mat that
you can drop hot solder
on without melting a hole in
it? Or better yet — how about
an elastomeric material that
will give you both of the
above?
If that's what you want — we
have it. It's called Stati-EXTPA
mats, and it's so unusual that
you have to try it to believe it.
And to make the trying easy and
painless, we'll be glad to send
you a free sample. Just ask for it.
Stable volumetric Conductivity 10 ,0- cm

Fax 0483 300160

Britain's leading
four-wheel- drive
action magazine
Each month 4x4 brings you:
• Four-wheel-drive news

• Vehicle and equipment tests

• Green laning updates

• Technical articles

• Off-road adventure

• The best writers on the

• The American scene

off- road scene

When you're in the muck, and really stuck
It's the only one you need in your truck!
More fun than your average off-road magazine
On sale at newsagents 2nd Thursday in every month

GET DIRTY WITH
JULY 1989
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From the end of the spring equinox TE
and north/south propagation until the
beginning of the summer Es' season, the
6m band is normally quiet with little or no
excitement. This year, however, the most
extensive aurora since records began is
believed to have taken place on 13
March.
Progress of solar cycle 22
Solar cycle 22 continues to rise as
predicted, and some exciting openings
are expected over the next few months.
'Smithy G8KG has promised an update
and another comparison of cycle 22 with
19 and 21 in time for next month's issue.
There is still a lot being written and
discussed concerning 50MHz propagation by those who do not have the
suitable facilities to prove or disprove
current theories. There is no need to
depart from the established theory of Es
and F region propagation, except with
the true TEP phenomenon in which 6, 4
and 2m and even 70cm signals are weakly
received
over
great
distances
on
symmetrical paths around dusk. A complete description of F2 recognises that at
the higher frequencies and near the
MUF, the mechanism is more amatter of
gradual refraction with signals following
acurved path ( in the vertical plane) .
and
sometimes covering as much as 7,000km
in asingle hop. The maximum frequency
that can be used on such apath is higher
than that yielded by established prediction methods. Note that this brings much
of North America into the potential
single- hop category, especially as the
steep gradient of ionisation which follows the sun across the Atlantic provides
ideal conditions for long hops.
F2 propagation at 50MHz is not similar
to HF. Nature does not recognise the
arbitrary division at 30MHz but sees a
gradual rise in frequency with ionospheric attenuation decreasing with Fsquared, and the ionospheric needed to
turn a ray back to earth increasing with
rising frequency. This means that the
accepted model of the ionosphere,
properly used, is just as helpful in
predicting and explaining what happens
at 50MHz, as it is at 28.21 or 14MHz. The
openings to South America from March
to April are acase in point. These months
are the most likely to yield good
conditions to South America on 50MHz
around midday. With high solar indices
the median- predicted MUF for atwo- hop
F2 path is in the low forties, so a lift of
around 20° is more than enough. The
tendency for such openings to be
localised is typical when the band is
about to open. In fact, the majority of DX
results achieved from G in the past
winter season fits in perfectly well with
44
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F2 characteristics, excluding aurora and
The following members were elected
evident short- haul Es. The sun was for 1989: Chairman, Steve G4JCC; Vice
unexpectedly ( for most of us) active with
Chairman, Mike G3JVL; Secretary, Alan
F2 conditions approaching - if not GW3DLH; Treasurer, Peter G4I IL; Comexceeding - those of the cycle 21 peak.
mittee, Mike G3SED and Bill GM4DGT.
The month and time of day of the VK
and Vs6 contacts, as well as the various All-time first auroral GS0
one and two- hop openings to Africa and
We now have full details of the historic
the South Atlantic were as expected. The
QS° between Dr Dave Newman G4GLT
JA openings also fit in as F2, but notover
and Dave McManus KA1MFA.
the direct path. The relevant median
Dave G4GLT, writes: ' On 13 March 1989,
MUF on the latter was only in the low
Ikept my beam permanently aimed at the
thirties, but the fact that Gs observed a USA, despite the lure of another country
variety of beam headings well to the
in the form of SM on 6m.
south of the direct heading of 30° points
'Between 2153 and 2157hrs I heard
to the signals being scattered, probably
VE1BPY at RST 559 on 50.101MHz and at
from the region south of the Caspian
2211hrs, Iheard VE1YX on 50.110MHz on
Sea. Soviet TV sidebands were very
SSB RST 53. At 2234hrs, I contacted
strong at that time, and there were strong
KA1MFA on 28.885; he was 559 on this
backscatter signals in the UK from some
frequency. At 2234hrs, on 50.008MHz
of the G8s who are normally inaudible.
Dave KA1MFA and Imade aCW QS0. The
The geometry of the path is similar to that
CW was a pure note, but very fluttery by which we work North America via
just like pure TEP. Igave him 579 and he
scatter from the Caribbean or South
gave me 559.
Atlantic when the direct path is not open.
'K1JRW ... heard me at RST 549 while I
JAs would have had to beam around 295°,
was working KA1MFA. Ihave looked for
rather than the 336° of the direct path.
these auroral conditions for several
So, to summarise: the European winter
years now, especially during the massive
season was almost all F2 with the band
auroras like this one.
behaving like 28MHz when near the
'On 28MHz, VE3TEN and W3VD
minimum of the cycle.
beacons were both 579 around 2300hrs,
and W3VD was last heard at 0022hrs. Both
Summer Es' season on schedule
of these 28MHz beacons had fluttery
Last year the Es' season opened
notes. This seems to confirm the work
around 4 May. This year a few isolated
done by SM6PU that auroral E MUF rises
openings occurred during April, but the
to 6m during massive auroras... Some
main opening appeared to be around 5 have described it as " the aurora of a
May. Many contacts took place with
lifetime". These are Stateside stations
Scandinavian and Mediterranean stawho have monitored auroras for thirty
tions. There were also some two- hop Es'
years or more on 6m.'
contacts with African stations, giving
indications of agood season in store for
From the mailbag
us again.
Between 15 and 29 March, Mike
A welcome addition to the DX counDevereux G3SED, of Portsmouth, had
tries' list on 17 May was 5H1HK from
twenty-nine QS0s with South African
Tanzania, giving many of us a new
stations as well as eleven other DX QS0s
country. My own total is now thirty-nine
including ZS3E, TR8CA, ZS6BMS, ZS6XL,
but Ihear via the grapevine that Geoff
ZS6AXT and ZS3AT.
GJ4ICD now has forty-seven. I will
Brian Booth G3SYC, from Pontefract,
confirm the top scores as soon as details
West Yorkshire, has had QS0s with
are available.
G3GJQ/5NO, J52US, TR8CA, ZS3AT,
PAOYOP, GM4DGT and eight ZS among
UK Six Metre Group AGM
others, during February and March.
The UK Six Metre Group held a wellDuring the same months G4GAI from
attended AGM at the VHF Convention,
Rochdale reports working VE2DFO,
Sandown Park, on Sunday 16 April 1989;
J52US, ZS6BMS, ZS6WB, ZS6CE and
Steve G4JCC was in the chair.
LU8MBL.
Johnny Stace G3CCH, of Scunthorpe,
The President of the RSGB, Dr J
Gannaway, answered many questions
who is one of the most active and
from the floor, mainly about licensing
successful stations in the north of
restrictions and the future of 6m in the
England, sent avery long and interesting
UK. He assured members that the RSGB
report with over sixty two-day DX QS0s
would support 6m at forthcoming interfrom the beginning of February to 24
national conferences. The guest of
April. They include: KA1DE, K1TOL,
honour, who was greeted by Dr GannVE1BPY, HC5K, HC2FG, G3GJQ/5NO,
away, was Tom Kirby W1EJ, Chairman of
ZS6XJ,
ZS6BMS,
J52US,
JA4MBM,
the ARRL VHF Committee.
ZS6LN and GW3LDH.
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Steve G4JCC, of Hayling Island, sent
his usual computer print out listing fortyone QS0s and 104 stations heard on the
band. The reason for the large number of
stations heard but not worked is that,
unless there is aspecial reason, stations
already worked are left alone for those

who still require their first contact. This
is very commendable, considering that
some DX openings only last for a short
time and that there is always abig pile-up
of stations waiting in the queue.
Ihad atelephone call from Steve on 17
May alerting me to 5H1HK on 50.110. After

thirty-five minutes in the queue, Imade it
for my thirty-ninth country — thanks,
Steve.
That concludes another interesting
month. Send your reports to: Ken Ellis
G5KW, 18 Joyes Road, Folkestone, Kent
CT19 6NX.

E31
71A/b,"
Reviewed by Samuel Dick
Fluke is one of the world's leading
makers of digital meters, so when they
wave the flag about a new hand-held
meter, you might expect that it would be
worth a look. But what makes a good
meter worth buying?
First on the wish list is a comprehensive set of features. The 87 measures
current and voltage ( both ac and dc) from
1000V to 100p.V and 10A to 0.1p.A, and
resistance from 40Mil to 0.01f2. These are
measured at 10M0 impedance in parallel
with less than 100pF. As an option, the mV
dc range can be selected to have an input
impedance exceeding 4000M11! To these
basic functions are added frequency ( to
200kHz), capacitance ( from 5nF to 5µF,
with explanations of how to measure up
to a few thousand iLF), duty cycle, fast
continuity check, diode check and a
recording mode.
The recording mode enables the meter
to calculate the minimum, maximum and
average voltage or current which passes
during the time the meter is connected.
Therefore, you can leave the meter
watching over acircuit that occasionally
goes wrong! The 87 will record high or
low transients lasting for around 1mS or,
for greater accuracy, those which last for
100mS or 1S. A hold mode is also offered.
This means that you can concentrate on
getting the meter's probes in the right
place without having to worry about
missing the value when it appears on the
display. Once a steady display is available, the meter holds it until the ' hold'
button is pressed.
For those who frequently measure
voltage or current about asteady offset,
a relative mode is provided. Once this
has been selected, the reading on the
meter is subtracted from future readings; very useful for checking small
departures from a ( large) steady value.
One of the main considerations of any
piece of test equipment is its ease of use.
The 87 is certainly easy to use. The rotary
dial on the front is simpler and less prone
JULY 1989

to incorrect setting than the column of
push- switches with which earlier Fluke
meters were supplied. The meter obligingly ' ticks' if you select acurrent range
while having the test leads plugged into
the voltage socket; so the meter
'intelligently' watches over what you try
to do. The display is very clear and the
units ( V or mV, for example) are clearly
displayed. The push- buttons also have
their own visual annunciators in the
display so, for example, you can tell at a
glance that the hold feature is enabled.
The meter's bar- graph display is highly
spoken of by Fluke but Ido not normally
find it very useful, except when looking
at slowly changing logic levels. Then, the
fast response of the bar- graph does
make life much simpler because it
reaches the correct value some time
before the numerical display.
Another worry which pops up when
buying such an expensive meter, is how
long it is going to last. The 87 has asturdy
feel to it and the bright yellow holster,
which comes as standard, is soft enough
to absorb most of the shock from the
average drop; the colour should ensure
that there is little chance of the meter
being accidentally left behind, too!
Does the meter offer value for money?
Well, that depends on how often it is
used. A keen hobbyist might find it rather
expensive compared with some of the
cheaper ( and lower specified) meters
which are available. However, the 0.1%
accuracy is very useful for setting up test
equipment.
In the shack, the frequency range can
be used for testing AFSK equipment and
other signalling tones. Components
(R C diodes) are easy to test, too. A little
ingenuity should enable transistors and
inductors to be measured. The 87 is atrue
RMS meter with aresponse to ac signals
up to 20kHz. This makes it an ideal
instrument for checking out the audio
sections of your equipment. Digital
signals may have their duty cycle

checked ( a useful indication of fault
conditions). With its wide range of
abilities, the 87 appears to be a good
companion to have in today's digital/analogue shack.
The Fluke 87 costs £215.00. For further
information contact Philips Scientific,
Test and Measurement Division, Colonial Way, Watford, Herts WD2 4TT. Tel:
(0923) 240511.
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PROW CLASSIFIED ADS CAN WORK FOR YOU
We are pleased to be able to offer you the opportunity to sell your unwanted
equipment or advertise your wants'.
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our order form.

FOR SALE
IR Red
rectangular LEDs,
8p each.
Green
rectangular LEDs, 6p each. Send SAE to: William
Goss,
9 Ranelagh
Gardens,
Southampton,
Hampshire SO1 2TH
• NRD525 receiver in excellent condition, plus 1.8
and 0.5kHz filter ( cost £ 126.00 each), £800.00. CWR
610E, RTTY, CW, £60.00. Tel: ( 0836) 681967 anytime
• 750E 2m multimode, 1-10W, 144-146MHz, plus
70cm transverter, 430-440MHz, 1-10W, 5A PSU,
matching leads, aerials, boxed, as new, £395.00.
IC22A crystalled U.HUER mixer ( five channels)
stereo 2 group), £80.00 UHUER report L, mono,
reel-to-reel tape recorder, serviced, £ 185.00.
Standard crystal LED transceiver, 70cm, 1W, £80.00.
Write to: Gordon Edge, 8 Vine Court Road,
Sevenoaks, Kent
• Several Morse tuition tapes, £9.95 each. Tel:
(0689) 58825 ask for Rodney Tomlinson
• Yamaha PSS17‘) 100 voice synth, boxed. with,
PSU, plus Toshiba HX10 computer with two
joysticks, data recorder, games, etc. All vgc.
Exchange for scanner: must have 200-400MHz.
Possible cash adjustment. Tel: ( 04068) 426
• Kenwood 1W-4100E dual- bander, purchased
March 1989, genuine reason for sale, £375.00.
Yaesu FT- 708R 70cm FM portable with speaker/
mic, charger, soft case, £ 150.00. Sommerkamp TS 802 2m FM portable with speaker/mic, dry cells, Ni Cad charger, fully synthesized, auto scan,
2W/0.1W, £ 105.00. Realistic DX400 general-coverage receiver, £60.00. VHF portable auto scanning
receiver, six 2m channels fitted, £30.00. GOFAJ
QTHR. Tel: ( 0305) 789022
• Yaesu FRG- 7700 Rx, 0-30MHz, FRT-7700 ATU
converter, FRV-T/00, £310.00 ono. Tel: ( 0684) 298298
• Yaesu FT-290R, excellent condition, soft case,
Ni Cads and charger, all for £260.00 ono. Also,
Yaesu FT- 709R with case and charger, plus spare
aerial, bargain at just £ 190.00. Sony music system,
twin tape deck, digital radio graphic equaliser,
cabinet, no speaker, £250.00. Tel (0602) 260234
after 6pm
• FDK 750XX 2m multimode, workshop manual,
for spares or repair, £80.00. Microwave Modules,
100W linear, 10W input, £ 100.00. Storno threechannel hand-held, leather case, helical, OK for
4m, £15.00. Howes 20m Rx, £ 12.00. Nombrex signal
generator, £ 10.00. Tel: 091-370 1429
• Fifty-five HMV and Marconi service manuals,
circa 1934-1940, dealing with 105 models, offers.
Also, forty-five duplicate manuals, 170 Pye
manuals, twenty Hacker manuals and 100+
Ferguson manuals. Exchange for anything related
to radio. Write to: W EStedman, 133B Lynton Road,
Bermondsey, London SE1 5QX
• Yaesu FT- 102 HF 100W transceiver with FM, FC102 ATU, FTV-107R 2m transverter, 12 amp PSU, all
in excellent order and boxed, sell complete,
£600.00. Tel: (0905) 640672
11 Video monitor: Honeywell 12in gieen screen,
perfect order, ideal for amateur use or computer,
also video input, offers. Tel: ( 0242) 514357
• Tower sections: three x 10ft, lightweight, £25.00
each, £65.00 all three. Heathkit HX20 and HR20, 8040m, 20-15m, 10m, manual for Rx ( Tx needs
attention), and power supply, £85.00 ono. Tel:
(0844) 53737. Buyer collects
• Yaesu FT- 707, FC707, FC707, YM34, mic, as new;
Trio TA-2300 2m FM, complete with Ni Cads, soft
case, strap, helical, and built-in antenna, boxed;
30W multimode linear with preamp; five- element
Hi-gain beam, £850.00. Will split or take loom IC 321F or similar in part exchange. Tel: ( 0623) 514396
0TH
• Kenwood TS-830S, DFC 230 frequency control,
plus MC50 desk mic, all immaculate, £ 725.00. Tel:
(0538) 702208 QTHR. Buyer collects
• Record deck: Thorens TD125 Mk2, Shure stylus
and Alba stereo amplifier, offers. Exchange and
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cash adjustment for signal 519 airband, VHF or
similar. Write to: F W Nash, 39 Fleet Street,
Holbeach, Lincs PE12 7AD
• Yaesu FT-101ZD, as new, Mk3 FM, boxed,
£450.00. Write to: R D Marshall, 87 Carlton Road,
Northwich, Cheshire CW9 5PW
• PRO 32 pocket scanner, £ 100.00. Also, AOR 800
pocket scanner, £ 120.00. Both in very good
condition. Tel: ( 0674) 76503
• Sony ICF 20010, boxed with PSU, £200.00. PRO
32A hand-held scanner, boxed, with Ni Cads,
£130.00. Tel: ( 0604) 413131 ask for Paul
II VHF/UHF station, FDK-750X with 430 expander,
full coverage, 2m, 70cm, USB, LSB, FM, CW,
perfect condition, £350.00. WKS 1001, 10-11m 26-28805, digital
readout, £80.00. Cobra 148GTL,
immaculate condition, ideal for 10m conversion,
original condition, bracket mic, £ 120.00. Tel: ( 0602)
874235
• lcom IC- 735 all-mode transceiver, 100W, with
general- coverage. ICHM 12 microphone equipment, as new. Purchaser to air test and collect,
£700.00. Write to: Gregg, 2 Park Road, Granborough, Bucks MK18 3NX
IC Lowe SRX 30D receiver, frequency readout,
perfect condition, full coverage to 30MHz, £ 125.00.
Service manual and instruction manual for FT- 101
series, £ 15.00. Turner/Expander 500 desk mic,
£15.00. Pye A200 linear for 50MHz, converted to
40W, 10W drive, £35.00. Tel: ( 0602) 874235
• Realistic ( Tandy) PRO 38 hand-held Rx, ten
channels, vgc, frequency range: 66-788, 136-7174,
406-7512MHz, includes batteries and charger,
£120.00 ovno. Tel: ( 0392) 431941 ask for Ricky
• MFJ mobile matcher, new, £ 17.00. Uniden 2830
super 10m mobile, 21W PEP, one year old, £ 180.00.
Farnel 12V stabilised PSU, £ 12.00. Icon) IC- 751
transceiver: one of the highest performance rigs
ever, includes extra FL33 filter, absolutely mint,
£895.00. Revox B77 high-speed, perfect, £ 795.00.
Tandy PZM mic, £ 15.00. Coles/STC Ball and Biscuit
mic, £25.00. Carriage extra. Tel: ( 0704) 840328
• Kenwood 140 transceiver, as new, with mic,
£700.00. Also, MR.1 1500W antenna tuned, £ 150.00.
Tel: ( 0277) 823434
• Trio TS-711A/E 144MHz all- mode transceiver,
never used, still in box, £650.00. Tel: ( 0493) 700700
after 4pm
• Uniden President Lincoln all- mode transceiver,
26 to 30MHz, digital readout, scan, plus much more,
£195.00, no offers. CTE 80W linear, two 5 amp to 7
amp PSUs, new, £50.00. Will part exchange for 757
transceiver plus matching PSU, Yaesu FT- 707, or
quality HF scanner. WHY? Tel: ( 0446) 710149
• Pye 1B xtals for R3 with HB toneburst and mains
power unit, £35.00. JUC HR- D530 EK, eighteen
months old, cost £750.00, will sell for £550.00.
G1HNH. Tel: ( 0449) 672710 daytime or ( 0449) 612309
evenings
• lcorn 730 P515 power supply, HM7, mic, CW filter
plus options, mint, DX302 general-coverage 10Hz30MHz, triple- conversion filters, ideal for SWL,
£165.00. Racal TA940B MOW solid-state linear,
1.8MHz to 30MHz, complete with 28V power supply,
only 10M/W to 5W, drive needed, £ 135.00. Racal
new 19in cabinet, £25.00. Tel: ( 0225) 753166 anytime
• Hameg 60MHz oscilloscope,
HM605 with
manual and X1/X10 probe, £320.00 ono, prefer
buyer collects, Bristol area. Tel: ( 0761) 71392
• Multiband VHF radio, 54-176MHz, as new, still in
box. Tel: ( 0406) 22649
• CDU150 oscilloscope, solid-state, 35MHz bandwidth, dual-channel, dual-timebase, full delay
timebase with gated mode, 5mV/MHz sensitivity;
cascade modf, needed to obtain 1mV/MHz
sensitivity, in full working order, complete with
probes and manual, £95.00. Tel: ( 0234) 261234
• Yaesu FRG- 7700 and memory board, FRT-7700
ATU and FRV-7700 converter, £350.00. Tel: ( 0932)
858266 daytime

▪ RSGB monthly T/R bulletin, four volumes:
January 1933 to June 1940. Exchange for vintage
communications receiver, eg, Eddystone, Howard,
Halicrafters, etc. WHY? Write to: D W Blanchard,
141 Dunes Road, Greatstone-on-Sea, New Romney, Kent
• Microwave Modules: MMC435/600 amateur TV
converter, 11-13.8V, £ 18.00. Tel: ( 0472) 750630
III Cavendish Diamond 33 Combo, full-size portable electric organ, home use only, two manuals.
Functions: rythmn box, auto chord, auto bass,
presets, thirteen- note people board, exchange for
Yaesu 7700 with transverter, Trio 2000, Racal 1717,
Realistic DX302, or similar. Cash adjustment or
sell, £395.00. Tel: ( 0484) 537838 after 7pm
• ARRL handbooks, all mint. Antenna Handbook,
1980, £4.50. Antenna Anthology, 1978, £3.50. Hints
and Kinks, 1978, £3.00. Single Sideband, 1970, £4.50.
US Bureau of Standards' circular, 1962, and
Ionospheric Radio Propagation, 1948, £4.50. Advanced National Certificate: Maths, by Pedoe, two
volumes, £6.00. National Certificate of Applied
Mechanics, by Walker, £3.00. All post free. G3AVQ
QTHR. Tel: (0491) 576852
MI Trio R300 general- coverage Rx, £65.00. Microwave modules and transverter, 10W out, 14470MHz, £45.00. Rx converter, 70MHz to 2m, £ 18.00.
Rx converter, 144MHz to 2-4MHz, £ 12.00. Spectrum
10 to 2converter, Rx, £ 12.00. 2m Rx preamp, £9.00.
10m Silver Rod antenna, £ 10.00. '2m turnstile
antenna, £ 10.00. Tel: 031-667 9849
• T1154N, R1155B, 24V PSUs and rotary. Eddystone 730, EA12, R210, W519, BC221, Yaesu FRDX400
and FLDX400. Pye SSB 130 ( HF, SSB, Tx/Rx). HRO
mx, PSU and coils. HRO 5T PSU and coils. Marine
VHF R/T with twelve channels. AR88LF for spares.
BC348. PSU 240ac, 0-28MHz, vdc 40A. Other WWII
items, cables, dynamotors, valves, spares, SAE for
full list. QTHR. Tel: ( 0665) 602487 evenings
• Trans Delta One MkI I, 2-934MHz, as new, plus
934MHz magmount antenna £400.00. Will split or
exchange for FM dual- bander. Tel: ( 0743) 63535
• FDK 2m FM transceiver, good condition, 144148MHz, will swap for base station scanner. Write
to: Hopkinson, 104 Everill Gate Lane, Broomhill,
Wombwell, Barnsley, South Yorkshire SY3 OYJ
• Yaesu FT-901DM SP-901, FV-901DM, vgc, £600.00
or swap for FT-757GX. Tel: ( 0603) 413129 weekends
• Yaesu FT- 7B HF transceiver with PSU and
manual, £300.00 ono. Ham International multimode
II, 26.515MHz to 28.305MHz, no gaps, £ 100.00 ono.
Zetagi 150W linear, £65.00 ono. Maxcom 30E forty
channels, FM 27/81, mint condition, £40.00. Tel:
(0224) 324808, ask for Ian
Ill Exchange Scopex 140-15MHz oscilloscope for
Cobra 1486EDX or Super Star 360 FM, must include
SS/L0 to SS/HI, UK FM + alpha channel. Tel: ( 0656)
57137 after 4pm
• Satellit 650 international, sixty memories, PLL
computing, tuning, Rx, mint, original packing,
warranted until December 1991. Exchange for
Panasonic RF9000, or Sony CRF-330K, or sell for
right price. Tel: 061-743 1570
II BBC B: issue 7, with Yaesu controller, ROM,
2MHz board, mini office II ROM, AMX, MAX ROM,
ROM manager, mouse, joystick, mags, tapes,
discs, etc, £400.00. Yaesu FRG-9600 MK3, with
video board, Scorn discone, power supply, etc.
£600.00. Tel: ( 0666) 823490
• Extending lattice tower, 40ft, with manual
winch, £ 100.00. Two- element HF tribander, £30.00.
Ten- element 2m Yagi beam, £20.00. Tim GOBXR.
Tel: ( 0482) 804123 evenings
I Complete base station: comprising TS- 700 2m
multimode, manual and Ring Ranger antenna,
excellent condition, £230.00. Tel ( 0484) 645923
• Dragon 32 computer. RTTY and CW, tapes
included, £40.00. ST5MC terminal unit, £35.00. Tel:
(0344) 52601, ask for Geoff
• Bearcat 200XLT scanner, Ni Cad ( no charger),
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helical antenna, powerlead, instructions, 2954MHz, 118-174MHz, 406-512MHz, 806-824MHz, 849869MHz, 894-956MHz, offers. Tel: ( 0933) 673440
evenings
II President Madison CB homebase Tx, mint
condition, £200.00. Exchange for frequency counter or Trio R599 Rx. BRT400 Rx, £200.00. Lafayette
general coverage Rx, £ 100.00. Yaesu FR101
bandswitch, new, boxed, offers. Tel: ( 0256) 468649
• Radio station's schedule file program for ZX
Spectrum 48/128K computer, machine code program, 32K of data, file search for times and
frequencies, etc, microdrive and printer compatible ( all types), send £6.00 for acassette, or SAE for
further information. Write to: B Smalley, 14 Station
Street, Donington, Spalding, Lincolnshire PE11
4ViD
• 1155 and 1154 rotary power supplies, offers.
Collins TC-572 Rx and Tx, offers. BC-348 Rx, offers.
Command Rx, Tx, modulator and antenna relay
meter, offers. Rx and Tx control boxes, offers.
Spectrum 128 with Opus Discovery disc drive, both
unused, offers. Brother M1009 printer, unused,
offers. BBC micro with disc drive, offers. Tel: ( 0727)
39333
• Pair of Reftec 934MHz sets, good working order,
mics, manual: exchange for Yaesu FC-902 ATU or
FC-102 ATU. Spectrum ZX+ computer, manual.
PSU, boxed, thirty games, sound unit speech
synthesiser, chatbox, RX4 program, scarab tape
and manual, cassette player; exchange for good
medium rotator. Write to: The Doormouse, 5
Sunset Walk, Bush Estate, Eccles- on- Sea, Norfolk
NR12 OSX
WANTED
• Handbook for RF3100 Panasonic receiver. Tel:
(0533) 813466
• Grundig Satellit 1000 series all-wave radio,
circa 1974 preferred, must be in perfect working
order. Tel: ( 0502) 724301
III Signal R535 in mint condition, also antenna for
same. Tel: 01-556 5131
• Ceramic UX4 valve bases. Also, base for Eimac

4-65A- two of each required urgently. RF ammeter,
0-2A, matching meters 500mA and 100mA, panel
MTG, slow-motion drives. Any items from TU5B or
BC610. Heater xformer 6.3V at 8ACT. Tel: ( 0293)
783556 any time
• G-series callbooks from 1950 to 1968, most
urgent. Write to: Tony Elkins, Home Farm, Ampton,
Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk IP31 1NY
• HF SSB Tx, 2m rig and oscilloscope. Exchange
35mm camera, Zeiss Werra F2.8, automatic
projector with remote- control, or Eddystone EC10
Rx with manual. All as new, cash adjustment. Tel:
01-657 4030 evenings

FREE CLASSIFIED ADS
FREE CLASSIFIED ADS CAN
WORK FOR YOU
We are pleased to be able to offer readers
the opportunity to sell your unwanted
equipment or advertise your wants'.
Simply complete the order form at the end
of these ads - feel free to use an extra
sheet of paper if there is not enough
space. We will accept ads not on our order
form. Send to Amateur Radio, Classified
Ads, Sovereign House, Brentwood, Essex
CM14 4SE,
• Morse RTTY reader MBA-type, RC or RO, must
be in good working order, preferably with
handbook and circuit diagram. Would consider
similar self-contained unit. Phone details/price.
Tel: 01-660 1326
• Harmsworth's Wireless Encyclopaedia, third
volume or complete set. Tel: ( 0277) 214406
MI Organ enthusiast requires circuit diagram and
manual for Crumar Haven 61 portable electronic
organ, photocopy acceptable. Good price offered.
Tel: ( 0272) 512082

• SEM Tranzmatch, esitune and dummy load
preferred. Tel: ( 0626) 864486
• Airband receiver, latest model, signal R-535
sixty memories both channels VHF/UHF, military
and civil airbands, 12V trans, £200.00 or exchange
for Trio R-1000. Tel: ( 060 875) 202 after 8pm
• Forty channel AM/SSB CB radio: Cobra or
President, must be in good condition. Write to: PO
Box 16, Heaton, Newcastle- on- Tyne NE6 1AL
• Grundig Satellit 3400 short wave receiver. Also:
Sony CRF-320, CRF-330K and ICF-6800W; Panasonic RF9000; Icom ICR-70, ICR-71E, Zenith, Trans
Oceanic and Trio, etc. Any good quality receiver
considered, cash waiting. Tel: (0933) 56087 evenings and weekends only
• WS62 set, FWO, must be in good condition. Tel:
(0344) 52601 ask for Geoff
III Collins 75A2 or 75A4 receiver. Tel: (0472) 750630
Ill Frequency counter, Trio RS599 Rx, Eddystone
680X ( spares) and external VFO for Trio 820 series.
Tel: ( 0256) 468649
É Collins ' S' line Drake R7A Rx and TS- 780 dualbander, all in good condition. Tel: (0225) 753166
anytime
• Zenith 7000 or Eddystone general-coverage
receiver
circa
1972-1980.
Also,
advertising
brochures and instruction manuals. Tel: ( 0633)
271754
• Stereo valve amplifiers and valves. Also, any
quality equipment from the 1960s. Tel: (0903)
883535
• Filters for Collins or WHY? Tel: ( 0836) 681967
MI World War II items: WS19, T1154, R1155, BC348,
T1083, etc, condition not important. Also, handheld marine Tx/Rx, minimum of three channels
required. Will collect. Tel: ( 0665) 602487 evenings
• Kenwood TS-520SE (top band version). Peter.
Tel: ( 0287) 34397 daytime only
• HW7 or HW8, working or not. Please ring, giving
details, etc. Can collect or pay postage. John
G4LGX. Tel: ( 0423) 567390
• Webbing/canvas for WS18, also key and PSU No
5. Control box/accessories for 46 set. Tony. Tel:
051-931 1716

FREE CLASSIFIED AD FORM
Send to: Amateur Radio Classified Ads
Classification: (tick appropriate box) If you

Sovereign House • Brentwood • Essex CM14 4SE
want to insert ads under more than one classification use separate

sheets for second and subsequent ads

For Sale

Wanted

USE BLOCK CAPITALS
To

(
One word per box)

avoid mistakes please write clearly and punctuate your ad

USE SEPARATE SHEET FOR MORE WORDS
Ensure that you have included your name and address, and/or telephone number
CONDITIONS: Ads will be published in the first available issue on afirst come first served basis. We reserve
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ALAN KELLY
COMMUNICATIONS LTD
Manufacturers of MET Antennas
New & used amateur radio
equipment

Tel: (0527) 79556
and (0527) 71165
Open: Tues-Fri 9-5.30pm;
Sat 9-3pm

WHOLESALE

NATIONWIDE DEUVERY
DEALERS contact us today for very fast,

Scanners and some amateur accessories
delivered to your shop. Contact for aprice list

Friendly Service, Competitive Prices, Widest
Range L Latest CB Products

Parma House, 433 Wilmslow Road,
Manchester M20 9AF
only 3 minutes from the M56

Order Une: 0800 282963
Tel: 061-445-8918 061434-5701
Fax: 061-445-0978 Mx: 666762 PAMACO G

AMIGA
ACS SYSTEMS
ATARI
AMATEUR RADIO: COMPUTERS: SOFTWARE
Atan Compack 1
RRP
Atari 520STM
with V2MB ext drive £269.115
PKE8 VHF/HF Packet TNC........
£109.95
Packed Software + Cables.......
£14.15

Atari Compack 2 .......... .. RIIP
Atan 520STEM
with internal I
MB drive ...........
£299.95
Pk.232 7mode TN C 2
£79.98
Packet Software + Cable
£14.95

TOTAL RFP —.-- C394.65

TOTAL PW

Anne/Rig Members . £374.90

Amsat/Rig Members.. £544.90

Amiga Fax Pack 1
RAP
Amiga A500
£
399.99
Amiga Modulator
£24.95
Amiga Fax (new version)

Commodore Compack 2....RPS
New Type 64C ( H/Pack)
£149.95

£109.95
(few 1st issue Amiga Fax
left @,' £99.05)
£534.89
Amsat UK/Rig Member
Rig Members only__ £
0669.04

—

PK232 7Mode INC
Comm-Packrett
TOTAL ND

—

FLIGHTDECK

JAYCEE ELECTRONICS LTD
tip

20 Woodside Way, Gloated's@
Fife Kr 566

SPECIALISTS IN SCANNING RECEIVERS
Main Agents for Signal, A- 0-R, Uniden-Bearcat,
Revco. Sony, Win. 50p for Illustrated Catalogue.

111
,11

Tel 0592 756942 (
Day or Night)

From Dept AR, 58-62 LOWER HIU.GATE
STOCKPORT, CHES SKI 3.1188
Tel: 061-480 8080. Fax 061-480 3797
Closed Thurs

Open: TuesFri 9-5: Sat 9-4; Sunday by appointment
Good range Kenwood &Yams etc, plus
Quality Secondhand Equipment

£594.85

£499.85

Amsat UK/Rig Members__ ..... ..
£443.90

All enquiries must include alarge SAE or 2IRC or 75p in stamps

ACS Seen, 19 Cilhaul Terrace, Mountain Ash,
Nd Gionamisn, Saudi Wales CF45 3ND, Tel: 0443 475040
24 Hour Answer Service

631
=
Cheques payable to ACS Systems please

ADS

This method of advertising is available in
multiples of asingle column centimetres —
(minimum 2cms). Copy can be changed
every month.
RATES
per single column centimetre:
1insertion £ 7.00, 3 — £6.60, 6 — £6.30, 12—05.60.

aAMATEUR
II TO:
111

MRZ COMMUNICATIONS LTD
NEWCASTLE UNDER LYME

SPIAU

dekixo

£71.95
2
£59.90

All TNC's come with new 011 ident update eproms: PK232 £15 set
PK% £8 postage: Software 2.50: Printers/Computers 5.00:
Terminals 4.00

RADIO SMALL AD ORDER FORM

Amateur Radio Sovereign House
Brentwood Essex CM14 4SE England

PLEASE RESERVE

•FOR

enclosed

(0277) 219876

centimetres by

A PERIOD OF 1issue

aCOPY

E

3 issues

to follow

PAYMENT ENCLOSED: (
Add 15% VAT)....

•CHARGE TO
RADIO EQUIPMENT
AIR

MARINE

AMATEUR

48

MY ACCOUNT

E

columns
6issues

E}

12 issues

Cheques should be made payable to
Amateur Radio Overseas payments II
tedt
t
,
ern
Ca
a
r
t
d
ional Money Order and
I

CREDIT CARD EXPIRY DATE

• COMPANY
II ADDRESS

BUSINESS

vim

THE
AIRBAND
SHOP

TEL: (0782) 619658
7DAY SERVICE

SIGNATURE

•

TELEPHONE

C

as di ummummumbam um um • mumalummusz umatta

please mention AMATEUR RADIO when replying to any advertisement

JULY 1989

JAPANESE k's (PART OF OUR RANGE)

AGRIMOTORS

MERTON CB AND RADIO CENTRE
MERTON GARAGE AND POST OFFICE, MERTON.
Nr OAKHAMPTON, DEVON EX20 3DZ
OPEN 6 DAYS 9.30-5.30 LUNCH 1-2pm
EARLY CLOSING THURSDAY 1.00pm
(SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT)
SPECIALIST IN 934 MHz
SUPPLIERS OF ALL 27MHz AND 934 MHz EQUIPMENT
AMATEUR ACCESSORIES CATERED FOR
08053 200

ETESON ELECTRONICS
15B Lower Green,
Poulton-le-Fylde, Blackpool
Tel: (0253) 885107
Open

AN71713 £2 95 BA5406 2.20.
£
HAI377 £2.20. HAIM £2 50. HA1394 t2 95.
HA1397£75.HA1398 £2 75, HAI3031 £2 96 LA4460 £ 180. LA446I£1 SO.
LA4507 £425. LC7I37 £ 450. M51517 £280, M83705 CI el 1.483712 fl 50.
M83722 f3 50. M83730 £2 50. MB3731 f3 50. STX461 C7 50. STK463 C8 40.
TA7205AP f100. TA7222AP ff30, TA7240 £295. TA7241 t2 95. TA7270
C2 75. TA727I £2 75. TA7274 £2 96, TA728 ) £3 50 TA7281 C2 95. TA72e2
£
2 95. TA7263 £295. TA7288 t2 95. TA78I I 3.20.
£
UPC575 El CO. UPC1156
C2 95. UPC1181 CI 10. UPC1182 CI 10. UPC1 165 £
l2 50, UPCI 188 £2 75.
UPCI230 f,2 50. UPC1263 1250. UP1277 C2 75, uPC1278 2
£ 75. UPC1386
1360 UPC1394 £ 195,
ADO 60p POST AND PACKING AND THEN ADD 15% VAT TO TOTAL

TURN YOUR SURPLUS
IC's TRANSISTORS etc, into cash, immediate
settlement. We also welcome the opportunity
to quote for complete factory clearance.
CONTACT:

Electronic Component Specialists

103 South Brink, Wisbech, Cambs

A wide range of electronic components. IC's. capacitors.

TEL: 0945 584188/Fax. No. 0945-588844

transistors, resistors, plugs and sockets etc

Est Over 10 years

COMPONENT KITS RESISTORS,
CAPACITORS, FUSES, DIODES ETC

IAN FISHER COMMUNICATIONS
OF STANHOPE

Save time, trouble and expense on that project by having the
components you require to hand
Our kits are ideal for the Development Lab, service engineer.
Repair Shop, Tech college and hobbiest alike The components
supplied in our kits are new and to full specification. They come
individually packed in handy re- usable plastic tubes, all contained
within a storage unit.

CB Works, The Market Shop, Market
Place, Stanhope, County Durham
e (
0388) 528464

WEB MGMTEUR euormEm
Ibuy, sell and exchange
For Me deal you've been looking for, phone Dave, G41NY,
anytime on Hornchurch (0708) 862841 or (0836) 201580
9arn-7prn Mon-Sat or send SAE
Personal callers by appointment please

Main Distributors of 27MHz CB radios and the NEW CEPT models
including UNIDEN and DNT.

ROISTORS 1/
4 %, CF 5%
KIT 25E12-20 12R-1MEG (60 values. 20 of ea.) 1200 = £12.00
KIT 25E24-20 12R-1MEG ( 120 values. 20 of ea) 2400 = £
21.00
Replacement tubes complete with Resistors 25p ea

04TNY Amateur Radio, Unit 14
Thurrock Commerctal Centre, Juliet Way, South
Ockendon, Essex, RM 15 4E0

Including U.K and CEPT walkie talkies.
Rather good 1
2 mile radius 2channel walkie talkies £ 2.50 each
/

RESISTORS 1/
2w CF 5%
KIT 50E12-10 126-1MEG ( 60 values tontee) 600 - £13.70
Replacement tubes complete with Res. 25p ea

Large stocks of coaxial cable, plugs, sockets and adaptors.

CF
20 otea) = 1200
10 of 68) = 600 £25.00
GB 10 of ea. ( 300) = £
24.211

ZIN/OR 0100E KIT
400mW KIT Z12-10 2.7-V 10 of ea ( 150) = £12.00
1.3w KITZ12-10 2.7-27V 10 of ea ( 150) = £19.00
MINI TWIN KIT
KIT Z12- TWIN- 10 2.7-27V 10 of ea ( 300) - £30.00
DIOCIl KIT
4COrnA IN414J3 ( 200) lAmp 4007 ( 50 ea.)
3 amp 5401,5408 ( 25 ea)
Total 350 = £12.00
Any kit can be put together, if you or your company have a
requirement for special or mixed kits we will be happy to quote
Please send sae for full component and product list Please add
50p P&P and 15% VAT to all orders MAIL ORDER ONLY

A.D.A.M. Electronics
P.O.Box 24, Church Crookham, Aldershot.
GU13 ODH. Tel: 0252 617193

Stockists of the new CT1600 Hand-Set. 800 channels covering
2mtrs. Price on request

AIRSAND RADIO

NAVICO

Very latest sonic 4=8342 multiband radio receiver airband . PMR
from 54MHz to 176MHz two aerials £21.00
All available via mail order. Retail/Wholesale

YAESLJ

Alan Hooker
Electonics

OPEN: MON SAT 10.30am-6.00pm SUN 2.30 - 4.30
RING FOR DETAILS ( 0388) 528464

ICOM

42 Nethernall Road, Doncaster Tel: 0302 325690
Open Mon- Sat 10-5pm Closed Thursdays

MIUTARY SURPLUS EQUIPMENT MANUAL
Giant collection Military Equipment Circuits/Data.
Only £8.50 including Post/Packing. Or LSAE Index
Just one of many unique Repair and Data Guides.
LSAE for your FREE catalogue.

WORKSHOP SERVICE MANUALS

J P G ELECTRONICS
Resrsitors 1/
4w 5% carbon E12 1P 1% metal Im E243P Resistor Pack
85 different El2 valves plus ohm link, total content of resistor
1.000
0065
LED's Red/Green 3,75mm 8p each. Yellow lip each Cable Ties
75mm Ip each. C5.91/1.000 C49.50/10,030
Power Transistors ITT 35C, TIP 38C, ICOV, 2SA TOP3,
Plastic case
£ 1.58ti 5o:
ch
100db Piezo Buzzer
Standard Buzzer
1109
Solar Cells 0.45v 100mAC1.411;
.
7OrnA
2.50
£
Stepping motor 4phase 12v 75 step 5005es
0395
SAA 1027 Stepping motor drive chip
2 93
£
Miniature FM Transmitter kits 100-108MHz high quality. sound Ideaf
for cordless microphones or guitars etc
f7.94
Metal Latching XLR line plug
£1.35
Line Socket
£1.413
Ferric Chloride pack for mixing with 1/
2 litre water
£ 1.40
Flux cord solder 500g
Automatic Squeeze action wire
rem f4.95
.. stripped:2.45
SPECIAL 019411111
Computer grade capacitors with screw terminals 58.000 uk 60v £ 4,
38,000 uf 200 C1 95, 87,000 of 10v £ 150
Stereo LW/MW/FM tuner, pre- amp, complete with volume/tone
control and tuning scale Brand new in makers box £5.56; faulty
CI 95
Circuit diagram. description and setting up to procedure for tuner
assemble described above 50p
LCD display 16 digit 7x5dots matrix
£
2.50
Owerly keyboard 58 key uncased good quality switches ' £5
CMOS TTL 74 HC 74F linear transistor kits, capactitors, resistorS,
tools etc, always in stock
Please add 75p Up per order VAT ,nc
.1 • 0 118.11CTROMICS, 270 Cheteworth Reed
CheelharIleld S40 21114. Callers welcome
Amens orders (
02461 211202

JULY 1989

ALL THE SUPER
BARGAINS
ARE ON THE
INSIDE FRONT
COVER

T pounaLie pitormscrross mum Loporou WAILS
WWI 11110111471110111114PIL SAT 460.11
$
NOOK
MIMOSA: 01 723 9244
ACCESIVVISA. TU.I0I
ORDERS ACCEFIM0V £S.00

COLES-HARDING & CO

9 30am - I
2 30, 130 - 5 30 Closed Wedd Sun

RESISTOR TWIN KIT I/4w and' 1/
2w
KIT 25E12-20 12R-1MEG (60 values,
KIT 50E12-10 12R-1MEG (60 values,
FUSE KIT 20x 5rnm. 25- Warne SB &

PSSS....

Available for most Audio, Amateur Radio, Televisions, Video
Recorders, Military Surplus, Test Equipment etc. LSAE
Enquiries. state Make/Model etc.

e

Amateur
Cowes.

MAURTYRON (AR)
8 Cherry Tree Road, Chinnor, Oxfordshire 01(9

Aerials & Lashing Equipment

4QY Tel: (0844) 51694

Selectronic

FOR FREE COPY
JUST SEND SAE 91/
2)(6 1
2
/

Radio communications and scanning receiver specialist
203 High Street
Canvey Island, Essex,
Tel: 0268 691481
(Open Mon- Sat 9-5.30)
Amateur radio equipment also in stock

TAR COMMUNICATIONS
King William Street, Stourbridge,
W. Midlands DY8 4EY

e 0384 390944

please mention AMATEUR RADIO when replying to any advertisement
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ADVERTISERS INDEX
Air Supply
Antrim Transformers Ltd

19 ICOM
8 ICS International

26,27
19

JBirkett
Brian J Reed
JBull

35 Lake Electronics
8
51 Nevada Communications
No 1Systems
Candy Club
37
Cobonic Ltd
43 Poole Logic
P M Components
4,5
Radio & Telecommunications
Datalink
52 Correspondence School
Display Electronics
36 Raycom
Dressler Communications Ltd 11
Sherwood Data
Heatherlite Products
25
C M Howes
22 Waters & Stanton

iramo

33
16
43

35
2
37
12

ADVERTISING RATES & INFORMATION

DISPLAY AD RATES

series rates for consecutive insertions

daolif awn it vold10 mg

ad space

81 a 90
128 x 90 or 61 x 188

1 Maus

3 Meuse

0 Imam

£66.00
£115.00

£62.00
£110.00

£5900
£105.00

1 page

£225.00
£43000

double page

£210.00
£405.00

£200.00
£385.00

£830.00

£780.00

£740.00

,
/t3

page

1
/
4

page

1,2

128 o 186 or 263 x 90
263 o 186
263 x 394

page

12 tames
053 00
£92 00
£180 00
£345 i0
£660.00

colour rates

COLOUR AD RATES

exclude cost

series rates for consecutive insertions

of separations

iligillt gm at width nu.

ad apme

128 x 186 or 263 x 90

1,2

263 x 186

1 page

283 x 394

double page

page

SPECIAL POSITIONS

I new

3 Issues

0 lamas

£30500

£290.00

£275.00

£590.00

£245.00

£55000

£1,130.00

£530.00
£1,010.00

£47000

£1,070.00

Covers:
Facing
Bleed. Matter.

DEADLINES
Issu.

35

mono proof ad

Aug 89

28Jun 89

Sep 89
Oct 89

2Aug 89
30 Aug 89

Nov89

27 Sep 89

£900.00

Outside
back
coverarea
20% =extra,
covers 10% extra
10% extra
[ Bleed
307 xinside
2201
15% extra

•Dates

«boar ad

12 lamas

affected by public holidays

mono no proof 4 man ad

mono artwork

on sun Mum

5Jul 89

7Jul 89

27Jul 89

.3Aug 89
.
31 Aug 89

9Aug 89
13Sep 89

11Aug89
8Sep89

31 Aug Et9
28 Sep89

» Sep»

40ct 89 .

80c189

26 Oct 89

29Jun89

CONDITIONS 8( INFORMATION
URNS RATES
Series rates also apply When larger or additional
space to that initially booked is taken

If series rate contract is cancelled, the advertiser
will be liable to pay the unearned series discount
already taken

PAYMENT
Above rates exclude VAT
All single insertion ads are accepted on a pre-

Commission to approved advertising agencies is
10%

An ad of at least the minimum space must appear
in consecutive issues to qualify for series rates

COPT

payment basis only, unless an account is held
Accounts will be opened for series rate advertisers

CONDITIONS
10% discount if advertising in both Amateur Radio

Previous copy will aeomatically be repeated if no
further copy is received

Except for County Guides copy may be changed
monthly.

subject to satisfactory credit references
Accounts are stnctly ne and must be settled by the
publication date
Overseas payments by InternatIonal Money Order

and Radio 8 Electronics World.
A voucher copy will be sent to Display and Colour
advertisers only.
Ada accepted subject to our standard conditions,

or
credit
card IINORMATION CONTACT
FOR
FURTHER

available on request.

No additional charges tor typesetting or illustraA ' hold ad' le acceptable fe maintaining your
series rate contract This will automatically be bons
( except for colour
separations
).
inserted if no further copy is received
Display
AO
and
Small
Ad
contracts are not interchangeable

50

series

For illustrationa just send photograph or artwork.
rate

Colour Ad rates do not include the cost of
separations Printed - web offset

Amateur Radio. Sovereign House. Brentwood, Essex Clala ISE.
(0277) 219876

please mention AMATEUR RADIO when replying to any advertisement
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No. 1LIST BAKERS DOZEN PACKS

4

All packs are El each, if you order 12 then you are
entitled to another free Please state which one you
want. Note the figure on the extreme left of the pack
ref number and the next figure is the quantity of items
in the pack, finally ashort description.

BD2

BD?
BD9

5 13A spurs provide a fused outlet to a ring main
where devices such as a clock must not be
switched off.
4 In flex switches with neon on/off lights, saves
leaving things switched on.
2 6V IA mains transformers uorioht mountino with
fixing damps.

BDII

1Whin speaker cabinet ideal for extensions, takes
our speaker. Ref BD137.
B013
12 30 watt reed switches, it's surprising what you can
make with these- burglar alarms, secret switches,
relay, etc., etc.
BD22
2 25 watt loudspeaker two unit crossovers.
BEM
1B.O.A.C. stereo unit is wonderful breakdown value.
BD30
2 Nicad constant current chargers adapt to charge
almost any nicad battery.
8032
2 Humidity switches, as the air becomes damper the
membrane stretches and operates amicroswitch.
8042
5 13A rocker switch three tags so on/off, or change
over with centre off.
B045
124hr time switch, ex- Electricity Board, automatically adjust for lengthening and shortening day.
original cost f40 each.
B049
10 Neon valves, with series resistor, these make good
night lights.
BD56
1Mini uniselector, one use is for an electric jigsaw
puzzle, we give circuit diagram for this. One pulse
into motor, moves switch through one pole.
BD59
2 Flat solenoids- you could make your multi-tester
read AC amps with this.
BD67
1Suck or blow operated pressure switch, or it can
be operated by any low pressure variation such as
water level in water tanks.
B091
1Mains operated motors with gearbox. Final speed
16 rpm, 2wan rated.
BD103A 16V 750mA power supply, nicely cased with mains
input and 6V output leads.
BD120
2 Stripper boards, each contains a 400V 2A bridge
rectifier and 14 other diodes and rectifiers as well
as dozens of condensers, etc.
80122 10m Twin screened flex with white pvc cover.
80128
10 Very fine drills for pcb boards etc. Normal cost
about 80p each.
B0132
2 Plastic boxes approx 3M cube with square hole
through top so ideal for interrupted beam switch,
B0134
10 Motors for model aeroplanes, spin to start so needs
no switch.
80139
6 Microphone inserts- magnetic 400 ohm also act
as speakers.
B0148
4 Reed relay kits, you get 16 reed switches and 4coil
sets with notes on making c/o relays and other
gadgets
80149
6 Safety cover for 13A sockets- prevent those inquisitive little fingers getting nasty shocks.
80180
6 Neon indicators in panel mounting holders with
lens.
BD193
65 amp 3 pin flush mounting sockets make a low
cost disco panel.
BD196
1in flex simmerstat - keeps your soldering iron etc.
always at the ready.
130199
1Mains solenoid, very powerful, has 1
in pull or could
push if modified.
BD201
8 Keyboard switches- made for computers but have
many other applications.
B0210
4 Transistors type 2N3055, probably the most useful
power transistor.
130211
1Electric clock, mains operated, put this in abox and
you need never be late.
B0221
5 12V alarms, make a noise about as loud as acar
horn. Slightly soiled but OK.
BD242
26in x4m speakers, 4ohm made from Radiomobile
so very good quality.
B0252
1Panostat, controls output of boiling ring from simmer up boil.
B0259
50 Leads wits push-on 1
/en tags- a must toi hookups- mains connections etc.
BD263
2 Oblong push switches for bell or chimes, these can
mains up to 5amps so could be foot switch if fitted
into pattress.
130268
IMini 1watt amp for record player, Will also change
speed of record player motor.
B0283
3 Mild steel boxes approx 3in x3in x1
in deep- standard electrical.
BD293
50 Mixed silicon diodes.
BD305
1Tubular dynamic mic with optional table rest
CAMERAS. Three cameras, all by famous makers. Kodak. etc One
aisc, oné 35mm and one instamatic. All in first class condition, believed
to be in perfect working oroer but sold as untested. You can have the
three for £ 10 including VAT. which must be abargain--if only for the
lenses, flash gear etc Our ref 10P58

675 VOLT MAINS TRANSFORMER

PCB mounting, 20VA A
very well made IBritishi transformer ideal for laser power supply, etc.
Price E4 our ref 4P38.

EXTRA SPECIAL CROC CLIPS Medium size, just right for
most hook-ups. Normally sell for around 10p to 15p each. These are
insulated and have alength of spring rod connected to them but this is
very easy to snip off if you no not need it. 20 for £1. Our ref 80117A,
COPPER CLAD PANEL for making PCB Size approx 12mn
long x81, 2in wide. Double-sided on fibreglass middle which is quite
thick ¡ about 116inl so this would support quite heavy components and
could even form achassis to nold amains transforrier. etc. Price El
each. Our ref 80683

POWERFUL IONISER

Generates approx 10 times more IONS than the Eli and similar
circuits Will refresh your home, office, workroom etc Makes you
feel better and work harder- acomplete mains operated kit, case
included E12.50- f2 P&P Our ref 12P5 1

ORGAN MASTER
d rTree
,.ictave musical keyboard it is Deauti
fully made has full size ( piano sizel
revs has gold plated contacts and is
complete with 50Don cable and edge
connector Can be used with many
computers Ode
spins information sheet Brand new only EIS pius
13 postage O
W e. 1915
MIDI SPEAKERS Stereo pair, made by the famous Bush Radio
Company. One way BASS reflex system, using afull range 4in driver of
4ohms impedance Mounted in very nicely made black fronted walnut
finish cabinets. Cabinet size approx 81/zin wide, 14in high and 31/
2in
deep. Fitted with agood length of speaker flex and terminating with a
normal audio plug. Price f5 the pair plus £1post. Our ref 5P141.
CAR SECURITY ALARM. Protect your car against vandals and
thieves. Our ultrasonic burglar alarm on the back shed of your car
would sound off with aterrific noise if anyone opened the door, broke a
quarter light or opened the boot. Complete equipment comprises the
ultrasonic transmitter, receiver and sounder housed in avery neat
case, size 7in wide s21
/ in high x4m deep, and its separate siren. The
4
mains power supply which is included to operate the separate siren
would not be required as the 12 volts could be obtained from the car
battery. The price is £ 0. Our ref 30P5
COMPUTER COMPATIBLE CASSETTE RECORDER
For playing games or for listening to music cassettes. It has abuilt,n
condenser microphone and loudspeaker ( muted if you use the
extension socket). Has the following controls: pause, stop eject, fast
forward, rewind, play and record. Also has built-in tape counter,
extension headphone and microphone socket and volume control.
Built-in power supply enables it to run from the mains but provision
also for battery operation. In 'as new' condition, but customer returns
so may have fault. Price only £10 and if you order 4you get afifth one
free. Our ref 10P65.

31
2 in FLOPPY DISC DRIVE - DOUBLE SIDED, DOU/
BLE DENSITY, 80 TRACK Shugart compatible bas 34 way IOC

connector and will interface with almost any computer Made by the
famous Japanese NEC Company Price £59 50 plus £ insured post
ATARI 65XE COMPUTER At 64K
this is most powerful and suitable for home and business
Complete with PSU. nil lead.
owner's manual and six games
Can De yours for only £45 plus £3
insured delivery

65XE COMPENDIUM

Contains 65XE Computer its data remder VC '2 ano is • 0/5:- ox KC ten games for£62 50 plus EA insured
del ven,

CATHODE RAY TUBE The Philips hin Slack and white, makers'
reference M24 306W, which in addition to being ahigh resolution tube
is also X-ray ano implosion protected. Regular price well over £30, our
price £ 12 plus£2 post, and if you oroer during May, June and July you
will get the deflection coils free -Our ref 12P7
1/8th HORSEPOWER 12 VOLT MOTOR. Maoe by Smiths,
the body lengin ut this is approximately 3mn. me diameter 3in and the
spindle 516th of an inch diameter it has acentre flange for fixing or can
be fixed from the ends by means of 2nuts. Avery powerful little motor
which revs at 3.000 rpm We have alarge quantity or them so if you
have any protects in mind then you could rely on supplies for at least
two years price fa. Our ref 6P1 discount for quantities of 10 or more
PHILIPS LASER

This is helium-neon and has apower rating or 1.6mW. Completely safe so long as you do not look directly into the beat when
eye damage could result Brand new, full spec, £30 plus fl
insured delivery. Mains operated power supply for this tube
gives Sky striking and 1.25kv at 5mA running. Complete kit with
case £ 15. Battery operated P.S.U. now available at EIS

BATTERY DRIVEN LASER POWER SUPPLY This is avail
able in three versions. First: is acasco unit wnicn nolos the power sup
ply ana is fed from aseparate 12 volt battery ana drives the laser
through extension leaas. Kit complete with ABS case. Price £15. Our ref
15P22 Second: is ametal cased unit which noias the power supply and
the laser but is driven from an external 12 voit battery. This unit, in kit
form, costs Oa Our ref 18P2 Aconversion kit from 15P22 to 18P2 is £6.
Our ref 6P14. Third: is ametal cased unit wnich holds the laser, its
power supply and 2%6 volt rechargeable batteries which feet it, also
the mains ariven unit to recharge the batteries. Complete kit is £24. Our
ref 24P2.
MONO RADIO CASSETTE RECORDER

AM FM with all the
normal controls. In ' as new condition out customer returns or shop
rejects, so may need attention Price £ 10 Order 5of these and get a
sixth one free. Our ref I0P66.

PRETTY CASSETTE PLAYER in nandy carrying pouch with
shoulder cord. Ideal present tor ayoung girl. New, tested and
in perfect order Just needs headphones and batteries. Price £4Our ref
35
siplktype
4

HIGH RESOLUTION MONITOR.

9in black and white, used
Philips tube M24 306W Made up in alacquered frame and has open
sides. Made for use with GPO computer but suitable for most others.
Brand new £16 plus f5 post. Our ref 16P1

12 VOLT BRUSHLESS FAN. Japanese made. The popuar
square shape 14 1.2in x4T^zin > 1
4 m( The electronically run fans not
/
3
only consume very little current but also they do not cause interference
as the brush type motors do. Ideal for cooling computers, etc., or for a
caravan fa each Our ref 8P26
FDD BARGAIN

31
2 in made by Chinon of Japan. Single sided, 80 track, Shugart
/
compatible interface, interchangeable with most other 31/
2in and
51/
4in drives Completely cased with 4pin power lead and 34 pin
computer lead £40 plus E3 insumo delivery Our ref 40PI.

OUR ALADDIN'S CAVE. You may be anew reader and now
know that we nave ashop at 12 Boundary Road, Hove. where you can
go and have abrowse around at our assortment of 'goodies' Unfortunately, because or staff shortages we cannot be open on Saturdays
vet, so the hours are 9.30am to 5pm, Monday to Friday We of course
still serve callers at 250 but request that you bring acompleted order
form as 250 is really the nail order depot

J & N BULL ELECTRICAL

Dept AR, 250 PORTLAND ROAD, HOVE
BRIGHTON, SUSSEX BN3 SOT

MAIL ORDER TES. Cash PO or cheque with order Orders under
MO add El 50 service charge Monthly account orders accepted from
schools and public companies Access and Bicard orders accepted
-minimum f5 Phone 102731 734648 or 203500

POPULAR ITEMS
Some of the many items described in our current list
which you will receive if you request it
EHT TRANSFORMER 414 2rriA Ex-unusea equipment f5 Our ref
5P139
FOIL CAPACITORS Axial ended 33uf 1000v 4for ft our ref 130672
Many other sizes in stock. send for May newsletter
4CORE TINSEL COPPER LEAD As fitted to telephones. terminating
With hat BT plug 2tor r1Our ref 80639
EHT TRANSFORMER 8kv 3mA £ 10 Our ref 10P56
DOUBLE MICRODRIVES. We are pleased to advise you that the Double
Mffrodnves which we were offering at about this time last year as
being suitable for the '
CIL'. '
GPO' and several other computers are
again available, same price as before namely £5Our ref 5P113.
SOFTWARE FOR REMAKING. Just arrived Large quantity of mainly
games All are on normal tape spool in cassette holders and should be
suitable for wiping out and re-making into games or programmes of
your own design We offer 5different for £2or 100 assorted for £20
Important note We cannot say which titles you will get nor accept
orders for specified titles or ' so many, all different', etc.. so only order if
you can take them as they come Order ref 5for £2is 2P224, too
assorted is 20P10
VERY USEFUL MAGNETS. Flat. about 1
in long, ½pin wide and '/4in
thick These are polarised on their faces which makes them ideal to
operate reed switches in doors and windows or to hold papers or
labels, etc., to metal cabinets, or even to keep cupboard doors firmly
closed Very powerful 6for El Our ref 8D27(Mal
ACORN COMPUTER DATA RECORDER REF ALF03 Made for the Electron or BBC computers but suitable for most others Complete with
mains adaptor, leads and handbook f10.00 Ref 10PM
MEE POWER! Can be yours if you use our solar cells - sturdily made
modules with new system bubble magnifiers to concentrate the light
and so eliminate the need for actual sunshine - they work must as well
in bright light Voltage input is 45 - you join in series to get desired
voltage and in parallel tor more amps Module A gives 100mA. Price
El, Our ref B0631 Module C gives 400mA, Price £2, Our ref 2PI99
Module Dgives 70OrnA Price E6 Our ref 6P3
SOLAR POWERED NI-CAD CHARGER 4 Ni Cad batteries AA IHP71
charged in eight hours or two in only 4hours It is acomplete, boxed
ready to use unit Price £6 Our ret 6P3
METAL PROJECT :..OX Ideal size for battery charger, power supply.
etc sprayed grey. size tin di aine 4m high, ends are louvred for ventilation other sides are flat and undrilled Price £2Order ref 2P191
4-CORE FLEX CABLE. Cores separately insulated and grey PVC covered
overall Each copper core size 7/0 1mm Ideal for long telephone runs
or similar applications even at mains voltage 20 metres f2. Our
ref 2P196 or 100 metres coil El Order ref 8P19
6-CORE FLEX CABLE. Description same as the 4- core above Price 15
metres for f2 Our ref 2P197 or 100 metres El. Our ref 9PI
13A PLUGS Pins sleeved for extra safety. parcel of 5for E2. Ordec ref
2P185
13A ADAPTERS Takes 213A plugs, packet of 3for £2 Order ref. 2P187
261/-0-20Y Mains transformers 21
/ amp 1100 watt) loading, tapped
2
primary 200-245 upright mountings El Order ref IP24
BURGLAR ALARM BELL - 6" gong OK for outside use 11 protected from
rain 12V battery operated Price f8 Ref 8P2
VERY REIJABLE CAPACITOR 4.4 400v not electrolytic so not
polarised. Potted in ah ican, size 1
/ x3,4T 11/zin high. A top grade
4
3
capacitor made for high class instrument work. Ideal for PCB mounting. 2for f1Our ref 80667
CAPACITOR BARGAIN - axial ended, 47C0j./F at 25V Jap made, normally 50p each you get 4for f1Our ref 613
SINGLE SCREENED FLEX 7.02 copper conductors, pvc insulated then
with copper screen, finally outer insulation in fact quite normal
screened flex 10m for fI. Our ref 80668
MES. BULB HOLDERS Circular base batten type fitting. 4for £1. Our
ref BD127a
SPRING LOADED TEST PRODS - Heavy duty, made by the famous
Bulgin company very good quality Price 4for El Ret BD597
3-CORE FLEX BARGAIN No. I - Core size 5mm so ideal for long extension leads carrying up to 5amps or short leads up to 10 amps 15mm
for £2 ref 2P189
3-CORE FLEX BARGAIN No. 2 - Core sae I . 25mm so suitable for long
extension leads carrying up to 13 amps, or short leads up to 25A. tOrn
for f2 Ref 2P190
ALPHA-NUMERIC KEYBOARD- This keyboard has 73 keys giving trouble free lite and no contact bounce The keys are arranged in two
groups, the main area Is aOWERTY array and on the right is a15 key
number pad, board size is approx. 13" x4" - brand new but offered at
only afraction of its cost, namely £3, plus fIpost. Pef. 3P27
WIRE BARGA1N- 500 metres 0.7mm solid copper tinned and p.v.c
covered. Only f3 plus ft post Ref 3P31 - that's well under 1p per
metre, and this wire is ideal for push on connections
1/11th HORSEPOWER 12 VOLT MOTOR Made by Smiths, the body
length of this is approximately 3m, the diameter 3in and the spindle 5
16th of an inch diameter, It has acentre flange for fixing or can be fixed
from the end by means of 2nuts. Avery powerful little motor which
revs at 3,00Orpm. We have alarge quantity of them so if you have any
projects in mind then you could rely on supplies for at least two years.
Price £6. Our ref BPI, discount for quantities of 10 or more.
3 VOLT MOTOR Very low current so should be very suitable for
working with solar cells. £ 1each. Our ref 80681.
MINI SPEAKERS to use instead of headphones with your personal
stereo- simply plug in to earphone socket. Excellent sound quality,
only £4per pair Our ref 4P34
SEALED LEAD ACID BATTERIES Japanese made re-chargeable and
maintenance-free. Leak- proof construction, so could be used in any
position. Long life expectancy- usually four to five years. 12V 2.6Ah,
£10 each. Our ref 10P59. 6V lAh, £5each. Our ref 5P135.
INNER EAR STEREO HEADPHONES Ideal for lady listeners as they will
not mess up your hair dol Come complete in aneat carrying case. Price
£3. Our ref 3P56
STEREO HEADPHONE AMPUFIER Very sensitive. Amagnetic cartridge
or tape head will drive it Has volume control and socket for stereo
headphones. 3V battery operated £ 1each. Our ref 80680.
FET CAPACITOR MICROPHONE EAGLE CI.200 Output equivalent to a
high class dynamic microphone while retaining the characteristics of a
capacitor microphone. Price Et Our ref BD646,
SUB-MIN TOGGLE SWITCH Body size 8mm xdrnmx 7mm SBDT with
chrome dolly fixing nuts. 4for f1Our ref 80649.
SUB-MIN PUSH SWITCH DPDT. Single hole fixing by hexagonal nut. 3
for El Our ref BD650
DISPLAY 16 CHARACTER 2UNE As used in telephone answering and
similar machines. Screen size 85mm x36mm x9.3mm. Alpha-numeric,
dot 5m0arrie module with integral CMOS micro processor LCD display
Made
by the EPSON Company, reference 16027AR Price £ 10. Our ref
lOP.

Find love with Britain's foremost and least expensive
National Computer Dating Agency
NO MATTER where you live, or who you are. Datalink is able to find you AMPLE
introductions ... all personally selected by our experienced staff.

Peter and Evelyn
WA IA
1•11BMI.
• , 01511.,

LAST YEAR, Datalink spent more on National Press advertising - to guarantee you partners
near home - than any other agency in GREAT BRITAIN.
FOR DATALINK does not cater only ( or even largely) for the London area, but for the whole
of the British Isles.
THAT'S WHY Datalink is so large ... so obviously successful ... so competitive
up-to-date.

and so

LOOK AT THE FACTS:
Our STAFF SELECT your Introductions themselves ... not alarge impersonal computer.
Our STAFF CHOOSE LOCAL contacts, often on your doorstep. Unlike other Agencies
Datalink does not ask its Members to complete amini- map of Britain ... where each square
covers avast area.
DATALINK IS A UNIQUE PERSONAL SERVICE
Our system is unique because our staff ( not machines) make all the final decisions. We didn't invent computer dating ... an American did ...
but we've certainly improved and modernised it.
AND NOW another first!
WE NOW HAVE A GOLD SERVICE ... Whether work, studies or divorce keep you out of the social scene longer than expected, we have
something SPECIAL just for you. All details . . sent along with Brochures.
PUT SIMPLY...DATALINK is averitable National Institution, widely respected everywhere for its honesty, integrity ... and ITS FRIENDLY
SERVICE! We take the hard work out of meeting people, and have awealth of 'knowhow', second to none.
You needn't live near Datalink. Quite the contrary ... whether you reside in Northern Ireland, the Isle of Man, John O' Groats or possibly at
Land's End, we are simply aphone call from you ... ALL DAY - even AFTER WORK until 10.00 pm. We, at Datalink, are here for YOUR
service and YOUR convenience ... don't settle for less!
ONLY DATALINK GUARANTEE MEMBERS AT LEAST THREE SUITABLE CONTACTS IMMEDIATELY (
Usually you will receive six)
DATALINK: P.O. BOX 100 STRATFORD-UPON-AVON CV37 6LE

:FREE
COMPUTER TEST

In less than ten years nearly
one million people have completed

a
•
I
m

a

our questionnaires. Why not fill in
this simple version. We will send
you FREE and in COMPLETE
CONFIDENCE full information about
Datalink and details of just ONE OF
THE MANY Datalink Members who
we feel you would like to meet.
Please process the completed
questionnaire and send me full
information on Datalink, AND details
of someone you believe will be
compatible. Iunderstand that this is
FREE and WITHOUT OBLIGATION.

START HERE

l
am

over 17

Occupation

Shy
Nervous
Affectionate
Romantic
Intellectual

Nationality
Your Sex ( M/F)
Your Height

Your Age

Age range of person you wish to meet

Min
Surname
First Name
Address

YOUR PERSONALITY

Max

Are You..,

Outgoing
Self- Confident
Fun Loving
Ambitious
Creative
Generous

Tolerant
YOUR INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
If you enjoy the following please tick. If you dislike them
please indicate with across.Otherwise leave blank.
Pop Music
Pub Evenings
Dining Out
Travelling
Theatre/Cinema _
Walking/Cycling _
Committee Work_
Watching TV
-

Classical Music_
Dancing
Collecting Things_
Spectator Sport _
Poetry/Reading _
Gardening
Conversation
Museum Visits

IIM M MI all MI in IIM M MI In M M NI MN M M III IM IM M MI aPlease enclose 2First Class Stamps
For Brochure by return post, phone (
0789) 750092 ( 24- hr Reply Service)
DATALINK: RO. BOX 100, STRATFORD-UPON-AVON CV37 6LE

mums§

